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Ivan Makar Arrested for

Supporting Glasnost
While the public relation

snow job on the west

nicknamed Glastnost by the "authorities' lifestyles of the use of similar methods to

Mikahil Gorbachev continues, drunken orgies in restaurants those initiated "in order to

the hard facts of reality and dachas." Upon his arrest supress public opinion

continue to strike home in at 9am on the day of the during Brezhnev's restoration

Ukraine and in particular in demonstration, Makarof Stalinism." They also

the long-time cultural center immediately declared a pointed out that "no other

of Lviv. Since July 6, 1987, hunger strike and continued republic, even Armenia which

when the first public meeting it despite the arrival of his is boiling with mutiny, uses

of an "unofficial" group in 25 brother with food for him this articles in this shameful

years took place, there have twelve days later. way," in spite of the

been about twenty such The Ukrainian Association of announcement "by the

public meetings with political 1 n d e n d e n t c

e

a 1 1 v e authorities that political

and cultural themes in Lviv. Intelligentsia declared Ivan arlic ies be excluded from

Despite new decrees on Makar the first victim in tne cr im in ia i code, that they

demonstrations passed by the Ukraine of political De exempt from KGB and

Supreme Soviet Presidium on repressions during the period po ii t jca i interference." The

July 28-29 which affirmed of Glastnost. coining the statement accused the

the right of the citizenry. Phrase now used to describe Ukrainian judiciary of "going

guarenteed by the Makar in speeches and a iong w ith reactionary forces-

constitution, to hold declarations: "the first. tne enem ies f Perestroika"

"meetings, rallies, street prisoner
,
of Perestroika in and caued for the immediate

marches and demonstrations," Ukraine." On the 18th of re ]ease Qf Makar. A second

the leading organizer of the August, fourteen days after

j

nfo rm at j n bulletin
famous Lviv demonstrations, the arrest of Makar, a large dedicated to the Makar issue

one of which had 20,000 group formed outside the inc iuded a list of Makar's
people show up to witness the 'Brigidka' prison and scientific works and was
formation of the "Democratic demanded the immediate accompanied by 703
Front in Support of release of the detained signatures in his defence.

Perestroika", Ivan Makar was Ukrainian nationalist. TheThe issue of Ivan Makar will

arrested August 4, 1988 in penalties for breaking the provide a clear indication of

Lviv only hours before recently set decrees on the nature of Glasnost,

another demonstration was to demonstrations was a Perestroika, and Gorbachev

have taken place. At this warning, a 300-ruble fine orhimself. All the

demonstration, 3,000 people in"exceptional cases" fifteen demonstrations organized by

gathered around the statue of days imprisonment for the Makar were organized under

Ivan Franko, a 19th century first offence. However, Makar the auspices of furthering the

Ukrainian poet, shouting was not arrested and charged course of Perestroika in

slogans such as "Freedom for under these new decrees but Ukraine. They repeatedly

Ukraine." The demonstration rather under article 187-3 of praised Soviet Leader
was eventually brutally the criminal code to which Gorbachev and his policy of

dispersed by the militia article 187-1 was later added. Glasnost. Thus if Glastnost is

while Makar remained This article had seen more than a front meant for

detained. extensive use in the Brezhnev the west, as Josyp Terelya, a

Ivan Makar, an engineer by era to quiet dissentors and recently released Ukrainian

profession, had previously carries a prison term of up to nationalist and religious

written a letter to a Lviv three years for violation of dissident who emigrated to

newspaper, Leninska Molofl the social order. It had been Canada in the last year,

advocating the opening of KGB customary since the arrest of described it. Gorbachev
(formerly NKVD) files with Armenian dissident P. should intervene in defence of

reference to "the crimes of Airikyan to hold the accused Makar. But as Makar has not

the 1944-49 years in the fifteen days, but Makar has been released and as it is

western Ukrainian lands... been held in prison for a very unlikely that

encouraged and sometimes much longer period of time. Scherbitsky, the premier of

directly organized by Mykhailo Horyn, a dissident the Ukrainian SSR, and the

criminals from the NKVD and and human rights activist, republic's judicial branch

KGB," a demand initially issued a statement describing would act in this way without

voiced at the demonstrations the proceedings as "a decisive the consent of Gorbachev, it

in June and July. Makar also onslaught by the local appears that Perestroika is

criticized the privaleges authorities on the process of just an empty promise

enjoined by party officials democriti zation." The coupled with limited

and the corrupt lifestyle they Ukrainian Helsinki Union concessions to satisfy western

lead. In his letter he claimed issued a statement defending leaders and attract western

that the nation was aware of Ivan Makar and denouncing investments in the USSR.

Compiled from UPA sources by
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The "western" news media is reporting, in great

detail, the growing unrest in the Soviet Union, namely

nationalist movements in the Baltic states and the

ethnic confrontation between Azerbaijanis and

Armenians, When the news media starts to analyze

these events in context of other Soviet nationality

groups, the unrest and demonstrations which took place

in Ukraine this past summer, notably in Lviv, get

mentioned as a bigger problem for Gorbachev and his

policy of Perestroika and Glasnost. Perhaps this is

why Gorbachev has not really tried to ouster the

Brezhnevite Shcherbitsky - knowing full well thai only

he would be able to suppress any popular Ukrainian

movement for reform.

However one must also look al the positive changes

which have taken place in the Soviet Union in the

preceding years. Liberties, which would have been

undreamed of under Brezhnev, not to mention Stalin,

exist and are propagated by some, if not all, citizens.

One must realize that the nationalistic aspirations of

the Baltic states did not arise due to repression but due

to a loosening of the reigns of control.

In keeping with this "new and improved" Soviet

Union, the Ukrainian community should alter its

confrontational stand towards the Soviet Union. The

strongly worded, but essentially meaningless, rhetoric

should be discarded, as should some Ukrainian

organisations' allegiances to failing dictatorships in

South America. The Ukrainian community should

move to the "high road" and presenl our facts to various

western governments, the U.N., the "western" media

and other similar institutions and get them to help in

"the Ukrainian cause".

However this type of approach might still be a few

years down the road given the bombastic, cliche ridden

speech the new President of the World Congress of Free

Ukrainians gave al the Congress' concert at Maple Leaf

Gardens on Sunday, November 27. His attitude did not

reflect any positive gains Ukraine might have made in

the last years but recycled many worn views.

All signed letters ot reasonable length which comply with Canadian libel and
slander laws will be printed unedited (save lor purposes ol clarity) m this column We
will not print anonymous letters, but it lor personal reasons contributors wish to
withhold their names or use a pseudonym, this can be arranged. In all cases howeverwe require both a genuine signature and a return address.

SUSK sleep

I am wondering what ever

happened to SUSK, the body which

is supposed to represent Ukrainian

Canadian Students.

You have heard of them. Sure

you have! They used to be active, up

until the early eighties, in all sorts of

areas, human rights, multicul-

turalism, the list goes on. It used to

be an organisation which I looked up

to and admired from a distance. The
country I came from did not have

such an organisation and a few of us

Ukrainian student "types" would sit

around and occasionally wish that a

similar organisation would sprout up

in our country. On moving to

Canada I found myself far from
center of the Canadian Ukrainian

experience (cultural, political,

religious) and I was never able (due

partly to my own foibles) to

establish contact with or become a

member of SUSK. I kept informed

by subscribing to and reading
STUDENT, whose stories frequently

cronicled the many adventures,

misadventures and controversies that

SUSK was involved in.

Lately in the pages of STUDENT
there has been no mention of SUSK,
besides the standard pre and post

congress articles and advertisements.

In the last issue (September-
October, 1988) the SUSK resolutions

were not even printed. Is this

because the STUDENT staff is

purposefully ignoring the activities

of SUSK and its member clubs or is

it because SUSK has become
inactive and there is nothing to print

and no submissions?

In a recent conversation with a

friend from the prairies, an old

SUSK-ite who is very much
interested in student activities and

keeps contact with people who know
of SUSK's activities, I was able to

come up with an answer to this last

question. Sadly the latter is true. To
my friend, and now to me, it seems

thai SUSK has ceased to be anything

but a hollow organisation running on

impulse power, much like all the old

Ukrainian organisations which came
under a barrage of criticism from

SUSK and STUDENT in the past.

It is sad to see such a potential

ridden organisation decaying
without a sound. A wise man once

said that "it's better to bum out than

to rust", if SUSK was to stop being

active I always imagined a glorious

end, forever tilling at windmills,

forever getting under the skin of

complacent bureaucratic "big-
shots". It is unfortunate that

complacency has gotten the better of

SUSK. I can only hope that some
students in the future will see the

inherit potential and revitalize

SUSK.

Mike Tysohladchuk

Charlottetown, PEI

On Jello and Other Fruit

I must say I enjoyed the

"Rambling Mind" article, which
appeared in the last issue

(September-October, 1988) of

STUDENT, describing the dif-

ferences between American and

Canadian political cultures in terms

of cherry Jello with bananas in it.

The analogy was good and being a

person who likes using analogies I

gave this one some thought.

The author could have included a

brief insight into European political

culture using the same analogy.

Since European political culture, and

here I am generalising, is usually

unstable the Jello would have to be

constantly at a boil, with the bananas

in it. Since this does not make a

neat and tidy analogy I suggest that

into the jello which is European
political culture someone has tossed

pineapples. Yes, pineapples. You
see, if one adds pineapples to Jello

the Jello will not congeal due to

some kind of natural acid/chemical

contained in the pineapple.

I think that these chunks of

pineapples, and no doubts all types

of fruits, were always present in the

European political Jello. This
because Europe is so diverse,

politically, and has gone through so

many ideological upheavals.

Anyways, I just wanted to put in

my two cents.

Jaroslava Pidkolenko

Mississaugua, Ont.

ŜTUDENT is published bi-momhly by Student
Newspaper Publishing. Subscription rate is S6.00
for 10 issues.

STUDENT is an open forum for fact Bind opinion,

reflecting the interests of Ukrainian Canadian
students on various topics - social, cultural,
political and religious.

The opinions an thoughts expressed in individual

signed articles are ihe responsibility of their
authors, and not necessarily those of the STUDENT
staff. STUDENT'S role is to serve as a medium
through which discussion can be conducted on given
issues from any point of view. Letters to the editor

are welcome. We reserve the right to edit material

for publication.

STUDENT enjoys Special Subscriber Status with
the Canadian University Press (CUP). Now ain't

that special 1
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Notes on gift giving...

In the Toronto Star (Nov. 22, 1988) it was reported that the
Soviet Union is giving a T-34 tank as a gift to the Canadian
War Museum. The picture showed a T-34 in Budapest in 1945.
It could have showed a T-34 in Budapest in 1956, or in Prague
in 1968. It seems that Soviet client states do not want to use
these tanks any more, so the Soviets are repackaging them and
giving them away to other people. (Incidentally, Canada is

looking to buy new tanks for our army.) It is incumbent on all

the citizens of Canada to send a thank you note to the Soviets
and they should ask about the availability of similar tanks, or
even other models, to decorate their front laws. Won't the
lonses, or Klymchucks, be green with envy? Why should an
arms race be an exclusive privilege of the state? As well, since
Mykolaiko and Christmas is approaching, this would be an ideal

gift, better than chocolate or flowers or worse, a toy tank.

Staff this issue:

Andrij Mikuch
Okura Muyniik
ft Bo Mokola

Please address all correspondence to:

STUDENT
62© Spadina Ave.
Toronto, Ontario

MSS 2H4

November 30, 1988 A.D.

Second Class Mail Registration

#7606
Postage paid cash in Toronto

The Right Honorable Joe Clark receives advice on the
effectiveness of his policies.

Is this post-election period a time to perform a
post-mortem for the Free Trade Agreement (FTA)
debate? Perhaps. The Progressive Conservatives,
who until recently had never been free traders, are

going to push the deal through. The Liberals, who
have traditionally been pro-free traders, and the NDP
have stated that ihey will not attempt to stall the bill.

The Liberal majority in the Senate has said that they

will do likewise.

So it would seem that the deal will go through,

since the parties which which oppose this deal have
decided to abide by the "will of the people".
However the free trade debate is far from dead. I

issues sensitive to Canadians still remain unsolved.

The deal provides a time frame for both parties to

negotiate on these questions. The Prime Minister has

repeatedly tried to reassure Canadians that subsidies

and social policies in Canada will not be harmed. He
has even implied that if they would be harmed he
would pull out of the trade arrangement with
America.

However I do not want to discuss the Free Trade

Agreement. You, and I, are undoubtedly saturated

with the often empty and stale rhetoric we had to

endure in October and November. What is much
more interesting is the concept of two unequal, in

terms of power, states forming a union, whether,

military, economic, whatever.

Our own history bears witness to this concept. I

am referring to the Periaslavskij Dohovir. For the

unitiated, this agreement was concluded in 1654
between a fledgling, newly created and embattled

Hetmanate and the much more powerful and well

established Russian Empire. In retrospect, it was a

bad deal negotiated under trying circumstances.

Bohdan Khmelnytsky, the Cossack hetman, found his

forces embattled from all sides. The Polish empire,

anxious to regain its Ukrainian "possessions", was

advancing on his borders. The Crimean Tatars and

the Turkish sultan, with whom he previously had a

non-aggression treaty, were not very reliable as

allies. To the north of his state lay the powerful, but

still semi-dormant Russian empire. He decided to

secure his northern flanks by entering into a treaty

with the Russian empire.

On the 18th of January, 1654, both sides sat down

to negotiations in the town of Periaslav. By March a

treaty was signed and Ukrainian history was

significantly altered. Some. like Tares Shevchenko.
Ukraine's most revered poet, called, in one of his

poems, Bohdan Khmelnytsky a traitor who sold
Ukraine to the Russian empire. Some historians state

that he had no choice due to the circumstances and
needed to ally himself with someone to avoid
isolation and certain defeat. Interestingly enough,
these same arguments have surfaced in Canada during

the first round of the free trade debate.

Interestingly, those comments, although
acknowledgingly about vastly different treaties - the

FTA is, in its basic form is a trade deal, and the

Periaslavskij Dohovir was basically a military

agreement - relate to agreements which are similar in

style. Both were negotiated quickly. Although the

FTA took longer to negotiate than the Periaslavskij

Dohovir. by modem standards and the complexity of

the issues involved, the time frame was short.

More importantly both deals did not specify, in

concrete terms, the sovereign rights of the smaller

power. In the Periaslavskij Dohovir the Hetmanate

had to inform the Russian Tsar of most of its actions.

Although the Tsar did not have an expressed veto,

nor did he have any say, technically, in the affairs of

the Hetmanate, being a much larger power,
economically and militarily, the Tsar could keep
close tabs on the Hetmanate in Ukraine. Ukraine first

became a state under the Russian empire's
protectorate and soon became a territory within the

Russian empire.

I am not saying that this will be Canada's fate

under the FTA. I am just pointing out that our

history should serve as a warning to the dangers

present in vague agreements which are signed

between two states of unequal stature. The European

Common Market (EEC) works well because most

countries are of roughly similar size, there are many
of them (no one state can exert power in the true

sense of the word) and all the countries have their

own fundamental linguistic character, their own
deeply rooted history and culture.

As Leonard Cohen said in a concert he gave in

Toronto: " as I was packing my bags to go to New
York my mother came in and said 'Son you better be

careful there cause you know, those people down
there are different than us". And that's all I got to

say about free trade,

SUBMIT TO STUDENT
Articles, poetry, cartoons, photographs -

we need you to submit your contributions to

STUDENT, to help us cover what's going

on in the Ukrainian community in Canada

and around the world. Anything sent in by

students, about student life, or of interest to

the student community, will be considered

for publication. Although we cannot
guarantee your work will get into print, we
will give each contribution our careful

consideration. Ukrainian-language
submissions are of course, most welcome.

As indeed are ones in french. So help us

tell it like it really is, by submitting today

to STUDENT.

Submission' deadline for next Issue: Jan. 13

A note regarding technical requirements:

All articles should either be typed or neatly

written, double spaced between lines and
with ample margins for convenient editing.

Please stipulate any conditions you might
haveregarding the editing of content with
articles of a sensetive political nature.

Photos preferably should be black and
white, but colour ones are fine, and have
details on the back describing what/who
they depict. Artwork and cartoons should

be done in black ink on clean white paper,

with the artist's signature incorporated in

the design.

N.B.: Do not send in negative, of photo,, and keep , copy of

your astidei if you want to have your material returned to you,

please enclose a tumped idf-addietsed envelope with yoor
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The 1968 SUSK Congress, held in Monlxeal in May.

was significant, if for one thing, for the fact that it

initialed the publication of this newspaper, STUDENT.
The first issue (July-August, 1968) appeared later that

year and was edited by Roman Serbyn, who also held

(he position of SUSK President that year.

Since that Congress, more than twenty years ago,

over one hundred issues of STUDENT have been

published. One hundred and three if you count this

issue and one special issue. On average five issues a

year have been produced in STUDENT'S history.

Unfortunately STUDENT has been rather inconsistent

throughout its publishing history. As many as ten

issues have been published in a single year. However

several years have only seen one issue published. The

only consistency in STUDENT'S history is the fact

that there have never been any years when STUDENT
did not publish.

Other consistencies in STUDENT'S history have

been the severe shortage of finances, which periodically

lead to pleading editorials for financial support, a never

ending quest to have Ukrainian students from all the

various regions of Canada submit articles to STUDENT
and a constant frank discussion of issues in the

Ukrainian community, the kind no other Ukrainian

newspaper would print.

Unlike the festivities surrounding the Millenium,

STUDENT'S twentieth anniversary was celebrated more

modestly, only two events were planned. One was the

publication of this issue, which after many turbulent

months is finally completed, albeit in modified form.

The second objective was to locate and compile as

many complete sets of STUDENT'S as possible. The

latter objective was perhaps the most difficult since

many of the old issues have disappeared. In this respect

I would like to thank Lubomyr Szuch, Marika Bandera

and Bohdan Mykytiuk of the Canadian Ukrainian

Immigrant Aid Society, and Bohdana Wilk of the St.

Vladimir's Institute library in Toronto for their

patience and their donations of various old issues. A
final note about old issues of STUDENT is that I heard

rumour of a complete set, up to an undetermined date in

the seventies, is to be found in the British Museum.

STUDENT did get around!

This issue, much like the special issue of STUDENT
published in 1979 in honour of SUSK's twenty fifth

anniversary, is composed of two sections. The first

section is a compilation of articles written by several

past editors of STUDENT. All the editors were
contacted and invited to submit articles.

Unfortunately, not all of these past editors submitted

articles and consequently we are not able to present a

complete picture of STUDENT'S history as recollected

by the past editors. As well an article by former SUSK
president Andrij Makuch dealing with STUDENT'S
early years in Edmonton is featured alongside these

articles.

The second section contains a selections of some
articles published during the past twenty years. (The

volume and issue number as well as the date of

publication is given in the parentheses.) It is important

to recognize that this is not a "best of STUDENT"
selection. I believe that that kind of selection would be

impossible to make while one is in the process of

publishing the newspaper. As well one would have to

have a good knowledge of the history of the Ukrainian

Canadian students movement. In selecting (he various

articles I consciously tried to avoid too many repeats of

articles in the SUSK twenty fifth anniversary issue and

tried to avoid taking a bulk of articles from the same

era. This makes the issue slightly jagged and uneven

but I believe that this presents an eclectic mix which

summarises the history of STUDENT well.

Before ending I must acknowledge that this issue

would not have been published without the financial

support of the Ukrainian Canadian Foundation of Taras

Shevchenko. As well I would like to thank all the

people who have in any way contributed to the

publication of this issue.

Nestor Gula

Editor 1986-1988

Twentieth

Anniversary of
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1984-85
1985-86
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Bohdan Krawchenko

Chrystia Chomiak
Yuri Boshyk

Zenon Zwarych
Ilka Okipniuk

Andrij Bandera

Halya Kuchmij
Myroslav Shkanrij

Anhelyna Szuch

Lubomyr Szuch

Bohdan Kupycz

Nestor Makuch
Jars Balan

Tamara Ivanochko

Chrysrja Chudczak

Stan Chuyko
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Bohdan Krawchenko 1969
As well as being STUDENT editor, he was SUSK president for the

1969-70 term. He joined the staff of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian

Studies in 1976 and became the director in 1986. a post he still holds

today. He is the author of Social Change and National Consciousness in

Twenlieth-Cenlury Ukraine (1985).

phoned to ask me if I wanted to work

for Ukrainian students as an

organizer. (They used the words

"organizer" and "student move-
ment"—magic to my ears.) And so 1

went to Toronto (got dressed-up in a

suit) for a job interview with Roman
Petryshyn. I soon found out that

there was a job; but no money really,

and that my task was to raise funds

for my salary and expenses, secure

grants from the government, help

organize the SUSK Congress in

Vancouver and travel across the

country to mobilize students, It was

a great summer!

But to get back to STUDENT.
The issue's task was to get students

to attend the Vancouver Congress,

and to give SUSK a new image —
that of a dynamic student movement.

The issue came out, the Vancouver

Congress was a roaring success and it

was indeed the opening page of an

interesting period of student life.

Photo Not Available

j
l was editor of STUDENT for one

issue, the summer 1969 issue.

I became editor of the paper

because I was hired as a summer field

worker for SUSK. I had graduated

from Bishop's University in the

spring of 1969 and was planning to

settle down for a pleasant summer in

the Eastern Townships. I had a

summer job lined up with the

Sherbrooke Daily Record and an

apartment in North Hatley. But...

Roman Serbyn and Roman Petryshyn

Irka Stevens (Okipniuk)

1971-72
After completing a graduate degree in Soviet and East European

Studies, she held several positions with financial institutions in Toronto.
Presently, she is manager - Treasury Services for the Bank of Nova
Scotia, New York Office. She lives in Asbury Park, New Jersy, with her
husband, a classical musician.

I received a phone call late one

night from the present STUDENT
editor who opened a proverbial

floodgate of memories by reminding

me of one year when I had been in

that position. I remember that

period, from the autumn of 1971 to

the summer of 1972, with fondness

and pride, but my recollections were

painted in "broad brush strokes" and

I needed copies of back issues to fill

in the details, I wasn't expecting the

rush of memories to be quite so

strong...

Let me now join the string of

editors who believe that their year

was special. On campuses in

1971/72 we were still feeling the

spirit of the "60's" when university

students in North America had been

so active on political and social

issues. We had been in our mid
teens during the most volatile limes,

so we still had the memories that

told us thai it was possible to be
heard and change the course of
events.

In the Ukrainian community
during that time we had such a

convergence of events that we were

never lacking for an issue to act on,

speak out on... or write about. The
hard working individuals who were

responsible for STUDENT at that

time met frequently - between
classes, over lunch, evenings,
weekends - constantly discussing,

planning and writing. Those days

saw the beginnings of the Federal

recognition of Multiculturalism and

we were actively working on

presentations seeking to have the

reality acknowledged and financially

supported. We were translating our

own growing awareness of the

Ukrainian heritage in Canada into

projects which recorded it and

educated others about it. We were

taking our ideas to other

organizations in the Ukrainian

community (and yes, we were at

school full time!)

Even after seventeen years of

added experiences and maturity, I

still marvel at the sophisticated

achievements in that year for such a

young group of people. ..it's all there,

recorded in STUDENT: the writings

and action surrounding the plight of

dissidents, the concern and
discussions over Multiculturalism,

the news of the successful Ukrainian

Canadian Festival of Arts in Thunder

Bay, the Saskatchewan Ukrainian

Canadian Youth Jamboree, the

technical orientation courses

preceding the two years of Summer
Field Work and the Field Work
activities themselves ("the student as

animator and community organiser")

and, as they say, much, much more...

Chrystia Chomiak 1969-70
Lives in Edmonton with her two children - Mychailo 4 1/2 and Eva 21

months and her husband, John-Paul Himka. She lives in a Ukrainian

language housing co-op - the Hromada Housing Cooperative - a co-op
whose goal is to build a vibrant Ukrainian speaking community. She
works at the Women's Program and Resource Center at the University of

Alberta as a publicist and as a free-lance researcher and curator.

STUDENT is free! We don't tow the two issues of STUDENT
anybody's line...STUDENT is openl that I edited we addressed that which

We are a forum of fact and opinion. we Wfmted to change - the lack of "Anyone should be allowed to speak

We will print all facts and anybody's minority rights in Canada, the hold ouli whoever he may be, so long as it

opinion...STUDENT is commu- of Russian chauvinism and Soviet
jj not a hostile clement and does not

nications! With students, workers, authoritarianism in Ukraine, the make malicious attacks, and it does

professionals, hippies. It's your
polilics and Praclice of the League not ma tter if he says something

newspaper, so dig it...The Ukrainian
for mc Liberation of Ukraine (in a wrong. Leaders at all levels have the

community in Canada is caught hard fifing article by Professor J. duty to listen to others. "(Mao Tsc

between two worlds: 'one dead, the
Darewycz which caused a great stir Tung)

other powerless to be bom'. "The when il aPPeared >- we also wrote Th i s last quote, taken from an

Ukrainian student movement must about what we supported - the article by George Boshyk. also

stand on the side of life." So read growinS opposition in Ukraine (the caused a great deal of gnashing of

the opening sentences of my first
headJme of 5 "ticle optimistically Ieeth when it appeared. Today I am

editorial in STUDENT - Volumel, proclaimed "75,000 Dissenting in embarrassed that we should have

Number 3, October 16, 1969, Ukraine"), our desire to be included defended such a narrow and

published in Toronto, Ontario. m comrnunily hfe on our own terms. authoritarian position on freedom of

These words characterized us, the
our hoPes for the devel°Pment of speech.

Ukrainian Canadian students' Ukrainian culture and against its There arc three things that strike

movement, which was born at the
folkish fcivialization ("Ukrainianism me m0 st about the issues that I

memorable Vancouver conference of
is more than HaIloween- There is edited. On the positive side were our

August 1969. The conference was more 10 il * hopak and idealism and our painful, at times

attended by Ukrainian students from
emDroidcfy- ) awkward, struggle to speak out

across Canada, a few Quebecois In the Mlicles that aPpc ared on honestly. On the negative side was

students involved in the vibrant and PaSes of STUDENT we quoted 0ur blindness on the women's
radical Quebec students' movement. from our heroes in support of our question - of the ten people who
Dimitrios Roussopoulos, then as now *dea^ s: worked on STUDENT six were

one of Canada's leading anarchist
"The hi 6hest duty of man is to womenj f whom worked

intellectuals, representatives from °0 to humanity. But you can as typists. Moreover, we never

few ethnic groups and an assortment
belong 10 humanity only through discussed, even superficially, the

of members (all men) from the
own1, trough your own role of women either in our milieu or

Ukrainian establishment. Here we - P^Pfc- ^ nation is in a critical community. In retrospect my main

met and s ' lual i on - when its very national contribution to STUDENT was the

existence and its future are at stake - assembling of an editorial board that

shameful to abandon it."(Ivan met, discussed and planned issues

together and democratically

established an open editorial policy.

the Ukrainian students

formed a movement for change.

Our ideas were formed by thi

events of our time: the student ^J™ 03 )

radicalization thai swept the world

in the late 1960s; opposition to

American imperialism in Vietnam

and Soviet imperialism in

Czechoslovakia; the emergence of a

democratic opposition in Ukraine;

the struggle for official bilingualism

in Canada and independence for

Quebec; and the struggle for

recognition by what used to be

known as "the other minority
groups."

Like the student movement of

which we were a part, the staff of

STUDENT was a very diverse lot.

We were a collection of Ukrainian

hippies, princesses and princes,

nationalists and anarchists, and even

one non-Ukrainian (our photo-
grapher) who shared the hope of

being instrumental in the change that

we were sure was about to take place.

Both this structure and this policy

continued for a number of years.

All the memories of publishing

STUDENT during that time are

inseparable from the times that

spawned it. All the issues we were

battling and all the projects we were

undertaking in SUSK and in

university centers across Canada
found their way into our paper. We
related facts and editorialised, with

humour or with anger, but always

with great passion. The newspaper
kept Ukrainian Students' Clubs
across Canada informed about
activities taking place elsewhere,
gave all a forum in which to express

their views and unified us in our

concerns. I look back and feel

extremely proud to have been part of

such a fruitful time, working with so

many talented and dedicated young

Ukrainians.

STUDENT
(vl n3, October 1969)
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HalyaKuchmij 1972-73
Is a television producer with CBC's "Man Alive" program. Her past

credits include being a producer for CBC's "The Journal" and several

award winning documentaries among which are 'The Strongest Man in the

World" and "Streetcar", a drama which won her an award while she was
still enrolled in York University's Film and Video program.

There is a photograph that I've

saved for the past sixteen years. It

was taken in the summer of 1972, in

someone's house in the west end

Toronto. We'd gathered there for a

communal portrait, eleven or twelve

members of Video-SUSK, dressed in

our pseudo-Ukrainian hippie garb,

traditional embroidered shirts over

bell bottomed jeans, long' hair parted

in the middle. If you glance al

pictures of the early seventies, you'd

recognize the look.

We thought we looked pretty cool

then. In retrospect, looking at the

photo, we did look pretty cool for

that time and place. The faces seem

amazingly open, idealistic and

confident (in itself a very non-
Ukrainian characteristic). We were

on the leading edge, "hip"

Ukrainian-Canadians who had

integrated ethnic with mainstream;

maple syrup with varennyky,

ethnofusion long before it was
fashionable to be other than English

or French, multicultural before

Trudeau legitimized the word. Some
of my "hip" colleagues from those

"glory" days were Andrij Semotiuk,

Irka Okipniuk, Bohdan Sirant,

Marko Bojcun, Olenka Demianchuk,

Ivan Fecan, etc. Even then the

names were not John, Andrew, Irene

or Helen.

We gathered together at 67

Harbord Street, then the headquarters

of SUSK and STUDENT. A tiny

little cubbyhole of an office that

rented for S90 monthly, it was
constantly crammed with books,

files, typewriters and people. The

phone rang constantly. There were

alot of arguments, discussions.

Should SUSK be more political or

more cultural? Left or right?

Ukrainian or Canadian? There was

alot of energy. Occasionaly we'd
carry on the discussions at the old

Porretto's, where Mama Porretto

would serve veal sandwiches for 60

cents. STUDENT was a constant

worry, day and night - the incessant

begging for articles, last-minute

layouts, pleading for ads, running to

the printers to get an issue out in

time for SUSK congress, trying to

stall the bill collectors (the thankless

job of Don Sadoway). Looking
through those back issues now, a

decade and a half later, I can

honestly say that we did a good job.

I'm still impressed by the quality

and variety of articles and graphics.

Not bad. And the best thing of all it

was fun.

There's not much left of the

collective spirit today. Occasionally

I'll drive by 67 Harbord going home

from work. It's been turned into a

bachelor apartment and there are no

signs, no markers, that this used to

be the very nerve center of Ukrainian

Canadian student life in the late

sixties and early seventies. I don't

see much of the old gang anymore,

we've all gone our separate ways to

new "loves" - careers, families,

children. There are even some who

didn't make it this far. Most of my
old friends have become
professionals of the "thirty-

Myroslav Shkandrij 1973-74
Was bom in England but completed his studies at the University of

Toronto, a M.A. and a Ph.D in Slavic Literature. Currently he is an
assosiate professor at the University of Manitoba and lives in Winnir.
with his wife Natalia and their child Alexandra.

Looking back on it, 1973-74 may
have been STUDENT at its most
pugilistic. The imagined opposition

was the reactionary who thought
long-hair, agnosticism and inter-

ethnic dating were bolshevik. The
arena - young minds and hearts. The
issues ... well, there were plenty: the

lack of democracy 'in the

community's political organizations,

socialism, feminism and nationalism.

We did a lot of reading in the "isms"

during those days, and still more
analysing of mass movements and

historic revolts. Perhaps that's why
history - in the guise of Makhno,
Shevchenko, UPA and Stetsko - all

received a reinterpretation.

But if history weighed heavily

upon us," so did the Zeitgeist : student

radicalism, the counter-culture and

Trotsky worked in defence of Soviet

political prisoners and a free and

^independent Ukraine. The brew was

something" range - doctors, lawyers,

media moguls ( Fecan),

stockbrokers, writers, professors, etc.

We are now the Establishment,

sitting on boards and chairs of study,

giving money to students when
nostalgia and guilt rear their ugly

heads, writing letters of recom-
mendation to the Secretary of State.

Sometimes we meet at Ukrainian

functions and sometimes we talk

about the past, the "good ole days".

Often, as not, we forget or pretend it

never happened. But it did. And I

have the proof. A sixteen year old

photograph I'm going to keep on

saving.

nipeg

too much for some - who wrote us

off as communists, or fools - but the

intellectual debate was stimulating

and enriching and the aggressive,

activist pose is something I still wish

STUDENT had more of. We tried to

run with ideas in those days, and if

people didn't listen, we hit them
over the head with an article. That's

how I now see our attempt to

decanonize Stetsko and his "church",

our article on "integral nationalism",

our feminist column by Dolly Komar

(Chrystia Chomiak), our entry of

Roman Semenovych (a male) in raut

presy (a beauty pageant for females)

and other nose-thumbing. Maybe

they were not all "firsts" for the

Ukrainian community, but we
certainly felt as though they were.

Of course, it wasn't all taboo-

breaking. We published Borys

Komienko's poetry (the first to do so

in the west), popularized Soroka's

graphics, praised contemporary

writing in Ukraine, and insisted on

the need for the defence of a placid

paradise of folklore and tradition; it

was closer to a modernist tableau -

angsl-ridden and full of the terrible

beauty Yeats wrote about in

connection with the politics of

Ireland.

Myroslav Yurkewycz was
invaluable as a fellow-editor. His

unrepentant "Liberalism" and wry

humour pro v ided welcome
counterpoint. Roman Goyaniuk

would drop in after an evening of

reciting Maiakovsky to the waves on-

Harbourpoint. Sophia Yurkewycz
produced wonderful cartoons at short

notice. Natalka and Chrystia
Chomiak provided feminist ideas.

Marko Bojcun, Roman Petryshyn,

Ihor Petelycky, Roman Senkus.
Andrii Semotiuk, Myron Spolsky.

Liubko and Anhelyna Szuch, and

many others would help during those

endless evenings of layout where

everything was discussed. The
British artist Hluvko (I think that's

his name) made the Hutsul-carving

logo that is still used now.

The distribution network
expanded to Britain (which is where

I'm from), the Soviet embassy in

Ottawa and the runvisty took out

subscriptions. The readership, as I

have since discovered, included

academics, credit-union managers,

professionals and priests. It's tough

being radical in a community like

ours! It was even read by OUN(b)
heavies who devoted Homin Ukrainy

editorials to us written in vitriol.

This not only made fund—raising in

Toronto difficult - trips for Sunday

lunch to my uncle's became
downright dangerous.

On a personal level, in this my
second year in Canada I learned a

lot. About everything. And the

lessons have stood me in good stead.

I hope my colleagues on the paper

look back on that year as fondly as I

do.

(v7 n28, February 1974)

Starting at front, clockwise: P. Melnycky, B. Kowalsky, N. Myhal, M.
Bojcun, Y. Tarnawsky, I. Okipniuk, C. Laptuta, D. Porochlwnyk, H.

KuchmlJ (center: I. Petelycky, I. Fecan)
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Anhelyna Szuch 1974-75
Is a policy analyst for the Ministry of Community and Social Services

where she develops social policies for disadvantaged groups, most

recently the dcvelopmcnlally handicapped and physically disabled. She

obtained a BA in history from York University and completed a Master of

Arts of Political Science at the University of Alberta.

Being a part of the STUDENT
editorial collective in 1974-75
proved to be a very exciting and

challenging experience. Many
battles were fought that year, and an

awful lot was learned.

Most of the collective, like

myself, came out of the nationalist

community having had no previous

involvement in SUSK, Our group

had almost no continuity with the

previous year's editorial board.

Although the last of the "old guard"

exited SUSK the previous year, their

intellectual vibrancy and radicalism

had a lasting effect on us.

Our first challenge as a group was

learning to function as a democratic

collective. This entailed shedding

the quasi-authoritarian modes of

thinking which many nationalist

youths inherit. Learning to share

ideas in open discussions was a

necessity to our group's existence.

Our next challenge was to

overcome the "conflict" between

culture and politics. Initially, our

collective was divided between those

who preferred to publish articles

dealing with aspects of Ukrainian

Canadian culture, and those who

viewed STUDENT'S priority to be

the confrontation of politically

sensitive issues.

In order to resolve this conflict,

we were forced to assimilate a

serious analysis of Ukraine's past as

well as the current situation in

Ukraine. This brought about

numerous heated debates about all

sorts of things. Our collective was

not as politicized as the previous

"old guard" because most of us did

not fully experience the anti-war

movement of the 1960s (I was 14

years old in 1968). Nevertheless, in

many ways STUDENT continued the

previous tradition of confronting the

political conservatism of the

Ukrainian nationalist community

with the aim of reviving democratic

ideals within the community.

The turning point in our

collective's existence that year was

the publication of articles criticizing

those Ukrainians who sought support

for Ukrainian political prisoners

from the Chilean dictator Pinochet.

The resulting "blacklisting" of our

collective had a profound effect on

us. Although some members left the

collective, most were politicized by

the experience.

It was a difficult year but well

worth all the enlightening

experiences.

'1 SHOULD TAKE. LCSSOrlS

FROtTl fW SCRWYLO'"

(vl4 n75, January 1982)

Nestor Makuch 1977-80
Upon completing his term as editor in 1980, he moved to Toronto to

study law at Osgoode Hall Law School. Since 1983 he has practiced law

with the firm of Wheatley Sadownik in Edmonton. He resides there with

his spouse. Soma Maryn, and their daughter, Natalia,

In August 1977, a group of us

Edmonton USC stalwarts motored

down to Vancouver for the annual

SUSK Congress, expecting really

little more than spectacular West

Coast scenery and a good time.

Sure, there had been some talk about

bringing STUDENT to Edmonton,

but nothing specific had surfaced.

By the end of the congress, my
brother Andrij had been elected

SUSK president, and I had been

given the task of STUDENT editor-

in-chief. Leaving Vancouver, we
turned to each other, shook our

heads, and said, "What have we done

now!"

The next year was one of the most

hectic of my life. Both STUDENT
and SUSK had been centered in

Toronto forever and had simply run

out of steam. The few activists left

were burned out and eager to hand

the ball to a fresh group. In 1976-

1977, Student had appeared but

once, A slim second issue, printed

days before the congress, was hastily

collated and distributed at the

congress itself. The congress,

concerned about STUDENT'S very

existence, resolved that the

newspaper would be a priority for

SUSK in the coming year and that at

least four issues would be published.

During informal post-congress

meetings with S USK-ites in

Edmonton, I optimistically

announced that STUDENT would be

published on a monthly basis. If the

newspaper was truly to serve as a

vehicle of communication among
Ukrainian-Canadian students, it had

to appear frequently and regularly.

My announcement was met with

scarcely concealed disbelief fortified

with sceptical enthusiasm:

"Thai's great — when's the first

issue coming out?"

"Within a month," I replied.

"Well, good luck."

The only problem was that

nobody among the SUSK people in

Edmonton really knew anything

about- putting out a newspaper.

There was no overlap with the

previous STUDENT crowd —
nobody to leam the ropes from. We
were all quite green. And we had no

money.

Yet by the first days of October,

the first "Edmonton" STUDENT had

been published. I had scoured U of

A's cafeterias and beer halls,

cajoling their often reluctant

denizens into becoming staff

members. SUSK gave us some seed

money. We dredged up some articles

and spent many all-night sessions

trying to transform them into

something resembling a newspaper.

Without the yeoman efforts of the

small crew we assembled, and Yuri

Stebelsky and Bohdan Chomiak in

particular, we never would have

made it

But we did. And by the 1978

SUSK Congress, 10 issues had

appeared. (Student had never

appeared as frequently as it did that

year, and it hasn't since. The
encouragement and support, both

moral and financial, given by SUSK
under Andrij Makuch's leadership

was clearly significant in this

achievement.) By the time I left

Edmonton for Toronto in August

1980, we had published a total of 26 newspaper. Much of the credit for

regular issues plus a special SUSK this breakthrough has to be given to

Twenty-fifth Anniversary Issue — Sonia Maryn, who did everything
more than 40 per cent of all the from writing articles and club news
issues of STUDENT that had ever t selling STUDENT at concerts,

been published to that date. soliciting advertisements, and
It was, however, far from easy, defending the newspaper against its

and we made our share of mistakes, often vociferous detractors in
The first issue (Vol. 10, No. 39) Toronto.

turned out to be little more than a Throughout the years I was
sea of print with few graphics and involved with it, STUDENT matured
photographs. The articles were or evolved to greater independence
interesting but long. The layout was from SUSK The ncwspaper was
horrible. We took our share of formally a part of the SUSK
criticism and built on our meager constitution, and, in the past, had
experience. The second issue was aiways been merely onc of SUSK .

S

much livelier and better received, activities. But through increasing
Encouraged, we added more features, publication, beginning with 1977.
regular columns, colour, more varied STUDENT quickly became one of
and original graphics (thanks to our SUSK .

s major acli vities. The
resident but evasive artist, Roman associated "growing 5 "

Oleksij). a spicier mix of political manifested themselves in STUDENT
and cultural articles, and a

-

s associalion with the general
redesigned format. Perhaps the most Canadian sludent press and in Us
popular change we made was the dcsire for formal » independence"
introduction of a bona fide gossip from SUSK
column, the KGB (which, it can now Throughout 1978-1979
be revealed, stands for Komilet STUDENT courted the Canadian
Ceneralnoho). The University Press (CUP), the Canada-
column became astoundingly w id e association of campus
widespread in both its readership and newspapers . We wanted to be
sources of "information." recognized as a legitimate

Amazingly enough, we never had component of the general Canadian
serious difficulty in cither generating studcnt press. And we wanted access
enough articles or raising the money,„ CUP'S advertising network. CUP
necessary to publish on a regular regarded STUDENT as a bit of an
basis. After the first issue was ddity. All of its member papers
printed, I recall worrying about when were based on a campus. STUDENT
we could publish another one — all was „„,-. [, was organized on a
our available articles and funds had„ ational basis and focused on an
gone into the first issue. Yetethnic group. Nonetheless, CUP
somehow we managed. The admitted us as a prospective member
newspaper seemed to generate its i„ December 1978 and as a full
own momentum. The more we mcmber in December 1979. Our
published, the more articles we admission made Canadian student
seemed to have and the easier it history. It was the first time an
seemed to be to raise the all- "ethnic" newspaper had been granted

important cash. I'm not going to say membership in this organization of
it was easy to raise money — it university student newspapers,
wasn't, and we seemed'to be down to Bohdan Chomiak. who made the
our last pennies almost every month, initial contact and handled much of
Yet the money continued to appear -

the negotiations, deserves a great
- from subscriptions, donations from deal of credit for this achievement,
supporters, advertisements, fund- Part of the mating rituals with
raising socials, SUSK, club CUP involved a discussion of
contributions, and even bottle drives. STUDENT'S relationship with

One of the most difficult SUSK. .All of CUP's member
problems we did face was obtaining newspapers were completely
significant input from centers other independent of their respective
than Edmonton. This had been a student unions, and they viewed
perennial problem with STUDENT STUDENT'S constitutional
which always seemed to develop a dependence on SUSK with some
dynamic within its publishing city suspicion. The discussion within
but not beyond. Despite our efforts STUDENT on this point developed
to counter this difficulty by having from this springboard, and soon
associate editors located in other everyone thought that complete
cities, the input from other centers constitutional independence from
was abysmal for the first two years of SUSK was a good idea. I might add
my involvement (and believe me it that at no point during my
was not from lack of trying). It was involvement with STUDENT was
not until the Toronto USC was the newspaper ever subjected to any
revitalized under the leadership of form of editorial interference from
Michael Maryn in 1979-1980 that SUSK. The SUSK presidents during
we finally saw another city playing amy years, Andrij Makuch and
significant role in generating both Dmytro Jacuta, respected its editorial

articles and money for the autonomy and continued to support
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STUDENT despite policy i, seemed like a good idea at .he
differences which arose from time to time (since I did not plan to be editortime. Mudent was never a passive forever)

BecTns°e T
SUSK adminiSM,i°n

- retrospect however, it appears

rel „tL
-'""" 7r,m'7 was little more

Z??.-* " a naive u,opia"
always regarded itself as free to thltTt „„l , .

eririri...« - • . ,
n cmbodymg responsibility, itcriticise bUbK. This principle of l„„ _ « . V

editorial autonomy, already firmly ^T "„ " "°511-
established by my term as editor .

collectIve was in charge,

became a cause celebre in later years
m"nl"8 everybody but nobody. It

j allowed individuals toduring the so-called "postereate"
statements in the name of theaffair in 1981. Unfortunately,

"principle" simply became a
- "'^ '° magnify the

convenient cloak for what was more
Crcd,bll,,y of Peis°nal °Pmi°"s

-
I'

_„ , .. , ,
was, m my opinion, a false start andproperly a personality clash with the . . . . .

tb-„ _ .. . , . „ the beginning of the deel ne ofthen SUSK president, and the affa r ™mrwp . „. „_ _
,

, ,
STUDENT in Edmonton. While thewas blown completely out of <„„, „,

. ' lorm °i newspaper s organization
proporuon to its significance. . . . „

, . .
"as changed mto a "collective," theA resolution granting STUDENT

f„,~ »• 5 j „
content wasn't. There were always

its tormal independence was . - .......
„ , j , ,

dominant individuals involved whosupported by the SUSK executive at . ...

ib„ r- x. ,
exerc ised disproportionate influence

the 1979 Congress in Montreal. ....
u in decision making, and eventuallyHowever, the motion was hotly ... .

6 *
. a v. .i. j ,

uus came to be resented by the meredebated by the congress delegates
, „.

3

„ imi.-.n j f , j. workers. The revolution failed,and initially defeated. Upon a „T . ln„vT i, , ,

motion to reconsider, the resolution
SJVDEN

J has functioned

was passed. STUDENT became
b"' Wllh an "" (" <=°itor-in-

formally what it hrf always been - Cl" ef Wh° h " S the UlUmate
„.„ - j j . . j responsibility for the operation, andan independent student newspaper .

^
-, .,„ -, . . it should return to that format.Ine details of its own constitution,

however, remained to be worked out
conclusion

- *
would

The Student constitution came to
wholeheartedly encourage anybody

reflect developments that had
S
°.^ "

'f
°

occurred on the newspaper during
STUDENT. In my experience, it

1979-1980. This was the amorphous
M m1 simulating position

"collective". Throughout my second^ d]°™ ° 10 abreaSt °f

term as editor (1978-1979} I had
aclivities and contribute

. „„ „ , . , , , L
in a material way to constructive

been searching for somebody who _, , ... ,

wn.,iH h, - .i.-
debate Wlthin lhal community. For

nothing gained. If you wait until
you have the "perfect " product,
you'll never publish a single issue;

2) Frequency and regularity are
more important than bulk. Set
yourself a publishing schedule and
try to stick by it. Knowing when the

next issue is due will help to

organize your efforts. If you only
have a 4 page issue, publish it.

Don't wait for more if you have no
immediate prospects for more.

3) Have a multi-faceted fund-
raising strategy. The more sources of

income you have, the greater the

likelihood you will have enough
money to publish. If you become too

reliant on any one source, you will

eventually suffer. Always remember
your goal is to publish the
newspaper. If you don't publish,

you'll never raise money. If you
publish regularly, the money will

eventually materialize;

4) Maintain an open-forum for

discussion from all points of view.

Once the newspaper becomes the

platform for a single viewpoint, it

will inevitably lose support within

the community;

5) Organization, dedication,

diligence, common sense and plain

old fashioned hard work will serve

you well.

would be willing to take on the
prospective editors, I offer the, . . . „ prospective ec

editorship for the following year. e „ .

, , .„. following counsel
Nobody was willing to assume the

responsibility. However, everybody . , . . «,
....

3
1) Anybody can do it. You don t

was willing to continue working on , c t •

.
, ,

° need formal training, and you don t
select tasks. Hence, the collective." . .

even need previous expenence. You
Everybody would share the -, , . , . „

., .,/ can easily learn the basics. From
responsibility and work in harmony ,t,„ , • j . ,

j .
there, trial and error and learning

and unison to continue publishing f„„ .„ , -
. .„* from your mistakes will serve you

the newspaper. With no alternative, 0a , ... .r
* well. Remember, nothing ventured

While the tasks involved in

publishing STUDENT are often

arduous and thankless, they are by no

means impossible. The rewards may
be intangible, but they are

worthwhile. If you're considering

getting involved, do it. You won't

regret it.

Pseudonym Expose
1977-1980

The "innocent" have been protected long enough! During the years
1977-1980 (and even before and beyond). Student published articles
written under pseudonyms. While there may have been legitimate reasons
for domg so at the time, history demands that the authors' true names be
revealed for posterity. The following is a guide to most of the
pseudonyms that appeared from 1977 to 1980. (The dates refer to the first
appearance of the pseudonym.)

PSEUDONYM

1977-1978

Zorjan Hrom'jak

Vera Dumyn
Mykola Khyshevych

Alex Tymofienko

Ivan Pankevych

Pan Professor

A Traditionalist

Stefan Semykivsky

I.J.

Tamara Tkachuk

Alex Marunchak

J. Strybunetz

Bohdan Martinek

Ivan Khlivchanyn

T.T.

Orest Dorundiak

Borys Kamyanetsky

Walter Tymofienko

Christine Baran

Hrehory Kwas

Matthew Tymofienko

Bedwyn Sands

AL'bo

Yak

Boris Dmytrovich

OL'bo

AUTHOR

Yarema Kowalchuk

Anhelyna Szuch

Taras Pawlyshyn

David Lupul

Myron Spolsky

Andrij Homjiatkevyc

John-Paul Himka

Ivan Jaworsky

Ivan Jaworsky

NatalkaChomiak

Bohdan Somchynsky

Bohdan Chomiak

Bohdan Somchynsky

John-Paul Himka

Natalka Chomiak

Ivan Jaworsky

Dmytro Jacuta

Andrij Makuch

Christine Burdeniuk

Jars alan

Nestor Makuch

Sonia Maryn

Roman Onufrijchuk

Dmytro Jacuta

Boris Radio

Sonia Maryn

JarsBalan 1980-82
Was bom in Toronto and educated at the Universities of Toronto (BA)

and Alberta (MA). A freelance writer, he has published numerous articles

and Sail and Braided Bread, a popular book on Ukrainians in Canada. His

real love, however, is concrete poetry, a literary form combining words

and visual images. Currently he is a visiting lecturer in Ukrainian studies

at Macquarie University in Sydney, Australia.

I initially got more directly Needless to say, my misgivings
involved in STUDENT when it was were proven to be justified and I

revived in Edmonton in the fall of became increasingly caught up in

1977 under the editorship of Nestor STUDENT with each passing issue.

Makuch. While I had earlier Beginning as a contributor, I was
submitted some poems during my gradually drawn into other aspects of

undergraduate years at the University the operation, soliciting and editing

of Toronto, my involvement with the articles, initiating columns and
working staff at that time was participating in the evolution of the

essentially social. content and graphic design. My
In Edmonton the newspaper was primary area of interest was in

at first produced out of the improving cultural coverage as I

Volodymyr Koskovych co-operative believed it held the key to

house, where a bunch of us broadening STUDENT'S appeal. I

community-minded activists (some a*so too 'c P314 m the organizational

students, some not) lived and partied end of lhings
.
such as drafting the

together in the late seventies and Constitution and acting as the main

early eighties. I can remember Iiaison person between the collective

resisting taking on any concrete and the Canadian University Press

responsibilities with STUDENT, (CUP).

because I was afraid that it might Thus, I was at least partly

distract me from my other literary equipped to handle the technical

interests. Since I was already editing of the paper (i.e., preparing

determined to pursue a career as a articles for typesetting) when Nestor

professional writer, I knew the allure Makuch left Edmonton to study law

of having direct access to print, in Toronto. The position of editor-

especially such a wide-open vehicle in-chief had by then been abandoned

as a student newspaper. in favour of a co-ordinating
committee of four people who

oversaw the areas of content,

production, distribution and finance.

Mark Ferbey was designated as the

chairperson of this body, ensuring its

smooth functioning while fulfilling

his other duties as head of

distribution. However, ultimate

authority was formally vested in the

meetings of the entire collective,

held regularly before the preparation

of each issue.

This re-structuring was both

modified and ratified at the Annual

Meeting of the Kvass Publishing

Society in the summer of 1981.

While the new administrative

approach was useful in terms of

theoretically defining the tasks of

committee heads, in practice there

was alot of overlap in the way things

got done. During the period 1980-

1982 the real "motor" of STUDENT
was a triumverate comprised of Mark

Ferbey, Paul Teterenko (who wasn't

even a student!), and myself, the

Finance portfolio being the weak and

often missing link in this

bureaucratic arrangement. Of the

three people who served as treasurers

during this regime only one proved

to be at all effective the position was

often vacant for long intervals due to

the lack of a willing volunteer.

Those of us in the triumverate

were also reluctant recruits, but felt

it would be a shame to simply let the

paper die when it was obvious that it

still had so much potential for

growth and improvement. While we

all had official titles, they meant
very little, since the work was never

divided along strictly bureaucratic

lines. Each of us did whatever we
were capable of and whatever was

necessary, be it writing articles,

proofreading, raising money, or

performing mundane chores. We
only began to identify ourselves by

our portfolios in the mid-winter of

1981-2, when the co-ordinating

committee was enlarged by two

reenlistments.

Mark Ferbey essentially

supervised the printing of the paper,

also writing occasional articles

(notably "Pinball Meister") and

assisting Paul Teterenko with the

layout and design. As content editor

I looked after the gathering, editing,

and typesetting of submissions,

starting the work on each issue. All

three of us helped with the massive

job of mail-out, and hustled to make

money whenever the situation got

Continued Next Page

Koskovych House as it looks now, with the front slightly remodeled.
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Continued From now included the Soviet embassy in

Previous Page Ottawa, Canadian External Affairs,

and the US State Department) and at

desperate. In these efforts we were the same time farmed out the

aided by a fluctuating band of distribution to a professional

staffers, who formed the broader company. The latter was becoming a

working collective of STUDENT. tremendous headache because of the

However, the unfortunate reality amount of tedious labelling and

was that much of the old initiative sorting required, and the lack of

group was burned out by the summer volunteers to perform this onerous

of 1980, when there was a raft of job. Often the paper would sit in our

"retirements" without a cor- offices for several weeks after

responding influx of new blood, coming from the printer, because of

Several key individuals were our inability to get it ready for

entering Professional Faculties or posting in accordance with the

Graduate School, and felt that they myriad stipulations of our Second

couldn't really maintain their former Class permit.

level of commitment. Consequently, In the summer of 1981 STUDENT

for the last two Edmonton years the moved from its 95th Street location

burden of carrying STUDENT was to a suite of offices in the King's

borne largely by three weary College complex on 97th Street and

idealists. That all of us were 107 Avenue. The increased space

products of the Selo Cultural gave us room to sprawl, and provided

Immersion Camp run by CYMK is. I an excellent facility for parties and

think, noteworthy, since it meant all-night work bees — both of

that we had a common bond and which sometimes coincided. Ferbey,

shared a similar vision of community Teterenko, Sembaliuk and myself,

development. In fact, a small army spent many long and mostly

of Selo regulars contributed to enjoyable hours at the King's

STUDENT, and had a profound College hang-out, which served as a

impact on its increasingly cultural kind of informal club-house for a

orientation. still larger circle of people. It was

Getting people to work-sessions even the focal point of a half-hour

and meetings was to become a video, "Smaller than Life," shot with

nagging problem, as was raising the participation of several

money to keep the operation afloat. STUDENT activists.

We basically survived from month- While it was never difficult to get

to-month, crisis-to-crisis, often people 10 come out for a good time,

teetering on the brink of bankruptcy, it was increasingly harder to

Regardless, we somehow managed to motivate the old hands and to

stay solvent through a combination interest potential recruits. The only

of advertising revenue, generous staffing area where we were able to

donations (including our annual make progress was in the realm of

grant from SUSK), and a couple of attracting contributors, the relative

successful fundraising socials. The consistency and quality of the paper

"St. Nicholas Day Stomp" and ensuring that a steady stream of

"Cossack Howl" were two such articles began to come in from all

ventures that helped to keep us quarters.

going. A major milestone was The introduction of a classical

reached when we received our first music review (Konseri Meister) and

national ads from the CUP the expansion of our dance coverage

politics in Eastern Europe, its wanting it to serve as a mere confrontation because I felt that it

unflagging support for the dissident mouthpiece for the SUSK leadership. was unnecessary and potentially

movement, and its unmistakeably For all the passions the clash aroused harmful, proposing instead that we

anti-Soviet bias. Running a full- it marked something of a high point attempt to amicably resolve any

page Conservative Party ad; an in the history of STUDENT'S differences in a one-on-one
interview with a Liberal Minister of Edmonton Years, for it drew a record encounter. However, the malcontent

Multiculturalism; and several number of people to the pre- insisted on having it out with me in

editorials by students with publication meeting to discuss our a meeting, which dragged out over

impeccable mainstream credentials, handling of the conflict. In the end, two nights and attracted some new

failed to dispel STUDENT'S popular the coverage reflected a consensus of spectators eager to witness a "cock-

image as a fount of left-wing opinion reached through democratic fight".

propaganda. In reality its pages discussion, though all the sudden I use the term advisedly, as I

embraced a spectrum of political interest in STUDENT evaporated believed then, and still believe now,

viewpoints, in keeping with its overnight once the drama had that much of the unhealthy "politics"

mandate as a forum and not a parry climaxed. The affair was in essence around STUDENT in its late

rag. a declaration of editorial inde-

STUDENT offices, King's College location. The Building Is a former

hotel and student residence. In the old days a tavern was located on the

first floor. The STUDENT offices were on the second.

STUDENT offices at a plaza on the corner 118 Ave. and 95 St.

Edmonton. They were located on the second floor at the back of the

building.

advertising service in the fall of appreciably enhanced our cultural

Edmonton years had more to do with

macho posturing than it did with any

serious idealogical differences.

Tensions reached such a point during

the second session that I was

physically assaulted by my accuser

after defending myself against his

verbal attacks of the previous

evening. The altercation led to an

expansion of the coordinating

committee but the situation

remained basically unchanged, with

the same people continuing to

shoulder the lion's share of the

abour despite the re-enlistments.

While the air briefly cleared after

this incident the machinations

behind the scenes resumed in the

new year, when a second attempt was

Part of the problem plagueing pendence, whereby STUDENT made to drive me from office in a

STUDENT stemmed from the fact demonstrated that it was no longer a kind of game of "king of the castle",

that the local USC had lost much of passive organ of the SUSK In the end, I was forced to quit my

its former vigor, student activism administration, but was responsible position in a coup that was cynically

then being in general decline f" st and foremost to the student engineered by outsiders. Although I

throughout the country. It is also community as a whole. stepped aside peacefully, as I was

true that STUDENT was losing its Increasingly, people no longer secretly glad to be rid of all the

novelty and sex appeal, Edmon- engaged in the production of hassles, I had grave doubts about the

tonians were becoming rather STUDENT, or at best peripheral motives of the mutineers and their

complacent in their attitude towards contributors of mostly criticism and ability to keep the paper going. As

it. The ever-dwindling list in the complaints, began to try to it turned out, my fears were well-

staff box provides mute testimony to manipulate the handful of stalwarts founded and the group that seized

this quiet process of erosion. The who did the actual work of seeing control was incapable of publishing

malaise was reflected in the fewer the paper into print. Unfortunately, a single issue on their own. Through

number of issues that were produced my own reputation as a radical a mutual agreement I did most of the

from September 1980 to May 1982 contributed to these efforts to work preparing the May 1982

(14 in all, slightly down from the subvert STUDENT from without. STUDENT, which was to be my
previous two years). STUDENT was conservative elements being annoyed swan song and parting "gift" as

obviously struggling to survive, by the influence I exerted in my content editor. But even then, my
despite the gains it was still making capacity as content editor. As more efforts were maliciously sabotaged

on several fronts. and more challenges were mounted when my editorial and a second

A particularly insidious problem to my authority by means of a
article commissioned by me were

was that the paper was slowly whisper campaign, the odious stench
arbitrarily suppressed by two of the

becoming a political football for of back-room politics made it
conspirators in what was jokingly

people not directly involved in its virtually impossible to gel new dubb ed the, "gang of four",

publication. Ironically this people to join the collective. The.
AlthouSh had oflen accused me

development was partly a product ol end result was that the future of
of undemocra tic behaviour (without

STUDENT'S own success: its STUDENT was evermore in doubt.
ever Prov id 'ng a single shred of

influence within and without the particularly in Edmonton, where it
evidencc back their slurs), the two

Ukrainian community made it both was apparent the next generation of
self aPP°mtod censors did not bother

an attractive vehicle for ideas, and a students had different priorities,

popular target of abuse by arm-chair Since there was no one interested

editors. It was easy to find fault with in actually taking over my duties as

roll-up their sleeves and do until the end of my term in the

something about it. Indeed, the years summer of 1982, in the hope that a

1980-1982 must be viewed as a successor would miraculously
1! believed that STUDENT

1981, when we earned the distinction reporting, the latter being a STUDENT, but few were willing to content editor, I decided to hang on
deciS

i

10n -

of running what must be the only calculated move — ultimately
condom promotions to ever appear in successful — to win readers in the

the Ukrainian emigre press. This maj or Ukrainian dance groups,
development was the fruit of many »bi oc Notes" and "Studentska
years of patient lobbying and our Khronika" were other innovative
membership in the Canadian features inaugurated in the era of the

University Press. triumverate, indicating that
Under the skillful hands of STUDENT was not yet a spent force

Messrs. Teterenko and Ferbey, the despite its many difficulties. A
layout and graphic design of fea[ure pjcce on konopli . several
STUDENT continued to evolve

to consult with the members of the

-ordinating committee or the

working collective in making their

It seems obvious that the

instigators of the spring 1982 revolt

was better dead than read. For they

not only failed to keep the paper

alive through the summer, but did

articles by Myrna Kostash; an
towards greater sophistication. interview wjlh Taliana Mamonova.
When cartoonist Roman Oleksii mA works by Ray Serwylo
departed Edmonton for greener and Andy Suknaski, were among the

pastures, his shoes were capably more memorable "scoops" that kept

filled by Myron Sembaliuk, who left the paper stimulating and maintained

his distinct imprint on the paper in its reputation for being original,

its last two years in Western Canada. Interestingly, STUDENT
A very important achievement was remained notorious as a hot-bed of

that we finally computerized our Bolshevism, notwithstanding its

burgeoning list of subscribers (which extensive treatment of oppositional
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period of grace for the paper, which appear, if not in Edmonton then

had its life artificially extended after some other part of the country,

its prospects seemed tenuous at the When on a number of occasions I

endofthcMakuchera. attempted to delegate responsibility
nolhin 8 to assisI in its subsequent

An important landmark was for putting out an issue while I was
mOVe 10 ToronI°- 1 ™dal 4> having

reached with the infamous away for several weeks, I invariably " Ukc charee of dclive*g me lay-

STUDENT-SUSK executive returned to find little or nothing had
out ma,e" als

.
"hile Teterenko and

showdown in the winter of 1981- been accomplished during my Fc,bcy dlsman4ed *<= office. It was

1982, when the Postergate' scandal absence. I did not find this situation
" !ad conclu"on to what had been a

erupted around President Mike particularly flattering, for I would
"8olden aSe" in history of the

Maryn. Underlying the tensions have liked to have been freed of
U^™™ student press in Canada,

between the two parties was a some of my obligations as they were
StUI

'
1 have "bsolutcly no regrets

fundamental difference in negatively affecting my job in radio.
aDout " lime working on

philosophy, with the Studentniks In the fall of 1981 my role in
STUDENT, including my two-year

standing for the principle of editorial STUDENT was openly denounced stint as content editor. It was a

autonomy (to which the paper was by one of the semi-retirees, at the
"onderful place to learn and hone

bound as a member of CUP), and time only marginally involved in the
journalistic skills, and to broaden

some members of the executive paper. I tried to avoid a public understanding of the Ukrainian-

Canadian community. Not only that,



Chrystia Chudczak 1983-84
Has completed a Master of Arts degree in Public Administration at

Carlelon University and is currently enrolled in a M.B.A. program at the

University of Ottawa. She has been active in the development of the

UCC's Parliamentary Internship program.

As STUDENT approaches its The STUDENT challenge
20th anniversary representing the represented various ideals to
alternative voice of Ukrainian members of the extended collective
Canadian students I believe that our during the year. These ideals,
extended collective during the engrained within the attitudes of
1983-1984 editorial year is proud to collective members, were by no
have been associated with means homogeneous or static. They
STUDENT'S history. continued to develop and grow as the

The 1983-1984 year in collective matured. The major
STUDENT'S history was unique and challenge rested in producing a

unceremoniously in the Bociurkiw newspaper. As these individuals
garage, we were relieved that, at became sensitized to the mechanics
least, a fragile infrastructure was in of operation, the collective began to

place for future editions. coalesce. In Winnipeg, as in Ottawa,

The major task facing the Ottawa STUDENT resorted to out-of-town
collective was the publication of the help in production. This time,
second edition. Regularity of Patricia Yaremchuk from Thunder
publication was a motivating was esconced in UCDC offices,

challenge. In an effort to patiently drinking Canadian wine
demonstrate to subscribers that and sizing photographs for the third

STUDENT was not a 'one-shot edition.

deal', planning for the second The Winnipeg phase was unique

headline 'one-liners'), Mykhailo edition began as the first STUDENT in relation to the period in Ottawa.

as being distributed from the In Winnipeg, STUDENT benefited

confines of an undisclosed source, from the historical memories of
Suffice it to say, every Member of former SUSK and STUDENT
Parliament received a hand- activists who, both emotionally and

Bociurkiw, (distribution by the
Government of Canada), Toron-
tonian Wally Krasilowecz (produ-

ion par excellence) and myself

challenging for those individuals tegular, cost-efficient newspaper Ottawa edition under conditions of Emtasy.
i>nmmitlaH ; m ,ff . I uihirh ,..,..,1.1 I _.. -• ui

struggled to produce the inaugural delivered copy, as did the Soviet financially, supported the

who committed time, effort and which would explore current issues

money in an attempt to continue the influencing the lives of Ukrainian
tradition of STUDENT. 1983-1984 Canadian students and the broader
was a watershed. It was the first time Ukrainian community in Canada,
that STUDENT was published in Another challenge rested in ensuring

Ottawa. It was also the first time, in that the public received STUDENT
recent history of the Ukrainian quickly and efficiently. A further develop'^^

collective's efforts. STUDENT also

extreme stress and Moskovskaya. The politicization of STUDENT benefited from the diverse

While the locks were being changed was inevitable given its location ethnocultural and Ukrainian

on the SUSK office door as the witlun the Nation's Capital. Access community in the solicitation of

university students' council prepared t0 resources unavailable to other advertising revenue in and around

to evict 'those Ukrainians*. STUDENT collectives and access to the Winnipeg area. More
STUDENT began to take shape and political decision-makers and importantly, the environment within

student movement, that STUDENT challenge rested in designing a paper

was published in Winnipeg. It is which reflected the time period
this significant link between East which Ukrainian Canadian students

and West which helped to bridge the were living in. Quality and
gap between traditional regional professionalism in editorial content

cleavages within our microcosmic and design were key tenets of the

student community; a gap which 1983-1984 STUDENT year,

continues to manifest itself within Personal challenges were evident

the broader Ukrainian Canadian as the collective coalesed into a

community. tight-knit group. Individuals
In many ways, the 1983-1984 developed specific areas of interest

editorial year was not unlike any and later, levels of expertise,
other STUDENT year. Apathy Moreover, the Ottawa collective was
continued to reign prominent within practical in its realization that as a

the student community and whole, we lacked several key skills

STUDENT was no exception, which inhibited the successful
Pockets of Ukrainian Canadian publication of the type of newspaper
student activism across Canada we envisioned. Efforts were made to

continued to exist often in isolation overcome these weak areas by

from one another and from the importing individuals into Ottawa to

central Executive body of the help with publication. Efforts were

Ukrainian Canadian Student's Union also made to utilize available

(SUSK). Financial support was resources in Ottawa, particularly on

virtually non-existent. But in other Parliament Hill, to ensure that

respects, STUDENT in 1983-1984 STUDENT would survive.

events enabled the collective to

The issues which manifested Penetrate previously untapped areas.

the Winnipeg area influenced the

nature of the paper's publication.

themselves on the pages of that first
thereby providing a unique STUDENT was again in Western

Canada. As a result, its perspective

was enhanced.

The location had an impact upon

STUDENT, reflected both the Ukrainian Canadian perspecti-

changing attitudes of Ukrainian STUDENT representatives were

students to the environment present at political events which

surrounding daily life and also were not covered by other Ukrainian the nature of issues discussed within

reflected traditional issues deserving Canadian newspapers. In as much as the paper's last two editions during

of discussion and attention. The STUDENT continued to strive and the 1983-1984 year. The third

debate over French language reach out to Ukrainian Canadian edition represented a truly

entrenchment in Manitoba and the students across the nation soliciting collaborative effort between

Ukrainian Canadian Committee's articles and advertisements, the Ukrainian students in Eastern and

failure to publicly support inevitable lack of enough financial Western Canada. Vital issues such

bilingualism within that province ^d human resources to maintain this as the 1984 Liberal Party National

during the October 1983 UCC necessary campaign, it eventually Leadership Convention, the

Congress were splashed across the began to lose impetus,

pages of STUDENT, as was the The second phase of the 1983-

1984 STUDENT editorial year

activities of Edmonton Mayor
Laurence Decore, the Progressive

Conservative 1984 "Passport tocontinuing saga of CeSUS (the

Central Union of Ukrainian transpired during the summer of Ethnicity" Conference. International

Students), national Ukrainian

Students' Month in Canada and the

regular Bloc Notes and KGB File.

New columns were added allow

for the expression of concerns: A
Shot of Stolichyna (Taras Myhal)
and the Jaundiced Eye; along with primarily dissolved creating a major such as the publication of Victor

was different. It is these differences My recollection of the STUDENT book, movie and theatre reviews In Sap in the size and functioning of the Malarek's autobiography, "Hey,

which make this particular year days in Ottawa is primarily filled effort to signal the arrival of the
collectivity as a cohesive body. Malarek!"; the Premiere production

memorable for those of us who made with snapshots of various days and new STUDENT a decision was made STUDENT had successfully been of "Just a Kommedia"; an inaugural

a commitment in pursuit of the events which reflect the dedication [ re-design the masthead with a
published out of Ottawa. However, event in the Ukrainian Canadian

principles rooted in the ethos of of the collective and which mirror contemporary flavour. tne question remained: could it theatre and news of a historic

STUDENT. the sociopolitical environment in retrospect, the first Ottawa survive in Winnipeg? architectural project near Dauphin.

1984 in Winnipeg. Manitoba. As I Youth Year activities and the events

prepared to leave Ottawa for work in surrounding the release of "Harvest

Winnipeg, a decision was made to of Despair", depicting the historical

transfer STUDENT'S operations to reality of the 1933 Famine in

Western Canada. Consequently, the Ukraine, were reflected on the pages

entire Ottawa infrastructure of STUDENT, Other timely events;

suppose that my personal within Ottawa. The first edition of STUDENT represented a milestone

involvement with the paper began STUDENT is remembered as a

not unlike many other STUDENT or three-day affair esconced in the

SUSK-ites. During the 1983 Ottawa SUSK office at Carleton University.

SUSK Congress I was co-opted into Collective members Patricia

the position of interim editor as Yaremchuk, (a then-neophyte in

SUSK's National Executive Vice- production and layout), Stan Chuyko

President. My responsibilities and Taras Myhal, (masters in

within SUSK lay primarily in the re-

for the collective. The solicitation

for financial backing, supported by

the UCDC (Manitoba), was
successful and provided the

collective with the impetus to

continue publishing. As the last

boxes of STUDENT were dumped

vilalization of STUDENT. As with

any other SUSK Project, I was left

with a short list of potential contacts

and no financial backing. However,

the co-optation was not without my
own doing or consent. I saw a

challenge worth pursuing, a view

shared by several individuals within

the Ottawa area and the entire SUSK
congress. It was this integral view

that permeated the following twelve

months which continued to motivate

collective members during the

bleakest of times.

it was usually alot of fun, as is

evident in the frequently irreverent

tone of the paper. I think everyone

who was in some way associated

with STUDENT during its

Edmonton renaissance can take

pleasure and pride with what was

achieved under the often adverse

circumstances of its existence.

if thi5 is the
Conferences-then which
ONE, Is THE E&ITOR OF'/'?

(vl2n57, Sept.-Oct. 1979)

In many ways, the Winnipeg Manitoba called "SELO Ukraina"

phase of STUDENT reflected the were also splashed across the third

changing dynamics of Canada's edition of STUDENT. In many
evolving Ukrainian Canadian ways, the feelings of joy, satisfaction

student movement. Few students in and relief experienced by Ottawa

university at that time had heard collective members upon seeing the

about or seen previous editions of first STUDENT was mirrored by

the newspaper. The initial phase of Winnipegers upon publication of the

operation began in sensitizing thirdissue.

several Winnipegers to the history Whereas this STUDENT
and tradition behind the newspaper, represented the merging of

Perhaps the greatest challenge rested contemporary Ukrainian student

in maintaining the enthusiasm and attitudes and concerns from Eastern

dedication of the Ottawa collective, and Western Canada, the final

while transfering those ideals during edition of the 183-1984 STUDENT

the process of establishing a year bridged the gap between former

cohesive body of people in Ukrainian student activists during

Winnipeg to carry on the challenge. the late 1960s and throughout the

The Ukrainian Canadian 1970s, and those currently

Development Committee (UCDC) participating. I anticipated

was retained as STUDENT originally that the third edition

headquarters during the summer would be the last under my term as

months leading up to the 1984 SUSK editor. As the summer dwindled

Congress. Students working in the leading up to the 1984 SUSK

UCDC offices were co-opted into Congress, the Ukrainian community

participating as a loose collective, in Canada experienced a profound

Oksana Sharaburak, Vivian loss in the death of former

Osadchuk. Anne Kolody, Daria STUDENT, SUSK and community

Romaniuk and STUDENT'S, then activist. Andrij Bandera. It was

newly discovered caricaturist,

Roman Rozumnyj. were participants

during the last two editions of the
Continued Next Page
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during this period, that the extended

collective truly became a unified

voice speaking on behalf of the

previous and current Ukrainian

student movement.

In the spirit of cooperation with

former STUDENT and SUSKites

across Canada, the collective

expanded its membership and

proceeded to cooperate with an ad-

hoc body in Toronto to produce the

final and commemorative edition of

STUDENT during 1983-1984,

dedicated to Andrij Bandera.

Members of this extended collective

included Oles Cheren, Natalka

Chryska, Olenka Demianchuk,
Bohdan Klid, Halya Kuchmij, Lida

Kudla, Olya Kuplowska and Andrij

Semotiuk along with other

individuals too numerous to

mention, who contributed to that

final issue. In as much as the 1983—

1984 STUDENT represented the

contemporary ideals of Ukrainan

student activism, this final edition

served as a reminder of the rich

tradition underlying the history of

STUDENT. As I travelled by car to

the 1984 Vancouver SUSK congress,

weighed down by boxes of the final

STUDENT edition, I had an

opportunity to reflect on my term as

editor. Many of the thoughts which

permeated my mind during the

course of my Western trek continue

to do so today as I reflect back upon

the 1983-1984 year. My snapshots

of the STUDENT year tend to drift

not to the ever-present problems

associated with the publication of a

newspaper, nor to the myriad
difficulties experienced as a former

student activist within the Ukrainian

Canadian community, rather, they

drift toward the individuals, singular

and in combination, who made the

STUDENT experience worthwhile.

Perhaps the most Personal

snapshot reflecting my experience

within STUDENT history comes not

from a particular incident with

collective members, but from an

encounter on the floor of the 1984

National Leadership Convention of

the Liberal Party of Canada. As I

was standing in front of the John

Turner section at the Civic Center in

Ottawa, prior to the announcement

following the final vote, I attempted

to train one of my borrowed cameras

on the soon to be Prime Minister.

The camera was ill-equipped for the

situation as I struggled to get a

decent angle for a potential cover

shot for STUDENT. As is turned

out, I "was caught between a large

riser holding three television camera

operators and equipment for CTV,

CBC and Global News. Noticing

that my footing was tenuous and that

I was noticably smaller in size than

the other photographers who
persisted in crowding the booth

holding Turner, a camera operator

from CTV news tapped me on my
shoulder and asked if I would like to

stand on the riser. As I stood

awaiting for the announcement, one

foot perilously on the metal barrier

to the seats and the other on the riser,

the cameraman grabbed my belt and

held on to me so I wouldn't fall onto

the concrete. He asked me which

newspaper I represented. I told him.

He hadn't heard of STUDENT. But

in the time period during my delicate

balancing act six feet above

photographers for the Ottawa Citizen

and the Toronto Star, I began to

realize what it meant to be a

participant in the STUDENT
experience.

As the vote was announced, I

proceeded to get as many
photographs as possible before I

knew that I could no longer continue

standing in the position I was in.

Upon finishing, I turned to the

cameraman and thanked him for his

help in getting my precious cover

shot. He replied, "Anything to help

a buddy get the story".

As I walked out of the almost

empty cavernous Civic Center, I was

struck by his remark. In many ways,

it represented the heart of successive

STUDENT collective ideals.

Legitimacy and dedication rooted in

the belief of the need for the

existence of a forum for vigourous

debate dealing with the traditional

and contemporary issues concerning

Ukrainian Canadian students are the

core of STUDENT. The 1983-1984

extended STUDENT collective

attempted to continue these ideals.

As our community reaches its 100th

anniversary within Canada in 1992, I

encourage and urge all Ukrainian

Canadian students to continue the

vita] tradition of STUDENT into the

next century.

" tM 5.
•WE,
?

,/
'" f

StanChuyko 1985-85
Is currently taking courses in theology at St. Paul's University in Ottawa

and will be residing in the Ukrainian Seminary in Ottawa in the new year.

It's a great privelege to be asked

to write an article for the twentieth

anniversary issue of STUDENT. For

those of you who have followed

STUDENT for the last twenty years

you know that my tenure was not

known for producing many issues, in

fact the total output was one. The
reason for this outcome is simple -

in the beginning there was a lack of

experience on my part, later with

experience gained there was a lack of

funds. I would like to point out to

those people who thirsted for more

issues that my tenure was not in

vain, for with the experience gained

that year I am presently talking to

the local CTV affiliate in Ottawa

about doing several news specials

that would be aired in 1989,

including one on the Ukrainian

churches in Ukraine. This would

have been impossible without the

opportunity to carve a notch, small

as it was. In concluding my look-

back on the years 1984-1985 I

would like to thank two people who

were indispensable in the production

of STUDENT, they are Chrystia

Chudczak and Patricia Yarcmchuk.

Confessions of a Andrij Makuch

STUDENT Junkie

(v4nl5, November 1971)

This never-completed reminiscence was prepared by former SUSK
President Andrij Makuch not long after he had moved from Edmonton to

Saskatoon in 1980. It is presented in the spirit of providing a street— level

view ofSTUDENT's Edmonton years.

I once marvelled at the power - may not be premature to point out

even mystique - associated with some of its accomplishments and to

each new issue of STUDENT. Lithe comment about their genesis,

linguists and portly professors Of course, it all started in a

continually asked me the inevitable smoke-filled back room,

question, "Is the latest issue out Nestor Makuch was elected

yet?" If by some sleight of hand I editor-in-chief of STUDENT at the

produced the object of their desires, 1977 SUSK Congress in Vancouver,

the result was uniformly the same. The Ukrainian Canadian students'

Our conversation ended abruptly as movement would never be the same,

they dove for the KGB ("Komitet He optimistically forecast a monthly

Ceneralnoho Bazikannia") column or publication and although there were

the letters to the editor. " misgivings about whether this could

Skhamenitsia! — tse vam porada be done, no one denied it was a

dobra" (realms of laughter ensued), grand idea. One year and ten issues

Yes , I do think Koskovych should later there were no doubts that it

run for the Rhinos" (same result), could be done, and that it could be

The front cover hid their faces, but I done well. The editor-in-chief and

could see their obvious joy. As soon his associates were given an

as their elation subsided enough to incredible round of applause after

thank me, the aforementioned submitting the STUDENT report to

gentlemen invariably retired to their the 1978 SUSK Congress in

cells and checked over the fine print. Winnipeg.

Of course, I got a considerable II had not been easy

rush from this ritual because I knew (understatement), but it had been

precisely which sections would exciting. The first (Edmonton)
produce the loudest howls of delight issue, no. 39, set the tone. The
- and whether these were self- production problems were incredible

evident or needed to be pointed out. since no one was quite sure how to

As I slowly left the mainstream of put a newspaper together.

STUDENT, I became less familiar Nevertheless, the end product was

with the contents of each issue but impressive. A graphic, irreverently

no less pleased with the appearance commenting on attempts by the

of each new one. Then I moved out Canadian League for Ukrainian

of Edmonton and found myself far Liberation to bring the other "Big

from the physical and spiritual Six" organizations into line with its

epicenter of STUDENT activity and political positions before the

I realised why my linguists and Ukrainian Canadian Committee
professors always pounced on the (UCC) congress, graced the front

"latest": they were hooked and their page and articles dealing with the

ong-awaited fix had arrived. It Vancouver SUSK Congress (and its

became patently obvious to me: I too most controversial resolutions,

am a STUDENT junkie. regarding Leonid Plyushch, and

This revelation caused me to Quebec separatism) could be found

browse through my back issues in on its pages. It was heady stuff -

order to affirm that this was a normal perhaps too heady for some people,

condition. My intuition proved right The "new" STUDENT made its

and my mind was put at ease. public appearance in October at the

In looking at the last few years of UCC congress and it did not fail to

STUDENT (since it started coming make an impression on many of the

out from Edmonton) I could see the delegates there (whether for better or

publication's growing sophistication worse is another matter). It was a

both in terms of style and content, great issue - with some minor
At the same time I decided that it exceptions: the lay-out was

horrendous, the articles uniformly

cerebral and politically oriented, and

(with the exception of the front

cover) there were no graphics.

The next issue improved

considerably as STUDENT started

evolving its own style. Graphics

were added, care was taken to avoid

huge blocks of type, and even a

subscription form was added. The

content was diversified to include

articles dealing with emigre politics,

multiculturalism, SUSK business,

Ukrainian studies, and culture. It

was all uphill from there as

STUDENT started publishing some

of the most interesting, exciting, and

relevant items one could find in the

Ukrainian press. There were

interviews with Harvey Spak,

Norman Cafik, Manoly Lupul,

Myma Koslash, Yuri Shevelov, and

others, thought-provoking critique

of multiculturalism as a social

phenomenon and political policy,

feature essays and photojournalist

items (adding a new dimension to

the centerspread pages), and finally a

very strong and dynamic cultural

element (giving the entire paper a

balanced perspective).

STUDENT had become "must"

reading, the sort of journalism that

the hromada should have been

producing but was not. The feisty

new kid on the block had gained a

certain respect (and notoriety)

because of its forthright manner.

And it was not at all bashful about

promoting itself - that was the only

way to survive. STUDENT was
hawked at concerts; proprietors of

Ukrainian businesses were hounded

for donations; and young Ukrainians

(who occasionally wandered off the

path of temperance) were urged to

donate their empties "for the cause".

Somehow ends met and the next

issue always came out.

at this point the chronology ends. . .
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MESSAGE FROM THE

PRESIDENT

The STUDENT marks a fur-

ther step in the expanding

activity of the Ukrainian Ca-

nadian University Students'

Union. It is published in par-

tial fulfillement of the prog-

ram adopted by the 9th SUSK
Congress on May 11, 1968. The
main purpose of this bilingual

publication is to maintain

close communications between

Ukrainian Canadian student

organizations and individual

students. The STUDENT will

inform about the plans and

activities of the SUSK execut-

ive, about the work of the

various Ukrainian Clubs and

their individual members. We
shall try to notify our readers

about things that are of inte-

rest to them as students and

as Ukrainian-Canadians. We
shall also take a stand on con-

troversial issues.

The fact that at this mo-

ment SUSK feels strong

enough to publish the STU-
DENT and to organize a large-

scale student convention in

Winnipeg indicates the degree

of maturity and sophistication

of the Ukrainian-Canadian

community of whish the stu-

dents form an integral part.

. -.'; -, .
-, -., -. -,'.- -, -

- -. -, -
..™, -.

- -.He- -,..
We are building on the solid

foundations laid by our prede-

cessors and we are conscious

of the fact that our present

and future success was made
possible by the achievements

of the past generations.

Every generation seeks new
solutions to all the problems

be they new or old. Change
goes hand in hand with prog-

ress. True progress does not

always demand a radical and

complete break with the past-

it rejects only that which has

become anachronistic and a

hindrance to further growth.

In like manner we shall strive

to derive inspiration from the

achievements of our elders

and to adapt all that is worth-

while and precious in our

Ukrainian heritage to our

needs as Ukrainian-Canadians.

But, as there are shortcomings

in the social, religious, econo-

mic, and political life of our
community, we consider it not

only our right but our duty to

criticize these shortcomings.

The STUDENT, therefore, will

gladly carry articles or letters

to the editor with critical or

polemical content in the firm
conviction that dialogue makes
man think and that a thinking

person is a better citizen.

The STUDENT will be pub-

lished every two months.
Although primarily a bilingual

publication, it will also contain

articles in French. The mate-

rial in the various languages

will not repeat itself but

rather be complimentary. The
STUDENT will be sent free of

charge to all members of

SUSK; non-members can ob-

tain it from Ukrainian book-

stores or directly from the

administration.

Roman Serbyn.

Il was seven years ago under the auspices ofSUSK thai Ihc first

issue of Student was published.

Feeling confident and mature, as well as perceiving the need for

maintaining close communication between Ukrainian Canadian

student organizations and Individuals. SUSK published the Student

in partial fulfillment of the program that was adopted by the 9lh

SUSK Congress of May 11. 1968.

Student was to fulfill lour major tasks:

1. inform about the plans and activities of the SUSK executive;

2. inform about the work of the various Ukrainian Clubs and

their individual members;

3. criticize Ihc shortcomings in the social, religious, economic

and political life of our community, and generally

4. notify its readers about things that are of interest lo them as

students and as Ukrainian C anadians

Whether or not Student adequately fulfilled its tasks as a

student paper is a matter fur much debate.

In this position paper, an attempt will be made to relate the

various problems that must be overcome if the further development

of Student as well as of Ihc tola) Ukrainian community in North

America is to be realized.

Since 1968. thirty-two issues of Student have been published.

Not counting the single issue that came out in '68. an average of five

I

STUDENT
issues per year were published. Jjhls figure might seem meagre when

compared with the English dailies. Bui ihen Student docs not have

the resources to hire the people, nor lo buy the equipment that is

needed for such operations.

The few generous individuals thai do offer their time and talent

to help with the research, typing and lund raising for Sludenl arc not

in any position lo work lull-time without financial assistance Inus.

pan-lime volunlecrs musl raise enough money (approx. SHOO per

issue), wrilc articles and news events, and layoul and distribute the

pap-r. all in a few weeks, and slill continue their studies- Besides

encountering Ihesc general problems which many papers experience.

Student, as paper, has the cxlra lechnical problem ol

having lo lypc.cdil. and lype-sel in iwo for even three) languages. I

add io this. Student musl depend lor iis survival on ihc work ofa

small number of inexperienced, busy university students.

If ihcsc were the only hurdles in Student's path, then perhaps we

would sec more issues of il being published. By being inquisiliveand

crilic-l of the Ukrainian Canadian community, and prone to

experimenting wilh new concepts and ideas. Student is frequently

denied buih financial and moral support by certain sectors of the

Ukrainian Canadian community. It seems thai Student should cither

slop cirilici/ing (or even discussing) ceriain topics, (lor example: ihc

whole question of Chile, and in particular ihe Pinochet-Stctsko

relationship), that arc not to Ihe liking ofceriain people, or else face,

being rilack-l.stcd. defamed and financially cut off.

Il isjusl recently that Student has aliempicd lo establish a more

diversified base for financial support Besides ihe non-Ukrainian

people. Student has accepted funds Irom people ol various political

and religious leanings thai are generally nol favoured by ihc

Ukrainian communily. Accepting funds from Ihese people however

brings ahoul Ihc criticism and Ihe osir.icism ol Student.. There is a

certain sccior in ihe Ukrainian Canadian community on ihc one

hand, thai will nol lolerale political views lhal arc nol in line with

their own. and on ihe other hand there is a small sector thai respects

Original Sludenl logo

Posilion Paper presented lo the

16th National SISK Congress

in bdmonton. Alberta

on August 30th, 197S

by Lubomyr Szuch

Ihe prime role of Student is lo be an open lorum for ihe

expression of views of siudenis whether Ihcy agree or disagree

Mih Ihe views of the publisher or editorial board

The Student editorial board lakes a democratic principled

position on all matters with which it may be involved. As such, ihe

editorial board has repeatedly stressed the faci that opinions

expressed in the various signed articles do not necessarily represent

those of the Student editorial board

Student considers thai il is ils responsibility to allow for ihe

freest exchange of opinions on mailers of interest lo ihc Ukrainian

Canadian communily. The position of ihe editorial board has always

been lhal siands on given issues musl in ihc first instance be based on

democratic principles and in ihe second instance lhal this position be

firmly adhered lo.

It is for this reason for example lhat the question of Chile was

raised in Sludenl.

The main argument of these articles consisted of poinlmgout to

the communily lhal a democratically elected government was

illegally over-thrown by a military coup which subsequently

suppressed basic civil and political rights. T he articles criticized the

relationship maintained by some Ukrainian nationalist

organizations wilh one of the mosl repressive fascist regimes in ihe

world, as in ihe case of Chile.

We view Student as important evidence of ihe strong urge to

continue to survive and develop in a pluralistic society on the pari ol

young Ukrainian Canadians. Student is one ol the most valuable

projects lhal ihe Ukrainian Canadian Students' Union has initialed

The articles in this newspaper can be viewed as important historical

papers that reveal the altitudes, thoughts, aspirations and ideas ol

Ukrainian Canadian students. Like thespoken language, the printed

word can also be a carrier of culture. And this iscxaclly the function

lhal Student has been fulfilling and. we hope, will continue to fulfill.

If we wish to see Student become a more frequently and

regularly issued paper of high quality, several steps have lo be taken:

1. A solid financial base tor Student has to be established, e..

enough funds have 10 be raised lor several issues ol Student belorc

any work is started on it.

2. More writers and reporters have to be encouraged to w ork (or

Student:

Ihe rights ol those thai diller

can intelligent and rationally slate his, her position.

A miseoncepuon of ihc role ol the press has been developed by

certain segments ol ihe Ukrainian communily. Whereas they see

every paper as being a mouth piece lor particular partisan views and

do not ..How for debate wUhln their own ranks, but only among

conlcnding views Students role and relationship to SUSK musl be

clarified eonsistenily lor the benefit of these organisations.

Student, while being published under the auspices ol the SUSK

Concress. is nol an organ ol ihe SUSK National Executive or the

SUSK Congress, although when questions of broad policy are

broughi uplhattheSUSKCo'ngrcssmayleelareviiallorlhe urthvr

development of .he Ukrainian Canadian?»«^^2^
of ihc cll-dcterminal.on ol nations and in particular Uku.nc llun

SI I DIM may he directed by the SUSK Congress lo support and

publicize these mailers.
_ independent in ihe

Sludenl is an independent, newspaper auV
sense thai there is no censorship by SUSK all points ol. icwa r

welcomed on the pages of Student When 1 say all points ol v ew. I

way he relevant to organized Ukrainian

,. and what is more important, he ol a

,ture. Frequently, we receive articles lhat

t ^rve no useful purpose. Articles musl.

nncr contribute lo a readers intellectual

siudenis musl be encouraged to put their thoughts down

and hand il in lo Student lor publication It is only in ihis

ac can continue a productive dialogue on the pages ol

3. All

on paper,

way that W
Sludenl.

We bel

organizations lo >~ ••» — r -

and eihics for its communily It is on ihe basis ol Ihis. lhal Student

will atlempi lo continue lo function.

. sludenl papers and student

lelysl for new progressive ideals, morals
that H is ihe role

Slude .1. they r

stud

e and co

in an honcsl and moral

development and to the!

question.

undeisiandmg of the human uciiviue
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Rifts Within Executive:
~"rd

Unanswered Questions Remain
The series of unfortunate events which followed the resigna-

tion of Mike Maryn as the National President of the Ukrainian

Canadian Students' Union (SUSK) last month raise several

questions of critical importance to the future of the Ukrainian

Canadian Students' Union. Despite the fact that the poster has

since been cancelled, and Mike Maryn has now rejoined the

National Executive in his capacity as President, the issues which

remained at the focus of the January crisis, and which are debated

in the exchange of letters reproduced above, still remain unresolv-

ed.
In my view, the two most fundamental issues raised by the

dispute are: 1 ) What should be SUSK's role vis-a-vis the rest of the

Ukrainian-Canadian community; and 2) What are the obligations

of SUSK Executive members to fulfill their duties to the

membership of SUSK, as well as to uphold its constitution? And on
what basis should disputes on fundamental principles be resolved

within an executive?
These are difficult questions to resolve in the best of

circumstances, and it is not my concern to have to condemn the

National Executive for their failure to take decisive positions on
these issues in the midst of the January crisis. They are, however,
questions with which any SUSK Executive must ultimately come to

terms. SUSK's relationship to the Ukrainian-Canadian community
has always been a major focal point within Ukrainian student clubs;

so has the issue of the responsibility of SUSK executive members
to their membership- Since such fundamental issues affect the day
to day operations of SUSK, they should be adequately resolved as

soon as possible.

There have always been different perceptions among
members of SUSK as to what is the best policy in dealing with the

rest of the Ukrainian community. One extreme advocates a
completely non-antagonistic approach — students should, never

do anything which might be perceived by other Ukrainian

community organizations as being controversial or, worse yet,

critical of certain aspects of the way in which the community
conducts itself.

Other choose to ignore the community, claiming that it is

pointless to try to placate a Ukrainian community which is

incapable of understanding the beliefs and aspirations of the

young generation of Ukrainian Canadians who have no use for the

bitter sectarian struggles of their elders.

But the policy mandated by SUSK Congresses to the SUSK
Executives in the past has been one which sought to convince
Ukrainian community organizations and their members that

students have a variety of new and innovative ideas as to how
Ukrainians should live within Canada's multicultural society, and
that these ideas should be implemented if Ukrainian-Canadian
organizational life is to flourish in Canada. SUSK has attempted to

portray itself, with some success, as a future-oriented organization

which seeks to break new ground in areas where the older

generation is slow to take initiatives — in dealing with Ukrainian -

Canadian culture and issues, in dealing with government on
political issues, and so forth. The principal goal of SUSK has been
to try to unite students from a wide variety of backgrounds and
experiences, and to place the more irrational disputes of previous

generations behind us.

Unfortunately, the controversy over the so-called "sickle"

poster has not reflected well on SUSK's image as a forward-looking

organization composed of reasonable individuals. A poster which
reflects our traditional heritage has embroiled the SUSK Executive
and a handful of other individuals in a dispute worthy of the finest,

obscurantist battles of previous generations.

It isqjpvious that the arguments over whether the poster should
have been printed or not did not hinge on the intrinsic merits of the

poster (which quite a number of people have praised as being a
fine, artistic conception), but rather it concerned the degree to

which SUSK should be sensitive to the potential objections of
certain segments of the Ukrainian community to its actions.

Mike Maryn's personal view, that the poster would contribute
to promoting a "Marxist or leftist" image for SUSK among the most
vociferously anti-communist sectors of the Ukrainian community,
is hardly a credible reason for cancelling the poster. It was
considered unobjectionable by the vast majority of people who
have had the chance to comment upon it, and would scarcely have
caused a ripple in most circles of the Ukrainian community.

What is most confusing about the entire affair isthat the SUSK
Executive failed to uphold its own democratic decision to print the

poster. In doing so, the Executive failed to live up to its

commitments to publicize the activities of Ukrainian Student
Weeks across Canada to the rest of the community. If there were
concerns that the poster would subject SUSK to Marxist red-
baiting, this could have been easily dealt with through a well-
planned publicity campaign, explaining the purpose of the poster
and the nature of the activities being promoted during the various
Ukrainian Weeks across Canada.

It is unfortunate that Mike Maryn's personal crusade to rid

SUSK ot its "Marxist or leftist" image has only served to give some
credibility to the issue of "Marxist bogeyman" within SUSK, and
now the Executive will have to take steps to pick up the pieces as
the fallout from this controversy continues. By failing to stand up
on this issue, the Executive may be faced with the ridiculous
assertions and prejudices emanating fromthose circles who wish
to dabble in rumors and falsehoods

Moreover, SUSK has always prided itself as being a "cross-
ideological organization", recruiting its membership from all

political and religious segments in the community. There has been
no mandate from the Congress to make the eradicationof "Marxism
or leftism" within SUSK a priority of the SUSK National Executive.
Neither has this objective been approved in any policy statements
from the SUSK Executive. If Mike Maryn wants a personal crusade
he would be well-advised to concentrate on sprucing up SUSK's
tarnished image with its traditional supporters, such as the
Ukrainian Professional and Business Federation, rather than
attempting to slay "Marxist " dragons, which have become virtually
extinct in the universities of the 1980's.

—ON THE SUSK CONSTITUTION—
On the second issue, that is, whether the decision-making

process within SUSK has adequately been upheld — there remain
serious questions as to the Executive's handling of the entire

dispute. In their letter of 26 January 1981, the SUSK Executive

rejects Mike Maryn's position that the Executive should be run

according to the principle of consensus rather than my majority

vote. The SUSK Constitution is clear on this matter; it states that

"all business of the Executive shall be carried on by a majority

vote."
Moreover, it would be the height of inconsistency to argue that

the SUSK Executive should be guided by "consensus" when SUSK
has consistently criticized the Ukrainian community and its

undemocratic nature as exemplified by KYK (Ukrainian Canadian
Committee). How can we hope to serve as "models" for the

Ukrainian community, when we ourselves cannot agree on how
democracy is supposed to function within SUSK?

But the Executive apparently considers itself bound by

majority vote. Why then was the poster not printed? The poster was
approved by a majority vote (twice) and, despite these two votes, a

decision was subsequently made not to print it.

The SUSK Executive has not come forward with a forthright

explanation. The above letter merely cites"various reasons" for the

lack of a poster; the SUSK National newsletter, Chutky, claims

"technical difficulties" surrounding the alleged constitutionality of

the votes taken on the poster.

Both explanations are unclear and appear a trifle contrived.

What is clear is that the SUSK Executive had a responsibility to the

membership ot SUSK to have a poster produced for Ukrainian

Weeks. The poster was approved by the Executive and it was
already at the printer's shop.

Further explanations from the Executive give the following as

an excuse. One clause of the Constitution [sec. 9.03 (b)J states: "A
quorum required at a meeting will be the President and three

members." Because Mike Maryn (the President) was not present at

either meeting when the votes were taken, certain members of the

Executive believed that the votes might not be constitutional.

But another clause of the Constitution [9 02 (a)] states: "In the

event of a resignation of a member of a body of SUSK, the
Executive may appoint a replacement." Had the Executive chosen
to accept Mike Maryn's letter of resignation, they could have
appointed a new President and resolved the issue in a fairly

straightforward manner. This would appear to be the most sensible
interpretation to draw from these two clauses of the Constitution as
they presently stand. To interpret them otherwise, would be to

suggest that the entire SUSK Executive (all eighteen members)
would cease to have any authority in the absence of the President's
authority. And this is clearly inconsistent with the SUSK Constitu-
tion, by which the Congress elects all of the SUSK Executive
members, and to which all are ultimately accountable.

One would suspect that there were probably many factors
which influenced the National Executive's decision not to accept
Mike Maryn's resignation and, therefore, not to print the poster.

One would hope for a fuller explanation from the Executive of the
circumstances under which they found themselves virtually

paralyzed for a three-week period, and their recommendations for
avoiding a similar impasse in the future. A start might be made in

this direction by the Executive in exercising its right to pass by-
laws (under section 11.01 (b) of the Constitution) to clarify

particular sections of the Constitution, such as the quorum clause
A policy statement from the Executive, re-affirming its commitment
,to democratic principles in its decision-making process, would
also help to clear the air on this issue.

The entire affair points out the kind of mistakes which
executives can fall into over seemingly innocuous issues. All

executives make mistakes, but the mark of good leadership is the
ability to learn from one's mistakes. To this end, a leadership-
training program should be instituted within SUSK which would
help future SUSK Executives, as well as local club executives, to
learn how to resolve problems of a similar nature more expeditious-
ly. Basic knowledge of how to resolve intra-group conflicts without
provoking the alienation of one group or another is an essential
function of leadership, and is a skill all student clubs could benefit
from

And what of SUSK, in the aftermath of this crisis? It is crucially
important that any re-evaluation of the affair recognize that a lot of
rifts remain within the National Executive and questions remain
unanswered. For instance, who took the decision not to have the
poster printed? Laryssa Rohowsky, the Secretary of SUSK, stated
that she first knew that the poster was not to be printed a full week
after the decision to cancel had been made. Rohowsky claims that
she was asked to sign a letter cancelling the poster on 29 January
1981. She felt that this was a surprising request as the Executive
had twice voted in favor of printing the poster, and that only
another vote by the Executive could have called the poster off (as
long as there were questions raised about quorums and validities of
votes). Several other Executive members outside of Toronto claim
that they were generally kept in the dark about the events which
transpired in Toronto following Mike Maryn's resignation, and they
felt that the Toronto-based Executive has an obligation to be more
forthright in explaining these matters to fellow Executive members
and the SUSK membership.

The time has come to put the whole affair behind us; but first, a
full explanation of the resolution of this entire affair should be
issued trom the Executive to the membership of SUSK. We all could
benefit from having the air cleared on this leadership question
within SUSK.

You say yes, I say no....

You say goodbye, I say

Enough Said?

With all due respect to

Mykhailo Maryn for his efforts

on SUSK's behalf during the

past two years, I must say that I

found his letter in Student (no.

69, March 1981 )
very disturbing.

Let me briefly explain my mis-
givings.

1) There was no need for a

(public) response to D. Lupul's
article about the rifts which had
developed in the SUSK ex-
ecutive over the issue 'of the
Stanko poster for Ukrainian
week. The Student collective

had bent over backwards to be
"fair" and "objective" in its

coverage of the affair, largely in

an effort to bury it. There was no
need to resurrect it and even
less for Maryn to do so Further-

more, if Maryn had wished to

impress upon Lupul his inability

to understand the "full nature of

the debate," he had ample
opportunity to do this in Saska-
toon at the SUSK Western
Conference and avoid a useless
polemic in Student. Why didn't
he?

2) It Is self-evident that
Maryn was not without some
degree of fault in this entire
affair. Yet in his letter to the
editor he attempts to rid himself
of any blame for it. To make
things worse, he even attempts
to put the blame squarely on the
shoulders of his executive after

all fences between them have
allegedly been mended. This
simply is not kosher.

3) Maryn still seems to feel

that the Stanko poster would
have "isolated" SUSK from the
rest of the community. This is

patently absurd. However, this

is not the point I wish to make.
The fact that Maryn perceived
that the poster would cause an
uproar seems to indicate that he
is overly sensitive about SUSK's
"image"' (read: Marxists,
radicals, internationalists, etc.).

To set the record straight, let me
point out that SUSK has not had
a Marxist executive during the
last decade — all have con-
sistently been snades otsmall T
liberal — until this year, I do not
think Maryn realizes this and he
seems to be developing into a

modern Quixote chasing wind-
mills with sickles on them. The
main losers in this useless and
baseless antagonism are SUSK
— which is not getting on with

its business — and Student —
which came to a virtual

standstill while this whole sor-

did affair was working itself out
and which is now finding itself

discreetly pressured financially

because it has been painted red.

I am writing this letter not

with the intention of exacer-
bating any existing tensions. I

like Mykhailo and will even
tolerate his cigars. But. I felt that

his letter to the editor
demonstrated a lack of good
faith to Student and indicated
that the problems generated by
the rift over the poster were not
being solved. This situation

cannot continue indefinitely

and I feel it is Maryn's duty to

clear the air ratherthan to foster

new antagonisms, so that the
student movement can once
more function in a spirit of

goodwill.
Andrij Makuch

SUSK President 1977-78
Saskatoon, SasK.

(vl3 n70, Apr -May. 1981)

hello....
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ULTI CULTUR ALISM

(v3 nlO, December 1970)

UKRAINIAN
STUDENTS
HCNTU
februany I9BI

This is the graphic lhai triggered the resignation ol SUSK President Mykha/lo

Maryn. It was designed by York University sludem Ivan Stanko lor the poster

promoting Ukrainian Students' Month activities at campuses across the country.

The sun. the woman's skirt, and the embroidery on her blouse were to have been

colored red: but the poster was never printed.

(vl3n68, Jan.-Feb. 1980)

IVth Volume and Ethnic Sup-

pression (University .of Al-

berta - Ukrainian Students

Club - Position Paper on the

IVth Volume).

We, as Ukrainian Canad-

ians, totally reject the pos-

ition of biculturalism as pres-

ented in the fourth volune of

the Royal Commission onBH-
limgualism and Biculturalism

entitled The Cultural Con-

tribution of the Other Ethnic

Groups.

A double melting-pot poli

will, not build up a Canadian

identity. It is a discriminat-

ory action against non-Brit-

ish and non-French ethnic

groups. It will lead to a blur

in the distinction between

Canadianism and American-

ism. We are not short term

residents. We are not immig-

rants. We are Canadians.

The development of a cul-

tural identity other then Brit-

ish and French is not non-

Canadian. We wish tp be full

participants in the develop-

ment of our country, Canada.

The fourth volume concen-

trates exclusively on the

past contributions tsomething

given) of the other ethnic

groups. The present plight of

the ethnic groups is largely

ignored - the future barely

contemplated. Only four of

the fourteen conimissioners

were of a non-British, non-

French origin.

This Commission, there-

fore, is hardly representetive

of Canada's true ethnic com-

position. But, what is even

more important, the Commis-

sion could not fully under-

stand or appreciate the exis-

ting situation of other ethnic

groups. Retention and preser-

vation are no longer enough —
we did not desire to become
historical artifacts.

The lack of proper publicity

and access for the general

to the fourth volume is an ind-

ication that the Commission

itself considers the report to

be of little consequence and

that the Government wishes to

have little public awareness

of the other ethnic groups as

functioning components of Ca-

nadian society. It must be

realized that participating in

Untill now all creative ener-

gies of the ethnic groups have

been chanelled into preserv-

ation — not development — of

their cultures because of the

prevaili ng repressive atmosp-

here. In order that non-British,

non-French cultures flourish,

a conducive atmosphere must

be established.

The quiet revolution in

Quebec should have opened
the door for the other ethnic

groups, that is, a new attitude

of acceptance should have

developed. What has happened
instead? Biculturalism was
introduced to temporarily ap-

pease the French. Now ethnic

minorities face two overbear-

ing culture groups, the British

and the French.

Central to a bicultural pos-

ition is a rejection of all that

is non-British, non-French. Of
necessivt it relegates the nat-

ive peoples , the Slavs , the

Italians, the Chinese to an in-

ferior secondary status.

the development of any ethnic

group (other than the British

and French) is also a positive

contribution to the develop-

ment of the Canadian identity.

The Government must take

an official position of multi-

culturalism in order to make

Canadians aware of the multi-

cultural aspects of their coun-

try.

We demand that not only

restriction be removed, but

rather that the emphasis of the

Government become condusive

to our development.

Culture and knowledge are

not instinctively acquired -

rather, knowledge of them is

gained through learning exper-

iences. These learning exper-

iences are acquired within the

*hnic community.

In order for the various eth-

nic communities to continue

developing on an ever higher,

level (that is, not only with

tokenistic expressions of cul-

ture such as folk dancing and

cuisine) they must receive

massive federal financial sup-

port.

We are asking that the fed-

eral and provincial Govern-

ments change their attitudes

toward non-British, non-French

groups in Canadian society:

To stop regarding them with

indifference, to realize that

they have made, are and will

continue to be making great

contributions to further dev-

eloping and enriching Cana-

da's cultural, political and

social life.

Ethnic groups must not be

merely tolerated but encourag-

ed to thrive and develop.
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UKRAINIAN STUDENTS IN CANADA EXPOSED
(vl0n41, December 1977)

AMERICA SLAYS THE DRAGON
The following article is composed

of extracts taken directly from an

article entitled Young Mantists do

lheit Stuff which appeared in the

October 20, 1977, issue of the in -

formative Ukrainian A me
ne wspape r Ame tica.

The( is labulous, indeed, in-

deed. There is a hard core ol

Marxist zealots among Ukrainian

students in Canada who are

ooenly active in non-communist
and even prolessedly a nt i-

communisl student organization.

Lately, Ihey became loo vocal and
ardent in critical area of the

Ukrainian national community life

and policy in Canada. When op-

posed in their endeavors to get for

Leonid Plyushch invitation for ap-

pearance as a principal speaker al

the Congress of the Canadian
Ukrainian Commille in Winnipeg

by the League tor Liberation of

Ukrane-a political organization

which is the constituent member
of the Committee, the Union of

Ukrainian Students in Canada
resolved at their Congress to con-

demn ihe League lor Liberation ot

Ukraine as a "fascist" and
"totalitarian" organization
having possibly ties to the KGB
(organs ot the state security in the

USSR)...

...The members ol Ihe League lor

Liberation of Ukraine as non-

Marxists, have the right to oppose
the invitation of a Marxist as a

pnnicipal speaker al Ihe Congress
ol Ukrainians in Canada. Young
Ukrainian Marxists amy be tew in

numbers . bul we shall always

remember Leninist dogma that

numbers are less important than

disciplined organization. When we
regard young Ukrainian Marxism
in the United States and in

Canada-as we decidedly should-

their numerical insignificance
ceases to be decisive. With
Chinese and Cuban lorces added
vo the Soviet apparatus, Ihe world

Marxist enterprise is vastly larger

and more powerful lhan at any lime in the past, lis Ukrainian

agencies are therelore correspon-
dingly more dangerous to our in-

st it ut ions and community life.

Do they play the Soviel qame.
these young Marxists? Ho, by no
means; Ihey even profess being
anti-Soviet. They are an assort-

ment of Marxists without specific

foreign alliances. Psychologically

these young Ukrainians remain
tied to Marxism also by other

varieties of radicalism such as

anarchism nihilism, and other

throwbacks to nineteenth-century

philosophies Frequently they are

penetrated by fashionable "tile

styles" ol the hippies, yippies,

crazies, all soaked through with

drug addiction, myslic cults, sheer

destruction urges. In this case,

sense of guili lies them to

Marxism and Ihe desire lo shock
Ihe lamily or the community
becomes urgent. Having been in-

volved in Marxist skulduggery,
they find K dlfflcull lo deal toleran-

lly with hose who don't agree
with Ihem. Their asinine reaction

to a different opinion voiced by
the Leag ue for Liberation of

Ukraine, is the besl prool that our

young Marxists are not candid
revolutionists who have the
courage of their convictions men
and women whose moral statute

we can respect, but are Ihe horde
ol part-time rebels who have

neither courage nor convictions,
but only a muddy emotionalism
and a mental fog which makes
Ihem an easy prey for Ihe political

racketters...

...Our young Marxists should
nol be excerpt from moral and

legal responsibility for their ac-

tions, and their posture as
wrongdoers cannot be tolerated

by the community. II must be said

"here that the existence of our
young Marxists and tolerance ot

their pseudo-Idealistic verbiage of

Marxism coupled with different

Left slogans, has long been
ignored by ihe Ukrainian com-
munity in the United Stales and in

Canada. It is the last time to stop
this practice; otherwise this type
ol our self-indulgence will become
foolish and even suicidal. In ex-

posing the past and current

machinations ol the K.G.B. agen-

ts, nobody is beating a dead hor-

se. The animal is very much alive

and gets its oats regualarly from
the international fodder stock...

...The "Red Decade." of

course, did nol end with the ad-

vent I 1940's; communist
organizations and influence were
carried over and have persisted, in

varying degrees to this day. The
present day Party-line for the

West, in both the Kremlin and
Maoisl versions, prescribes
cooperation with any radical

movement, even wilh ihe formerly

outlawed anarchist tendencies.

Thus, the brain damage and
ethical trauma ha i,e been uaosed
along to the present day
generation...

...Extremes of violence and van-

dalism and pornography combine
with teaching in schools and
universities, wilh writing in avant-

grade periodicals, wilh preaching
from the pulpit to keep the world

in a state of urmoil and un-

certainly. The followers ol Marx
have been enlrenched everywhere:

in the government, in the schools
and universities, in literature and
arl. All they work for Revolution:

this swarming, disciplined,

obedient and fanatically self

righteous army I Marxists. A
generation of college youth has
been poisoned by Marxist pseudo-
science and amoralism and has
carried the disease into manifold
post-collegiate activities. This is

also the reason for one of the

strangest lapses into ulopianism
which afflict ed a part of the

Ukrainian students.

Makhno mania
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MOTHERHOOD AND HOLUBTSI
(vl n5, January 1970)

like it all happened one day
but it was a long time coming
it all began once upon a time
and like the're were all these
Ukrainian type students and
like they were all going
through these hassles and run-
ning around town and getting
everyone out to go out to this

thing like in Vancouver so
read my maps and sure enough
it was really beside the ocean
and like hell there were kids
Hying by plane going by boat
and rail and everyone really

coming and boy like took my
bag and got all undressed up
and decided to go too and
man like everyone had this re-

ally groovy time and like all

these hepped-up cats got up
there but like man you know
don't know what the hell i'm

doing in it yet so shake my
head and say yeah that's it

and meantime all these cats

are getting together like they

al! groove away on this Ukra-

inian high and do their own
thing in the old Ukrainian way
and man like dig these cats

anyway like the local type to-

ronto club well thev planned
this meeting tiling one night

and like it's a long time com-
ing about but the coffee is

swot and well like this super-

straight cat he gets up and two
more super-straight cats get up
and like they had a debate on
like whether we should like

commeratc this day when
three hundred students took
this power trip against the red
army and like they found out

that flower-power doesn't pay
like this one cat at the debate

1'
about what our parents gave
us and look how hard they
worked for us and all the while
was trying to hide this big

rip En my pants and by and by
this other cat gets up like

(vl6n81, Mar-Apr. 1984),, !
toronto gets up and he starts mean he was reallv far out and

flaying away at this other guy
and like don't think they love
each other and was sure glad
their mothers weren't th<

because the things they
saying were terrible and pretty
soon the first one sat down be-
cause he got all embarrassed

iere

were

he picked up his hook like K
had done before and he sway-
ed and swayed and was get-
ting scared that he would fall

light over on the tape recorder
which was right beside him
and boy me and the other kids

were sure glad that he finallv

because he lost the page in his stopped swaying and declaring
book and he was sure going to himself for motherhood and
read it to us so he tried an- holubtsi and sat down so again
other page but it just wasn't the other one rises and like he
right and so like he sat down keeps talking about how phony
meanwhile this guy in the mid- we all are and how none of the
die kept looking at his watch groovy tumed-on people are
and it must have been through here anywav and like don't
one of those torture tests be- know what's happening and
cause ever so often he would like decide to go cause re-

tell everyone that it was still ally don't like marriage and
going and what time it was was on this diet and so was
and anyway the other got up staying away from motherhood
and says man like this is just a and holubtsi and so like a

marriage-market and like who couple of davs later see the
the hell are we fooling anyway movie about these greek cats-

like man what the hell what and they keep fighting for

the hell have we got to bitch freedom and all those straight

about and anyway Christ like cats who onlv care about

he was flaying his fists all motherhood and marrving and
around and like he had this keep thinking about those

too tight jacket on and like i'm throe hundred Ukrainian stu-

rcallv sure he was choking on dents and those straight cats

his tic cause like his face was in the debate and reallv don't

sure red and he kept screaming know what thev're fighting for

(, ,.) '
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Caveam consules!

(Harry")-- ,
(vl0n44,.-Apr. 1978)

CULTURE UBERALLES
(HOW TO PAY FOR YOUR PYSANKA
WITH AN UNEMPLOYMENT CHEQUE)

TlNAlN, AFTEft 50loo YEP>f\S5' SYNTHESIZE CULTURE f

(vl4n72, Sept 1981)

The SUSK Western Con-
ference, held annually with the

intention ot developing the 'Ukrai-

nian student movement.' has come
and gone. Most ol the participants

(some veteran conlerence-goers.

others new to the sport) returned

home Irom Edmonton 'satisfied.'

The conference was 'nice ' They
heard several presentations on
various aspects of the Ukrainian

'culture' in Canada, partied a bit and

even got in a good dose of student

'politicking.' Yet it is doubtful

whether the conference had
anything more than a fleeting

impact on its participants.

Throughout the conference it

became apparent that its theme,

"Culture in Context: Ukrainian

Canadians Today" did not lend

itself well to concrete analysis and

firm resolution Instead it left one

wondering (which is not a bad thing

in itself) what is Ukrainian Canadian

'culture.' if it does indeed exist, and

how is it expressed 7 Does buying a

copy of "Venovka" only if one has

enough money left over alter

buying the newest "BTO" album

identify one as a participant in this

cult? Does one become a Uk rainian

by giving a "Ukrainian' gift on

birthdays, and at Christmas, instead

ol a paint-by-numbers kit, a pair of

slippers or a subscription to

Readers Digest? If one accepts the

premise that a culture is something

which affects one on a daily basis

and in all forms of one's existence,

then could not the Ukramam Cana-

dian 'culture' be more appropriately

termed the Ukrainian Canadian

'hobby"'

A dissenting voice was heard at

the conference. Ounng his presen-

tation, Jars Balan appealed to

Ukrainian students not to bury their

heads in the sand ol Ukrainian

language and 'culture but to take an

active position on much weightier

political, social and economic

issues in Canada and the world

which directly affect them, perhaps
even more than a Ukrainian Cana-
dian 'culture'.

But in his roster of problems to

be solved, Balan failed to mention

the crucial problem ol overpopula-

tion and a booming birth rate in the

Third World Countries, in which
over half of the population is only

now entering in to the period of

fertility Canada, with its history of

immigrant settlement and despite

government attempts tp erect racial

barriers, will at some point m the not

too distant future be faced with an
increasing inflow of people from

these countries, where the

economy cannot sustain even therr

present population (which will more

than doublevwfh/n our lifetime.)

The Ukrainian Canadian
'culture' in fact is directly related to

this problem in thai one ol the tasks

ot Ukrainians m Canada should be

to establish the Ukrainian 'fact' as a

viable part of the Canadian identity

(which is still quite nebulous). In

essence this means conclusively

settling the issue of majorny-

minonty relations. Forilwe don't do
this now. future immigrations wilt

inevitably exacerbate present levels

,of racial tension and intolerance in

Canada, which will be of benefit .to

nobody The migration from the

Third World has already started.

England is already experiencing the

"legacy of the Empire" as East

Indiansand black Africans settle in

its proud communities. And the

British upper hp curls menacingly at

the sight of a mosque on its 'prim

and proper' streets — their 'blue

blood' boils to the point of violence.

But Balan's point is well taken

The downfall of the Ukrainian

community can be directly at-

tributed to its*L'ostncJ}-lik.e" ap-

proach to issues of general con-

cern. We,~as members ol the

community at large must address

ourselves to these matters if our
existence as a "Ukrainian com-
munity" is to make any sense. For if

the community is held together by
little more than a pronounced anti-

communism' and a vague sense of

"Ukrainianism" expressed in a
slavish devotion to language and
'culture', then is there any basis for

its continued existence? What is the

"Ukrainian community" and where
does it stand on unemployment,
Quebec, the RCMP and political

repression in Chile' Would answer-
ing these questions explain why
'unity' among Ukrainians in Canada
is more fiction than fact?

The tragedy of our community
is that it has been polarized to an
extreme between the "anti-

communist' nationalist and alleged-

ly 'anti-capitalist' communist com-
munity But people caught in the

middle have nowhere to go. Those
to the right of center are repulsed by

both the 'leftist' stance of the

Ukrainian 'communists' and the

doctrinaire nationalism of the

'nationalists' Those to the left of

center are repulsed by both the

'rightist' stance of the Ukrainian
'nationalists' and the toadyish pro-

Soviet position of the Ukrainian

'communists. Neither of these

alienated elements have anywhere
to go and cannot function within the

organized Ukrainian 'community.'

Both are apalled that the communi-
ty 'represents' them

SUSK should not only address
itself seriously to issues of general

concern but should also cooperate
fully with other aware elements
amongst Ukrainains in Canada m
movements which have already

started to create organizational

forms which will allow a viable

alternative to existent community
structures, many of which are

already on their deathbeds. For
after SUSK. where does one go''

N M.
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THE UKRAINIAN STUDENT
AND NESTOR MAKHNO

In the course of the Ukrainian

Political Theory Workshop, I have

become aware of some interesting

facts about Ukrainian history, the

most interesting and disturbing of

which is, that I and many others,

knew less about our country's past

than we deemed possible. It did not

take me long to discover that my
(en-years' experience of Ukrainian

educational systems provided me
with only a superficial and rather

distorted image of Ukrainian

history. I had a definite feeling of

somehow having been cheated and
manipulated, that the in-

terpretation of Ukrainian history I

had received was far from ob-

jective and encompassing in its

perspective. It seemed as if there

was a lot that had been
deliberately left out. The truth of

the matter is that the

"Ukrainoznavstvo" one receives

at any one of our overly-divided

organizations is just as fac-

tionalized, biased, tendentious and
impoverished as we all recognize

these- organizations to be. It is

fundamentally a matter of in-

tellectual honesty, integrity and
Iruth in presenting ALL the facts of

our people's history without

subjecting them to semi-polemical,

ultra-nationalistic misinterpret-

ations and distortions. Fur-
thermore, there is the damnation

of silence, the conscious neglect of

important people, movements and
ideas in our political social and
intellectual history. As students,

we want to know ALL there is to

know about our history. We want to

be able to decide and evaluate for

ourselves. Unfortunately, what we
should know has already been

decided for us. It is not so much a

question of what we have been

laught but of what we have not

been laught. This form of in-

doctrination and censorship is

aimed at depriving the Ukrainian

student of the right to think in-

dependently, to weigh facts and
perspectives and to arrive at his

own conclusions about our con-

fused history. We have been taught

to accept, but not to think

analytically. It is not surprising

that many Ukrainian students

learn more about their own history

by studying that of Russia, A
student's Ukrainian consciousness

must, unfortunately, be stimulated

outside our parochial educational

systems.

Once the Ukrainian student

becomes aware of the intellectual

imprisonment imposed upon him,

he has given himself the freedom

and responsibility to free his mind
from the narrow perspectives of

many of our so-called educators.

This can only be done by exposing

oneself to new ideas and new ex-

periences, by confronting the

political realities of one's com-
munity and history, by putting it

into some form of a conscious

perspective. This awareness is

both personal and political, for it

implies and necessitates both the

freedom and responsibility of

thought and decision.

This awareness demands t know
ALL the facts about our history

and it is up to the student to obtain
them. Read Hrushevsky, but also
read Vernadsky, E.H. Carr and
Trotsky. One would find it hard to

believe that they are talking about
the same thing. It is a simple
matter of political perspective, but
this awareness necessarily forces
the Ukrainian student to recon-
sider his strictly narrative
knowledge of Ukrainian history

and to be much more analytic with
the tendentious interpretations of

our history. The facts of our history

cannot be changed but the in-

terpretations can and must be
-reassessed. Appreciating the fact

that there is a profound lack of

understanding about Ukrainian
social, political, economic and
intellectual history, the various

interpretations must be seen in the

light or the darkness of their

particular political perspective.

This must be constantly kept in

mind when dealing with any aspect

of Ukrainian history and especially

when attempting to come to grips

with the many ill-known facts of

the years of National Revolution

1917-1920. A full and proper un-

derstanding of this highly complex
time cannot be explained simply in

terms of Petliura , the Rada and the

Proclamations of January 22nd,

1918, for the Ukraine was involved

in both a national liberation

movement and a social and
political revolution. There is a

profound lack of attention devoted
to the social and political

characteristics of the Ukrainian
Liberation Struggle and the history

of the nationalist movement is not

the sole history of the period. The
various forces operating in

Ukraine during these years
represent all shades of the political

spectrum, ranging from the ex-

treme right with feudal monar-
chists and hetmanites to centrist

liberal republicans and democrats,
to all parties of the left, such as
bolsheviks, mensheviks, social
revolutionaries and anarchists.

Unfortunately, the Ukrainian
student knows very little about the

political breakdown of this period

in Ukrainian history and there is

much work to be done to fill this

sorry vacuum in our
historiography and our knowledge.
What is worse is that he is actively
discouraged from even attempting
to learn more about the political

forces of this period other than

those of the nationalist right. If it

happened, we want to know about
it. We must decide and think for

ourselves.

One of the best examples of this

is the intellectual persecution in

the case of Nestor Makhno and the

Anarchist movement during the

Ukrainian Revolution. In my at-

tempts to learn more about his

relation to this period in Ukrainian
history, I most often met with a
wide variety of negative attitudes

in the books and the people I

consulted. The usual comment was
sneering, "Why do you want to

know anything about that bandit?"
The simple fact that I just wanted
to know seemed insufficient. The
very hostile and emotional at-

titudes elicited just by the very

name of the "black spirit" were
often directed at me personally.

One old man even threw me out of

his store for invoking the memory
of the black bandit. Yet once in a

while I met some people who
remembered Makhno as a sort of

Ukrainian Robin Hood and they
talked about him as the only man
in those revolutionary times who
cared at ail about the common
people. Clearly there are different

criterions for assessing the role

played by Makhno and the anar-
chists. The controversy
surrounding the otaman has been
intensified by the lack of reliable

and concrete information and this

has served to increase the interest

in the already legendary Bat'ko
Makhno. Not surprisingly he is the

subject of a number of literary

works such as A Nikolaev's Nestor

Makhno and Bat'ko Makhno and

most recently he figures in Hon-
char's Sobor (Kiev, 1968).

For all the interest and passions
he arouses, there is remarkably
little factual material to be had and
in the case of Makhno, it is quite

difficult to separate fact from
legend. The few articles available

reveal more about their authors'

political and nationalistic biases
than they do about Makhno and
Anarchism. Most studies of the

movement are openly polemical
works by Bolsheviks or anarchists
and Ukrainian material on Makhno
is at best, hate literature.

Ukrainian studies of Makhno are
invariably evaluated strictly in

terms of whether he supported or
opposed the creation of a
Ukrainian national state and the

importance of his role in regards to

the Independence Struggle itself.

Even from this limited per-
spective, not all authors are in

agreement for example:

In the Ukrainian Liberation
Struggle, Makhno's role was so

negative and destructive that he

deserves only to be ignored."

F. Meleshko.

"Bat'ko N. Makhno was a
capable leader of the Zaporozhian

faction of our National Liberation

Movement and led an unceasing

struggle against the enemies of our

people, without surrendering
under any circumstances, without

betraying his people and without

sparing his own strength or life."

V. Dubrovsky.

However, if we are to come to a

political analysis of Ukrainian

revolutionary history, it would be a

mistake to evaluate it in terms of

the national independence
movement alone, for this per-

spective refuses to take into ac-

count those forces operating within

the context of political and social

revolution. This nationalist form of

historical interpretation operates

solely within a middle class

political and conceptual
framework. It is only a measure of

the paucity of political analysis of

Ukrainian history. It is absurd to

deal with Makhno, an ideologically

committed anarchist in terms of

his relation to the creation of a

Ukrainian state. His political and
personal philosophy was anti-

theoretical to groups seeking to set

up a state of any type regardless of

what his own national self-

identification might be.

Makhno himself was a russified

peasant with a background of

primitive and spontaneous
anarchistic revolutionary activity

dating from 1905. His im-
prisonment in Moscow's Butyrka
prison exposed him to Russian
anarchists who effectively en-

trenched his cultural
Russification. His spontaneous
peasant rebelliousness was given

form in a primitive understanding
of an anarchist political philosophy
that was culturally Russian. It is

ridiculous to think of Makhno as

culturally Ukrainian and it is thus

impossible to ascribe to him any
kind of a role in the Ukrainian
Liberation Struggle. His center of

operation was Huliai-Pole, over-

whelmingly Ukrainian in

population, but close to the
Russified centers of Katerynoslav
and Oleksandrovsk, which were
the backbone of the culturally

Russian and predominantly urban
form of intellectual anarchism in

the Ukraine. Makhno was a
brilliant guerrilla tactician but an
ideologist he was not. His limited

conception of anarchist theory was
shaped through his association

with the Nabat group of anarchists,

most of whom were from Moscow.
These Russian anarchists
dismissed the question of

nationalism as irrelevant in the

face of the more important

(v4nl6, January 1972)

questions of the quality of social

and political life. Like his mentors,
Makhno was interested only in

social revolution, not in a search
for national consciousness. To him
Ukrainian consciousness was only

another bourgeois ideology to be
combatted. The anarchists in

Ukraine suffered from a total non-
perception of the problem of

Ukrainian consciousness. It did not

fit into their theoretical categories

except under the headings of

"socialist chauvinists" and
"bourgeois reactionaries". The
distinction between political ac-

tivity for a Ukrainian state and the

mere assertion of one's linguistic-

national identity as Ukrainian was
very vague during this period. This
was especially true in

Katerynoslav Gubernia, where
Ukrainian political and cultural

life was particularly un-

derdeveloped. To assert oneself as

"Ukrainian" at this time was a

political position in itself, which in

Makhno's limited theoretical

framework was viewed as a

bourgeois political movement of

the village intellegentsia.

Makhno's anarchism and
Ukrainian nationalism were
simply diametrically opposed to

each other. Between Makhno who
placed all stress on the needs of

social revolution and the Ukrainian
forces who placed great emphasis
on Ukrainian cultural and national

aspirations, there could be no
common ground.

An interesting fact is the at-

tempted Ukrainianization of the

Makhnovschyna, for the need to

communicate with the Ukrainian

peasant masses, whic!j constituted

the majority of Makhno's
following, was an obvious
necessity. Ironically, the leader of

this attempted Ukrainianization
was Makhno's wife, Halyna
Kuz'menko. Unfortunately, her
efforts and those of other
Ukrainian anarchist intellectuals

would not overcome the powerful

influence of the Bat'ko's
Dostoyevskian personality. While
Makhno appears to have given

little thought to his own national

identity or the Ukrainian re-

awakening during the

Revolutionary Period, he did so

while in emigration in Paris. He
came to see himself as an
Ukrainian anarchist and believed

that it would be necessary for any
future anarchist movement in

Ukraine to be culturally Ukrainian

in order to secure mass support.

Clearly when dealing with

Makhno one must be aware of his

political philosophy, his cultural

background and the un-

derdeveloped state of political and
national consciousness of those

times. The Makhnovschyna was
more in the tradition of spon-

taneous, peasant rebellions of

Stenka Razin and Pugachov, for

the political awareness of the

peasant following was non-existent

and Makhno himself was no more
than a primitive rebel with an
elementary anarchist education.

When trying to analyze the diverse

political and social realities of

national revolution in Ukraine, we
must avoid making the facile

judgements that abound in most of

our historical material. It is much
easier to bend the truth than to

straighten it. Makhno is only an
extreme example of such super-

ficial and inadequate analysis,

which appears all too frequently in

the span of a student's formal
Ukrainian education. As a case in

point, it is not simply a question of

Makhno the Bat'ko or the Bandit,

but of Makhno the fact.

Roman Semenowycz,
4th Year Student
Political Science,

University of Toronto.
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Requiem for Stus (vl8n86, October 1985)

On Sunday, September 29th,

a group of citizens concerned
with human rights gathered
at Nathan Phillips Square to

participate in a memorial
ceremony for poet and human
rights activist Vasyl Stus. This
solemn event was sponsored
by the Ukrainian Students"
Club at the University of
Toronto, along with the World
Congress of Free Ukrainians
and the Inter-religious Task
Force.

The news of Stus' death on
September 4th was a distress
to members of the Ukrainian
community as well as to all

others who have followed the
life of this dissident poet. In

the early. 1960's, Vasyl Stus
was a renowned writer and
literary critic in the U.S.S.R.

His works were widely publish-

ed until he began to speak out
against the Soviet government
for its persecution of his

fellow writers such as
Vyacheslav Chornovil,
Sviatoslav Karavansky and
Ivan Dzyba. In 1972, Vasyl Stus
was first arrested on charges
of "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda". When he died,

Marko Stech reads Stus' poetry at City Hall.

Stus was serving the fifth year

of a ten year labour camp
term. The cause of his death is

believed to be general emacia-
tion which resulted from many
years of ill-health brought
about by the harsh conditions
in the labour camp.
Members of the Ukrainian

Students' Club such as Zenon
Waschuk, the Human Rights
Director, felt that the loss of
this great Ukrainian poet
should not go unmourned

Therefore, the Students' Club,
along with the World Congress
of Free Ukrainians and the
Inter-religious Task Force, a
group which concerns itself

with human rights Injustices,
put together a program in

memory of Vasyl Stus.
Halyna Benesh, a member

of the Ukrainian Students'
Club, introduced each of the
speakers who had been Invited

to participate In the program.
The first guest, Marco Caryn-

nyk, an editor and writer,

spoke about Stus' life and his
literary works. Next,
Marguerite Andersen, a
member of Pen International,

which is composed of writers
who watch out for abuses
against other writers in the
world, spoke of Stus' unfor-
tunate plight. She was sadden-
ed by Stus' death, as her
organization had concerned
itself with the injustices
against Stus by the Soviet
government. She said that she

>, hopes that his death "will in-

| spire the fight for others." The
x following speaker was Joy

Hisey, a poet and lyricist, and
a representative of the Inter-

religious Task Force. Hlsey
has been very involved with
the fate of Soviet dissidents.
At the ceremony for Stus, she
read two of her own poems;
one about the Gulags, the
other about death, which she
dedicated to Vasyl Stus. After
her reading, Mr. Britton, an ac-
tor, and member of Amnesty
International, recited six of
Vasyl Stus' poems In English
translation. A reading of Stus'
poetry In Ukrainian was done

Olena Wawryshyn

by Marco Stech, a member of

the Ukrainian Students' Club.

After this, a memorial service

(panakhyda) was held in

memory of Vasyl Stus. A choir

of students led the singing.

The group assembled at the

ceremony was not very large,

comprised of only about 300
people, but it was sincere.

Zenon Waschuk, one of the

event's main organizers, said

he was satisfied by the tur-

nout, but was disappointed

that the event received little

media coverage by the city's

main media sources. A
courageous defender of

human rights and talented

poet such as Stus deserved
greater recognition in the
western world. Perhaps the

community did not adequately
publicize, or show enough in-

terest in Stus while he was
alive.

There are still, unfortunate-

ly, many other human rights

defenders in Soviet prisons.

We may best now serve the

memory of Stus by remember-
ing the remaining martyrs

scattered In the Gulag.
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I AM CURIOUS
(blue&yellow) ?

(v3 n7, March 1970)

Mars 1970

TARAS SHEVCHENKO MEETS
MARSHALL McLUHAN

Each year student groups talk about commemorating
Taras Shevchenko in a manner different and more mean-
ingful from the standard, academic methods of the past —
and each year little or nothing is done in this direction.

Not so in the Ukrainian Students' Federation in Ottawa:

On Friday evening. March 20 the setting was a comfort-

able lounge at Carleton University About 150 people
aw aited the beginning of this years 's programme in leisure-

ly conversation. Informality was the keystone and invagi-
nation the mortar in building of this entertaining and in-

formative evening.

Joanne Medvidsky stood before the guests and add-

ressed them in English, outlining the life of Shevchenko
— clear, consise, informative. Next, Lesia Pritz discussed,

in Ukrainian, the many facets of Shevchenko's genius.-

stressing his life as a painter and graphic artist — a student

of art emulating a master and idol — thought-provoking

and interesting.

The lights dim, music rises and a blurred image is

projected on a screen; the evening's climax begins. Boh-

danka Tsmots and Borys Budney set out to convev the

relevance of Shevchenko to us, the living of todav — the

yet unborn of Shevchenkos day. Some of the audience

is bewildered, others squirm in discomfort, still others nod
from time to time... the finger is pointed at evervone:

there is a message for all and its reality is not a comfort

to any of us. The main message is that our values are

out of whack. We tolerate assimilation in sacrifice for

personal wealth. The message is strong, direct, unavoid-

able and most certainly disturbing.

The evening was, understandablv, received with mixed

emotion. Everyone openly praised the first two parts of

the programme, however, comments on the montage were

often expressed with downcast eyes.

At this time, one aspect of our

culture — drama — has taken a

progressive step in evolution. A
modern play, a Ukrainian rock

musical has been written.

The play, written by Borys Budnij,

is entitled "Synye, Zhovte Inshi

Koliory" and takes the form of a

satirical comedy on Ukrainians and

their history. Taking part in the

musical are six male and six female

performers. Each actor plays

himself, using his own name and

character in a group therapy-

sensitivity session approach. Within

this type of atmosphere, various

problems associated with

Ukrainian youth in our community

are brought up and discussed — the

communication gap between
generations, the social gap between

the sexes, the effect of the modern

youth culture on Ukrainian youth,

the senselessness of many of our

squabbles and disagreements.

In addition, each actor plays a

cameo role as an historical figure

from the time of Kniahynia Olha to

the present day. In each case,

cryptic comments on the

achievements of the personages

are presented, thereby providing

various insights which may explain

why we are the way we are.

Within the play, are twenty unique

Ukrainian rock songs, composed by

Zenon Lawryshyn, again providing

satirical and critical comment on

our present social, political and

cultural problems.
— Jerry Filchko

(v4nl4, October 1971)
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(vl2n60, January 1980) Jars Balan

CUP Welcomes
STUDENT

Jus' stayin' alive

Student:
It's sink or swim!

Having survived a serious
cash flow crisis, weathered
several political storms and final-

ly overcome its chronic distribu-
tion problems, Student has once
again resumed publication on a
regular monthly schedule.
Although the paper is not yet
entirely out of danger, a new
mood of optimism is buoying the
collective and prospects look
bright for the immediate future.

The past few months have
been among the most difficult in

Student's Edmonton history. A
lack of new recruits, coupled with
the erosion of the committed
core of workers, burdened a
small band cf stalwarts with all of
the tasks and responsibilities
involved in publishing the paper.
Though four issues were printed
by January, a complete
breakdown at the distribution

end of the operation kept two of

them from getting out to most of

the readers. An attempt was
made over Christmas, using paid
secretaries and collective know-
how, to update and computerize
the chaotic Student mailing lists,

but this effort ended in costly

failure. A lack of funds, human
energy, new ideas and fresh

commitment further contributed
towards a problem of low morale
and a build-up of tensions within

and without the collective.

The tide began to turn,

however, when the two vacant
positions on the co-ordinating
committee were finally filled by
two veteran activists. Dave Lupul
took on the finance committee
portfolio in mid-December, eas-
ing the workload that had been
shouldered until then single-

handedly by Peter Sochan. And
former SUSK President Dmytro
Jacuta came in trom the cold in

March to take on the distribution

bull by the horns.

An influx of revenue from
Koliada, Malanka, a government
grant and a benefit, staved off

fears of immediate financial

collapse and gave some momen-
tum to the paper's struggle to

survive the darkest months of

winter. Then a whirlwind effort on
the part of the new distribution

head, Dmytro Jacuta, got the
Student subscription lists into a

computer (this time a private firm

was hired) arid the two back
issues into the mail. After reliving

the nightmare of labelling and
sorting, it was further decided to

farm out that aspect of the mail-
out to a professional service run
by handicapped people. For
minimal cost collective members

spared themselves hours of

tedious labour and guaranteed
that the job would be done in a
single day rather than getting
dragged out over a week or
longer. The lists still need to be
revised and updated, but these
details are going to be looked
after as soon as exams are com-
pleted.

Other positive developments
in recent months include
numerous improvements made
to the Student offices and their

emergence as a focal point for

various social, cultural and
political activities. Parties have
been well-attended and the
facilities are slowly becoming a
drop-in centre for a widening
circle of young people who come
by to visit, study or help out with
the consumption of assorted
intoxicants. Whether or not these
'friends" of Student will become
committed members of the work-
ing collective still remains to be
seen, but at least some new
people are showing an interest in

the paper's continued existence.

Part of the problem in finding

"new blood" has been the virtual

non-existence of a Ukrainian

Students' Club on the U of A
campus this past year, hopefully,

organizational life will revive in

the fall and provide Student with
a base to recruit from.

Despite these and other
changes for the better, much
work remains to be done and
many obstacles have yet to be
overcome before Student's
future is secure. In many ways.
Ihe paper is like a small business
at the crossroads between
success and oblivion: it can
either become more efficient,

more professional and more
attractive to new recruits, or it

can fold due to lack of money and
committment. Readers, however,
can play an important role in

ensuring Student's survival by
assisting the paper in a variety of

ways, and therefore need not feel

helpless in the difficult process of
revitalization.

As an injection of funds is

desperately needed if Student is

to continue publishing in the
summer months, readers are
urged to make an immediate
contribution towards the press
fund. Donations, however., will

only be of short-term assistance
and thus potential advertisers are
also encouraged to come
forward with single or reduced-
rate series ads. Although the
paper has been running the slick
advertisements it receives

With an almost unanimous
vote in the affirmative, followed
by a round of generous
applause, delegates at the 42nd
Annual Conference of the
Canadian University Press
(CUP) welcomed the Kvas
Society publication Student
into their inky fold..

The decision was the
climax of a -and-a-half long
courtship between the paper
and the umbrella organization,
which represents most of the
student newspapers at univer-
sities and community colleges
across Canada. Delegates from
as far afield as British Columbia
and Newfoundland were quick
to expresstheircongratulations
and best wishes to Student
representative Jars Balan, who
attended the 26 December to 3
January gathering at the West-
bury Hotel in Toronto. Ex-
pected opposition to Student's
entry into the national body —
from Communist Party (CPC)
sympathizers who object to
Student's coverage of events in

the Soviet Union — failed to

materialize in the discussion on
the plenary floor.

The formal motion granting

full membership (by The Varsi-

ty) did, however, stipulate that

the paper's performance be
reviewed at next year's national

conference, which is to be held,

in either Montreal or Lennox-
ville, Quebec. Some concern
was also expressed by the
Membership Commission
regarding the paper's ability to

pay its annual CUP fee, which
will go up from the $382 that

was assessed in 1979-80 when
Student was only a prospective
member. These fears were
allayed, however, by a positive

report from CUP western region
fieldworker Nancy McRitchie,
and a cautiously optimistic
account of Student's plans for

the future.

Student's admission into

the organization was but one of

the recommendations made by
the hard-working Membership
Commission; in another more
difficult decision, they urged
the expulsion of a troubled
University of Toronto paper, the
Grad Post, Nor was the original
intention to grant Student full

membership: initially, National
Executive members reviewing
the paper's application had

recommended that it be given
"special subscriber" status.
This would have meant that

to all of the services offered by
CUP (news exchanges,
educational workshops,
fieldworker visits) without be-
ing given the vote or the right to

make motions at conferences.
Acting on the suggestions of

delegates and after con-
sultations with staffers in Ed-
monton, the paper decided to

make a bid for full membership
status in the belief that only the
vote would enable Student to

fully enter into the mainstream
of the student press in Canada.
Without the vote. Student would
be forced to work through
sympathetic intermediaries
whenever it wanted to launch
initiatives or exert an influence
within the organization.

Delegates agreed with this

position, and the outcome of

the final vote was never really in

question as the way was first

paved by two constitutional

amendments (moved by the
University of Let h bridge
Meliorist and seconded by the
University of Alberta's
Gateway) that were necessary

because Student didn't fit any of
the existing categories in the
constitution. In fact, the paper is

unlike any other in CUP, being
ethnically oriented and serving
a national readership. Earlier, a

successful fee appeal had cut
Student's assessment for the
current publishing year by half

(the balance owing being
deferred by the next con-
ference), further indicating the
feelings of goodwill delegates
had for the publication.

In other conference
deliberations, member papers
gave their support to Quebec's
right to self-determination and
launched a national magazine
that will appear as a supplement
in campus papers six times a

year. They also elected a new
national executive, headed by
Michael Belagus of The Projec-
tor, which he presently edits at

Red River Community College
in Winnipeg. Belagus ex-
pressed concern about the
future of the organization in a
period of cutbacks and declin-
ing enrollment, but was op-
timistic about CUP's ability to

meet the challenges of the
1980's.

through a service of the Cana-
dian University Press, the
revenues from this source are not
enough to cover the cost of
printing each issue. Rates are
more reasonable than the large
corporate ads would suggest,
and are available upon request
with Student's finance com-
mittee.

Another important way that
readers can help financially is by
recruiting new subscribers and
giving gift subscriptions to
friends and family members. A
sub drive is being planned to
build up Student's subscription
base, but new readers are more
than welcome to sign up now,
especially if they've already been
getting complimentary copies of

the paper.
Of course, it is also possible

to participate in Student by
sending in articles and column
items to content committee
chairperson Jars Balan. Though
submissions from students
naturally get special considera-
tion, 'students of life and the
Ukrainian community' may also
submit material that might be of

interest to Student readers. Ar-
ticles should be typed or very
neatly written with double spaces
between lines and ample margins
for convenience editing. For
submissions to appear in the
earliest possible issue, they must
be in by the seventh of the month
to allow sufficient time for con-
sideration and preparation for

publication.

Finally. Edmonton-area
students and young people are

also strongly encouraged to get
involved with the paper by con-
tacting a collective member or
showing an active interest in

working on Student. New recruits
are absolutely essential if the
paper is to continue publishing in

Edmonton, and a move at this
time seems evermore unlikely
and problematic. The increasing
size and sophistication of the
Student operation has raised
doubts in the minds of many of
the.people who work on it as to
the feasibility of it migrating to
another part of the country. But
these and other issues will have
to be fully discussed at the
annual meeting, which will be
held in conjunction with the
SUSK Congress in Winnipeg at
the end of August. Any groups
interested in taking on the
responsibility of publishing Stu-
dent in the upcoming yearshould
begin preparing their bids now
and make their intentions known
at the earliest possible date.
Otherwise, Sfudenf-niks should
come to the annual meeting with
their ideas, advise, compliments
and complaints, so that they can
help shape the future direction of
Canada's only newspaper for

^Ukrainian students.

Not all of the conference
activities, however, were quite
so serious or devoted to
business. The Chevron, ex-
pelled at the last national con-
ference after three years of
often bitter debating, provided
considerable excitement and
entertainment by showing up to
protest the decision. A motion
at the first session encouraged
them to leave the conference,
but they continued to hand out
leaflets and skirmish with the
National Executive throughout
the week-long gathering.
Delegates, of course, also par-
tied and socialized in the best of
CUP's festive tradition,
celebrating the New Year a total

of six times as the magic hour of
midnight was reached in each
of the time zones across the
country. There was much
toasting, toking and singing of
Solidarity Forever, and general-
ly a good time was had by all.
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During the days of the first

Ukrainian migration to Canada
there were a few active souls who
realized the impact of comics. Their
realization led to the publication of
Ukrainian comics in a comic strip
form. These comics first appeared
in the prairies around 1925 but their

content is not restricted to a par-
ticular time, place or people.

The comic strips appeared under
two titles: Vyuko Steve and Nasha
Mary. The Vyuko Steve strip is

hilarious. It starts with Vyuko
Stepahn leaving the old country and
coming to Canada to become the one
and only Vyuko 'Steve'. From there
it follows his adventures in a free

country — how he works for the big

Boss, gets fired, impresses the rich

yokels and goes through one affair

after another, laughing his head off. .

But the humour takes even a wilder
turn when Vyuko Steve's "kobita"
comes from the old country.

Throughout all of Vyuko's ad-
ventures one sees depicted the life of

a Ukrainian immigrant. Each ad-
venture deals with the problems of

assimilation, of starting a new life,

of politics, of alcohol and of

marriage, all from the vantage point

of social humour that is instructive

as well as hilarious.

The other strip, Nasha Mary,
deals with the assimilation and life

of the first generation — Ukrainian
Canadian. This strip, if compared to

the Vyuko Steve one, is like a giggle

compared to a loud laugh. Nasha
Mary is much simpler in form and
its development of characters and
ideas is very limited. However it is

witty in its portrayal of the

sophisticated first generation
Ukrainian Canadian as compared to

their (supposedly) backward im-
migrant parents.

Both strips were put out in a book
in 1930 by the National Press in

Winnipeg and were drawn and
written by Y. Maydanyka. The
original copies are presently located

in the cultural and educational

section of Oseredok in Winnipeg at

184 Alexander. The excellence of

these comics is particularly evident

when one views them as historical

documents of the life of the

Ukrainian-Canadian immigrant. If

you would like to get a hold of them

for your own personal use, then

write to STUDENT and we will

reprint more than just these two
samples which we hope will wet your
appetite.

UKRAINIAN COMICS: A
POSSIBLE REALITY
On the whole, Ukrainian society-

has ignored comics, although it has
used humorous, political and
satirical cartoons to good ad-
vantage. This negligence is due to

the fact that Ukrainian society has
not realized the large impact that

comics can make on a given society

;

they can be used to educate the
people and to spread trends among
them. This is why comics are so
popular among developing cultures

learning to read and write) that can
be easily assimilated through
comics, comes to Ukrainian society
in Canada from the North American
culture. It is for this reason that
Ukrainians tend to repress comics
because, even though Ukrainians
constitute a part of North American
culture they are not totally involved
in it. Ukrainian society in Canada
has unfortunately not understood the
assets of comics. (There is no such
animal as a Ukrainian comic strip

today .) Their different language and
cultural background forces them to

follow different cultural trends.
However Ukrainians should take a
closer look at comics, for at worst

UKRAINIAN
COMICS:

A REALITY

as well as the North American
society in general. These people find

comics useful, informative and
stimulating. In fact comics are so
effective in spurring someone to

read, that the Canadian government
is using them to educate Eskimos
because Eskimos prefer reading
comics to reading books. Thus,
comics are beneficial in that they
serve an educational purpose,
something books have trouble doing
simply because no one wants to

bother reading them.

All this means that Ukrainian
children are not given any op-

portunity to assimilate Ukrainian
through comics. Any idea or
educational process (such as

by Bohdan Chomiak

they can prove to be an entertaining

divertissement.

SOUL SEARCHING AND TRAN-
SCENDENTAL SOLUTIONS
Now, why haven't Ukrainians got

Ukrainian comics? Is it that they do

not believe that they can use a North

American medium to represent

their social processes without
becoming alienated?

The answer to the first question is

that the publication of Ukrainian

comics or comic strips requires a

certain amount of talent, initiative

and money, and although
Ukrainians have the talent and the

initiative, it is the government that

has the money. The answer to the

second question is yes, they fear

alienauon. What they do not realize

is that the use of North American
communication mediums is not
alienating if it is used in a way that
stimulates development. The best
example of this is Titka Kvitka — a
half hour cable television show in

Ukrainian, that is so stimulating
that Ukrainian children rarely fail to

watch it.

Still these realizations do not solve
the problem but they can indicate
the road to reaching solutions. The
following are some general
guidelines:

1. Anyone who is seriously in-

terested in the development of

Ukrainian Canadian culture should
become acquainted with mediums
that stimulate and help develop the

individual.

2. Anyone who is interested in

promoting the use of Ukrainian in

communications media should
pressure for more government
funds, or in other wordi hold the
government to its multicultural

promise.

3. Anyone who is interested in

developing communications media
within a Ukrainian context should
start active fund raising campaigns
based on maximum return for every
cent invested.

4. Anyone who is Ukrainian and is

not interested in Ukrainian com-
munications media should be
brought to task by being shown
STUDENT, by being made lo listen

to Ukrainian radio programmes and

the like. There should also be a

larger forum of discussion about the

effect of communications on com-
munity development.

5. Anyone who is interested in the

development of Ukrainian comics

should write to the present comic
companies and start pressuring

them for Ukrainian translations of

their comics. This is a very effective

tactic because comic companies are

only loo glad to translate their

comics into different languages in

order lo meet the demands of the

public. In fact Superman is trans-

lated into fifty languages and one

more certainly would not hurt. Also

it would be a good idea 'o demand
comic strips m the Ukrainian papers

that are more than just a rerun of

Tarzan. A change from the usual

would most definitely be a step in the

right direction.
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The Tourist Cookbook: a
The following article is a compilation of three articles. "The Tourist Cookbook", "The Tourist Cookbook II". and
"The Tourist Cookbook III", which appeared in the summer 1972. 1973. and 197-4 issues respectively ot New
D reel ions. As some of our readers may be planning a trip to Ukraine this summer we telt that some ot the advice

given in this Cookbook may come in handy during their visit. The lirst two parts of the Cookbook were written by
the same group of anonymous people, while the third was written by a second group which had attempted to

implement the lirst two parts. Perhaps some student traveller's experiences this summer could serve as the

basis for a Tourist Cookbook IV

towards people in general He is shrewd, brutal; but like any other
policeman and opportunist, bound to routine and tradition.

On making your trip lo Ukraine a memorable military piece de The KGB will be your constant companion in Ukraine (or try

resistance to be). They will employ the lowest methods lo pin a rap on you, so
A tourist handbook lor militant Ukrainians visiting Ukraine, be careful, but not paranoid. The usual method o) operation of the

KGB is to follow tourists wherever they go, especially young
people. The only way lo counter this is to go to the nearest militia

This is. to say the least, a most unusual tourist quide and
slalion and ,e " ,he man al ,he desk

'
m Ukrainian of course, that

handbook for young Ukrainians who plan to visit Ukraine in the
yOU 3 ,0UflSl ,r0m the west

'

Ih3t y0U have lravel,ed through
near future. Having observed the behavior of many tourists in

many counlf,es
-
bul presently you are being followed by some

Ukraine we have come to the inescapable conclusion that most of
rather slranqe 'ookmg men (it does not have to be "strange

them dont have the faintest notion of what is going on around
,ookm9 men "' n could verV we " be old ladies with shopping,

ihem. Therefore, ihe pubhcalion of this "cookbook" has t

baskets, young girls with nice legs or dirty old men) and you are

decided upon. In it. we hope to arouse youthful passions qive
a,raid that lhey m ' 9nt be e"her hoodlums, homosexuals,

some practical hints on viewing and coping with ihe siqhts and
mu 99ers, Sieves or con men. Never say that you suspect your

raise the blood pressure of each and every KGB aqeni in charoe ol

"
,ails" of bemg KGB a9ents -

Demand ,hal these creeps stop

young "impressionable" Ukrainian tourists in Ukraine
following you. or else you will raise such a stink when you gel

The combination of reduced airfares to Europe
home that they will never hear the end ol it. Be indignant! Yell at

creased aflluence among Ukrainian em.qres will orediciablv
'ha "^' man behind the desk, demand an explanation, say that

culminate m more tourist pilgrimages lo Ukraine Many younq
yOU

?
re h

,-9
h,y disenchanted with socialism, that you were a

Ukrainians will finally be exposed lo thecountryaboul which they
m
h
ember ° ! SOS back home and now you will quit onceand for all.

have heard so much. Looking lor a preserved mythical "shrine"
Th

fF°?
T m "'" a man w"' ,ry 10 keep 3 s,ra '9h

'
'aCe

'

bu
'
ms,de he

rather than a living country, they will search in vain for houses
be

'
au9mn 9 at you for your innocence Don t let this distract

with thatched roofs and be dismayed that the hooak is not bema
you and remain adamanl m * demands. If the militiaman tries

danced constantly on the Khreschatyk in Kiev In essence these
'° eXp thal he 15 helP |ess '

n lh 's respect, give him a proper

young people who visit Ukraine are in lor many cultural shocks
dress 'n9 down and 'hrealen to report him to his superior (or being

and this "cookbook" is geared lo prepare them for Ihese stranae ' '
S,0,h ™ 9° '°

"
ln| ounsf - your official hosts, but in

but true experiences. It is also designed to brinq misery and
real,ty another KGB ,f0n, and teM ,hem ,hat vou are bemg

indigest.on to ihe headquarters ol the KGB on Volodymyr street
,ollowed bV sh '"y 'ookmg characters, that you went to the militia,

in Kiev. bul they are all freaked out, and that you demand action from
Taking (or granted Ihe fact that most young Ukrainians in the

"
ln,ourisr Who knows

'
Pedorchuk just might become a bit more

west have been under ihe careful tutelage of proper parents,
selective in whom he follows If nothing else works, harass your

repulsive" fo mosl
Bul — try we must . .

THE LURE OF UKRAINE

are equipped with a well-rounded parochial school background
,ollowers Don't talk to them, but be profanely nice. Smile at them,

it is indeed very difficult to turn them into political activists on
don

'
walk 100 ,asl ,or lear ,hat they might ,a " behind and lose

their two or three week tour ol Ukraine Despite all that they have
you

'
and every euemn9 as you go to your hotel room give them the

heard ol Ihe situation in Ukraine, the prim and proper attiludesof
iinger

<
m,ddle ,maer U P ~ ,he resl down

>

their upbringing have done much to defeat any aggressiveness in
B IS known ,or l,s use ot provocateurs These are very

their nature. Even the mere suggestion thai they make pests of
pieasanl PeoP le who might approach you in the hotel lobby, or in

themselves m Ukraine (if not hard core "outside aqilators") is
lhe hotel res,au,anl - trV ^ buy American dollars from you, porno.
shirts, etc. Don't sell anything to such people: it is only a trick to

pin something on you; avoid them like the plague. The other type
of provocateur is Ihe political activist who insists optaking you to

a meeting of his "underground cell" These cells consisl of KGB
agents and resemble communis! party cells in the U S — more

Why do young Ukrainians travel to Ukraine? The reasons for
card cafrvm9 FBI agents than bona fide members. The same

visiting the motherland vary from individual to individual Many a9ent W|M swear to you up and down that he hates (he regime
are persuaded to go by their parents to visit relatives (mostly

hales Russians, socialism, etc. He might also be a bit more
ancient grandmothers, aunts and uncles remote from their

sophisticated and talk to you about russitication. dissent in

personal lives and who don't really care if lhey ever see them or
Ukfalne and so on (If you are noi sure of this type and have

not), bring them 6-15 guadily decorated scarves and sit around d0LJD,s aboul his origins, don'l be taken in) In such a case, listen

tables gorging themselves with food. Other tourists go to see "the
bul do no1 comment

old country." to look al St. George's Cathedral in Lviv, St, Sophia The KGB also l,kes 10 ta' k lo tounsls; these talks, otherwise
in Kiev, the statue of Bohdan Khmelnytsky and various other known as interrogations, are conducted at random Their mam
historical and cultural monuments. This group looks, purpose is lo bring files up to date on known "subversives" in the
photographs, and returns home with the sole intent of boring wesl The usual procedure for such an interrogation is thai your
friends wilh slides of St. Sophia, etc

, etc. Some heroic individuals "Intourist" guide will tell you that her chiel wants to see you Your
will sneak away to a village, (dressed up as a "typical" Ukrainian guide will lead you lo a private room and you will meet a very
peasant of course) and return to the U.S. with hair-raising stories
of how they outwilled Ihe whole party and state appartus by
getting into a taxicab m Lviv. with a scarf wrapped around their
head and seeing some forsaken village in Lvivska oblast, II you
find yourself in one of these categories, use this pamphlet lor
wrapping fish; then protest al the same time that you are indeed a
Ukrainian patriot, that you really do care about what is happening
m Ukraine, but you have a job, children, an old grandmother in
Mukachevo. school, a boy friend or girl friend, you hold a
sensitive job waiting tables in Orchidia, etc., elc. If so, this
pamphlel is defmilely not for you. No hard feelings, bul a job is

imporlanl

Going to Ukraine can nol only be a gratifying personal
experience, it can also bring some points home to the USSR
authorities, by showing the regime thai young Ukrainians are
dissatisfied with ihe current policies of russilication and
persecution And above all tourism is Ihe perfect way of raising
some havoc of agitating lor change of inlorming Ukrainians in
Ukraine of what is happening in Ihe west The opporlunilies lor
spreading propaganda in Ukraine are open to anyone with
imaginahon and guls. but if your falher isa former member ol a
revolutionary organization (or still considers himsel! a
revolutionary) he will protest vehemently, tell you thai you are
crazy, under new left influence lhat you might be arrested, and
that your whole family will be deported lo Siberia lor your loolish
action. Therefore don't tell your parents lhat you intend lo make a
nuisance of yourself in Kiev. Lviv, Ternopil.Uzhorod etc Juslqo
ahead and do it

THE GOOD GUYS AND THE BAD GUYS
To make this cookbook a bit orderly, sections are provided

nn
a
H

fl0usand sundfy institutions you mighl or definitelyw.il

me" PlptSsOe«;e? y " Ukraine
'

BL" first a ,ew words apou <

"inw
C
ri°,T

,rafy 10 P0pula
'
bel ' et - no1 evefy Uk rain.an in Ukraine is alow-down nasty commie There are good Ukrainians evencommies and there are bad Ukrainians some of ihe bad onesa e no. party members, strange as that might seem You will mostI'kely be exposed to both speces. and it ,s up to your aoodjudgment to distinguish the good guys trom the bad There a? Soscore cards provided lor tounsts ,n this aspect On the whole youwill mee, me. decent people who care for .heir nahon and aredeeply distressed by Iheir late Now about .he bastardsThe KGB is the Soviet secre. police, or >n other words theRussian counterpart to "pigs " The chief ol KGB ,n Ukrame ,sV.tahy V. Fedorchuk He is known for his rather uncouth behavior
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pleasant idiot He will ask you about your impressions of Ukraine
(service is horrible, everybody speaks some Asiatic language
(Russian), posters of Lenin everywhere — use your imagination)

To this verbal abuse he will smile and ask you about the

emigration and about attitudes of Ihe young people in ihe West
Specially towards Ukraine, he will ask you about specific

organizations, person ("never heard of him or her." bul lhey are

crazy and you have nothing to do with them, "don't belong lolhis

organization," and il you do. il is only lor social reasons* ) Don'l
lie overtly, but don't volunteer any inlormation to the jerk. Remain
disinleresled in ihe whole prdcedure. If he asks you il you read the
"Tourist Cookbook," give a dumb stare and ask him to explain
himself If your 'interviewer'' getsangrv and begins shouting, give
him a sympathetic look, tell him that you undersland how difficult

il musl be talking lo kids all day; but those are the breaks working
for such a fine organization as "Inlourist"

Take it for granted thai your hotel room is bugged and in

certain instances there is photo equipmenl installed to provide
fantastic close-up shots of you in bed (alone or with some newly
acquired friend) II you are camera shy (and you should be in Ihe
Ukraine) avoid passion for those Iwo or three weeks It is also
recommended that you hang a pair of shorts on possible
openings for camera lenses and do a minimum amount ol rapping
in your room. Likewise, do not discuss the overthrow of the
regime in the lobby of the "Dnipro " hotel in Kiev All in all, the KGB
will frequently provide you with moments of pure mirth They are
there and cannot be avoided all the time How to avoid them is up
to the imagmalion ol Ihe polen.ial tourists II is possible, but that's

all we'll say

"UKRAINA" SOCIETY
Another famous institution in Ukraine is the Society for

Cultural Contacts with Ukrainians Abroad, or the "Ukraina"
Society. It, like "Inlourist," is another facade for the KGB, but is

such a pushy outfit that a separate section is devoted to them.
Most tourists to Ukraine have had the "pleasure" to betaken to a
meeting in the Society, they have had to sutler through some
utterly ridiculous speeches by way-out clowns, led by Valenlyn
Tsurkan Comrade Tsurkan {his KGB rank is either Major or
Colonel) is the head man for "cultural contacts" with Ukrainians
abroad. He was previously stalioned mlNew York in the UN a
number of years where he managed to make an m-deplh study ol
Ihe Ukrainian emigration He read "Svoboda" regularly, which
even you don't read, and probably still does, and is very well
informed about our life in the west Needless to say, Tsurkan is as
close to "cultce" as this cookbook is to cooking, bul lei that be
Tsurkan and his staff sit a predisium in front of the tounsls,
welcome them to Ukraine, rattle off the latesl statistics aboul

wheat production and kilowall hours produced during ihecurrent
5 year plan, tell you with a straight face that Ukrainian culture is

flourishing m Ukraine, and thai above all Ukrainians in Ukraine,
and Ukrainians in the west should become the closest ot friends
(In the meantime your KGB tails are milling about outside, waiting
for Ihe circus inside to finish so that they can get back to work
"making friends with you." You may even get a chance to see
some real live "socialist realist films" at the meeting (really putrid
things), so look vaguely interested in order to humor yourhosls).
You will also be given books to take back with you about all the
"crimes" of Ukrainian nationalism and how everything in Ukraine
is just honky-dory today. If you're slick, you can always rip off
some really worthwhile books Irom the "Ukraina" Society. They
usually have slacks of the best ar! and hlerary works published in
Ukraine, books which are almosl impossible lo get in a bookstore
in Kiev, but somehow the "Society'' has them Give Ihem a story,
say that you looked everywhere, and you probably did. and that
book is impossible to get Results are almost guaranteed The
other literature is junk, bul take it. be practical, remember there is

a serious shortage ol toilet paper in Kiev ....

Take the talk about all the "achievements of Ukraine under
socialism" wilh a grain of salt Nothing useful is served by getting
up-tight at comrade Tsurkan and telling him to get bent. Some in
your group are sure lo ask ihe same standard questions aboul inn
fact that Ukrainian is nol heard in Kiev, and the standard replv
be thai it is summer and there are many tourists in Kiev Irom all

over ihe USSR, and therefore Russian is predominant. Don'l
waste yourjime with this nonsense, sit still and avoid Tsurkan and
"the boys" Resign yoursell lo wasting -one or iwo hours and,
console yourself with the fact that you have to go through this

game of charades only once, while Tsurkan and his staff are
obliged to do this all then lives. It is possible lhal you mighl be
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smorgasbord of information

approached by one ol the members of the "presidium" of the
Society who would like lo have a talk with you since you are a
young person. Don't be impressed and don't be willing (See last

section dealing wilh KGB inlcrrogalions ) It he insists, play his

laulish game He might ask yuu lo do an interview lor "News From
Ukraine," a rather poorly edited newspaper lor English speaking
Ukrainians abroad Refuse all interviews You might have in your
group some "progressive" Ukrainains: ihese are misled people
who will believe all that is told them by Tsurkan and Co , will

return lo the wesl and remain insignilicant as they have always
been There is no reason in trying to influence them, or in trying to

show ihem reality lor they do not matter Let (hem be.

II anything is to be suggested, it is nol to go to this burlesque

show it at all humanly possible Vanish jusl belore the bus leaves

lor the Society Irom youi hotelroom and say that you forgot all

about the trip and (eel really sorry that you missed it.

Friend, you have just finished reading a practical manual on
how to help subvert the USSR, while enjoying yourself at (he

same lime. This "cookbook" has many shorlcommgs. but we
hope to improve il with lime, to make additions and delete certain

items Many ol you will treat this brochure as a joke and continue

lo visit "the old country" jusl for (he sake of visiting: olhers,

hopeuflly, will come to the realization thai Ukraine is nol just

another tourist trap, bul is indeed a nation fighting for its very

survival. It is lo Ihis second category (hat we hope lo appeal and
activale. For we deeply believe (hal il is loo easy and too fulile lo

be a "good Ukrainian" in the west You have been to numerous
galherings celebrating pasl defeats — Kruty, Brody, etc. The
times are changing and celebrations of defeats are passe,

because if we are to exist, be a modern nation and, pardon the

time-worn cliche, a sovereign nation, we have to conlront reality,

and reality is Kiev, the KGB. Lviv, Tsurkan and Co. So, dear

Sen, gllZVZ'efSh
C

,°P?

y
'

he T" u,ions °' s°me r SlJrT 9°°dS ™ s is bMM Ne" *>'* liberalism and
no one 'n ™ ' ! ^""'"'«•« harm d°es "° "PP*" >° anyone excep, Harnson Salisbury ana h,<no one,

might seem
no malle, h™ Pa, rl0„c and" ,™ crowd^e^^Z^^TS^XlZ^

Slay awhile in the street. Look at me passers-by and remindyourself: the las, work has not yel been sa,d Then act Ac^with olhers, not lor them. Make .he revolution here andnow. II ,s your own. Cesl pour to, que lu lais la revolution
Daniel Cohn-Bendt!

^..^^^!6^^^^'^^-^^™

more man one occas.on. Talk about important issues, politicaland social discrimination, russilication, persecution ol dis-
sidents lack ol democracy and such Be discriminating in whom
you talk to. use your brains and do nol discredit yourself and
olhers. Read over ihe first part of this cookbook and - don't
lorge, the magic markers

PART il

- (let ihem work al it!). PART
Our trip to Ukraine last summer lefl us with a foul taste so we

decided (o try some of the rec.pes in your cookbook Unfor-
tunately we were not yel aware of the pencils and crayons

Because such dubious institutions as the KGB FBI and
aPDroacn but we d 'd manage lo improv.sea fewdehciousgoodies

others have shown considerable interest in the first part of our
° 0Ur 0wn

'
A " " took was a aash ot imagination and a pinch ofcookbook we have deeded ,o updale some sections, add or

0<^,delete others and generally elaborate upon stalements which 1) Weaf 3 cross around V°ur neck or on the outside of amay not have been clear ,n the first part. The major reason (or
swea

„
ter< ,n an5 vis 'bie place. This taclic really doespreparing this chapter, however, is that (he tourist season is aqain

wonders plain
>
ordinary, everyday people will stop you on the

just around the corner. Once again, bright and well-scrubbed
S ' reel and s,arl lashin 9 oul a9amsI^ regime and generally

Ukrainian boys and girls are scheming with their parents lo buy ^
,9 ,nal

<n e cross stands against in the Soviet Union But
overly expensives scarves (orthelolks in theold counlry While in f

vs USe lhe al| -ears-°ut-no-comment approach when con-
Kiev, heads ol Ihe KGB tourist department are briefing quardians

,ronled Wltn sucn 3 vociferous display of outrage. Make sure they
of law and order on whom to expect this summer and on whom lo 't

' hal yOU
'

ve been lis,enin9 and do understand - a nod of
kick out ol the country as a lesson to others All m all thmqs are

Wl " SU,,lce ~~ bul don '' 9 el 'nvoived in political rock-
picking up again Since lhe last installment of the cookbook the

,hrow,ng dlscuss|ons with people you don'tknow (agent
KGB has been working overtime expelling some innocent and

Drovocaleurs are a|s° pretty good at looking outraged you see)
some not too innocent — and not too bright - tourists A special

A furtner observation on this tactic: most of the people who
staff of literary minded KGB agenls has been brushing up on the

P3SS Y° U 0 sUeel wi" stare at ,ne CfOSS ~ after all. how often
finer points ol writing confessions for lounsts spineless enouqh v ° see a Cf0SS worn m Public? Thissublle. non-showy
to sign them. And as we are all aware by now, hundreds of

me,hod IS ,ne suresl waY of getting through lo the seemingly
Ukrainians in Ukraine have been arrested in 1972 and 1973 for

unaPProacna ble masses But don't wear bourgeois" Ukrainian
protesting official policies. This in itself makes writing another

na,l0nal msi 9 n|a like a iryzub or a blue and yellow pm unless you
installment ol the cookbook a must. ' mmd 9eUmg into trouble. Crosses and religious articlesare

OK because the Soviet Constitution "guarantees" religious

CHECK YOUR UKRAINIAN SPELING freedom so that you're at least legally safe.

-

ta tha .
"

DorVt wear your cross at border crosses. Border guards canDespite the fact that there isan upsurge of reactionary forces be nasty if they want tosothat it's better loavoid any unnecessary
in Ukraine today this does not mean that we can do nothing to aggravation. The only opposition we encountered came irom aagitate and catalyze ferment One of lhe best ways of making drunk militia olf.cer in Intourist Rovno. He asked me m Russian illolhers aware of your feelings is alsq the oldest and best known
method used on college campuses from Argentina to Tokyo —
graffiti. Every tourist going to Ukraine this summer should be
armed with magic markers, indelible ink pens and pencils,
lipstick, crayons, chalk, paint (do nol take all this with you, but
decide upon one or two weapons and have your friends take Ihe
olhers). As an experienced bathroom poel and wall-delacer, lhe
average Ukrainian visiting' Ukraine this summer has the oppor-
tunity to excel if he keeps his cool about him. At night he can mark
up anything with a surface, write slogans in defense ol the
Ukrainian language, protest the arrests ot Dzyuba. Chornovil.
Moroz and olhers. This should be done with caution for the KGB
will obviously have read this cookbook and will therefore be
expecting your move So use your ingenuity, make up schemes of
where (not KGB headquarters!) and when to post slogans, check
your Ukrainian spelling and go to it. If questioned by the KGB,
deny all, say thai you haven't written anything in Ukrainian since
you were 7 years old Hopefully, your brolhers in Ukraine will get
the hint that we are pissed off at the slate of things in Ukraine and
lhat we are willing, in our minimal way, lo help publicize their
plight in their own country. Our efforts should make them even
more angry with the regime.

NO MORE MR. NICE-GUY

wasn't ashamed to be wearing that 'thing." I retorted that we can
wear anything we want to in Canada. At that point, the woman at
the desk told him to "shhh. they're tourists."

2) Another effective way of cooking up a storm is to
completely freak THEM (the people who see to it thai you're
properly looked after) out by not doing wha! they expect you to
do For example, have some fun with your tour guide, make sure
he remembers your slay.

In Lviv, rather than take the official tour, carandalf (meaning
the car tare which Ihey expected us to pay!), we suggested (o our
guide thai either he lake us on a two hour walking tour of lhe city
centre or the deal was olf. After all, we argued, here we were, poor
students dying (o see Lviv who. alas, couldn't afford to rent a car.
So what could he sny? He kept dragging his feet and swearing
under his breath because we wouldn't lei him show us any of the
"good spots."

Our next slop wasRovnowhere they thought they'd outwit us
by giving us a jock for a tour guide. But we co-opted them again
we took him on still another kind of tour. We insisted thai he lake
us to a restaurant thai served pyrohy — a nol easy task After a lot
ol searching, he finally (ound a place where we all had a good
meal. Then, we good humouredly suggested thai we have some
fun and all go out lo a night club where young people hang out.
The poor guy! — we had him making phone calls to his superiors
all night. Even worse was his embarassment at our singing
Ukrainian songs at the lop of our lungs aller we had a lew drinks

Since the last cookbook, lhe KGB hasdecided lo throw down ol wine. To cap it all off. we told him in the highesl of spinls lhat
the gauntlet and stop winning friends among young Ukrainians in being Inends and all, we'd walk him home Walch your guide try lo
the West. They have even prepared transpareni excuses for squirm out ol that one! Ours kepi walking around lhe dark streets
abolishing student tours to Ukraine. Al first glance this may seem with us and would always end up at Intourist headquarters where
like a drastic move by the Ukrainian people's security agencies, he'd beg us to leave him alone. Ol course, we were too nice tor
but it should not overly trouble us in our disruptive activities i.e. that.
tourism. And although we will read in Ihe Soviet Ukrainian press The trick to having a good time is making sure that you and
that Ihe Ukrainian masses (bless their hearts) angrily protest anti- not THEY call all the shots. Keep them ofl balance, on iheir toes
Soviet activities by tourists Irom the West, this should only serve and hopping around. Even il it doesn't work, it's (un (o see Ihem
as encouragement to go on to. bigger and belter things. As to knit their brows.
practical hmts for anli-Soviet' activity, we suggest that more 3) The best thing to wear in Ukraine is as ragged, patched
radical tourists harrass the Soviet aristocracy wilh phone calls and faded a pair of |eansasyoucan find You know, lhe poor look,
protesting arrests and sentencings of Ukrainian palriots From A show of wealth only convinces them thai you're from the upper
Ihe purely technical aspect, we recommend lhat calls be placed class which alone is privileged enough travel and spend
Irom public phones and during working hours You will need a money. So tell ihem you're a poor student. No one will be able to
two kopeck coin lo place a phone call in lhe USSR. Put the coin in figure that one out. Also tell them thai your mother is a cleaning
the slot and then hie the receiver and dial ihe number. Keep the lady and that your falher is an honest and hard working
conversation short, say what has to be said and then leave. Below proletarian. You'd think they'd almost start crying. Bul it's good
are some ol Ihe most pertinent numbers: for them

KGB Headquarters in Kiev: E4-65-01 4
> You' 11 notice that a lot of people and particularly all kinds

KGB Headquarters in Lviv: 2-96-20 of °' f i c i als Wl11 be speaking in Russian If one of these types says

Fedir Hlukh, (Public Proseculor ol Ukraine: 29-67-41 (in Kiev
somet.nin g in Russian lo you. listen carelully, smile politely and

Poltava Party Oblast Committee: 34-18 lnen compliment him on his excellent Ukrainian! I still can't

Ukrainian Press Agency (RATAU) in Kharkiv 2-48-10 forgive them Ihe low blow Ihey lanoed when a customs officer

Ukrainian SSR Supreme Soviet in Kiev K3-10-01 complimented me on my Russian when he knew damn well that I

Ukrainian SSR Supreme Court in Kiev. K3-03-04 was faking Ukrainian.

5) We never tried this tactic, but it's always appealed tome. It

It is highly recommended that potential tourists do not visit the
,akes a lo1 ol ima 9 inal| on. a stiff upper hp and natural acting

ediiorial offices of 'the Shliakh Peremohy prior lo leaving for the
abl,lty Tne ldea

-
a9 ain - ,s ,0 beat them at their own game: if they

USSR, Your local KGB agent in Kiev may later ask you to explain can Dla V al oe,n9 Communists, so can you a used copy of

your presence there and demand that you sign a confession Lenm or Mar * around with you with the appropriate passages

denouncing everything in existence. Besides, there is no purpose nicelv circled in red. read upon the latest production figures (how
in visiting the haunls of old nationalists whom you will probably

IS man9anese doing? how is pig iron doing), learn a lew
find quite depressing ....

recent Parly resolutions, elc Then play Ihe role of the passionate
Communist who's incensed with all the inefficiency, laziness, etc.
that's around. Be outraged at poor service {Leonid will hear about

THINGS GO RFTTFR WITH rni^i: this!) and any other examples of Soviet incompetence. Say thingsuurvc
j jke "Pohssya oblast has fallen behind in sugar beet production

Do nm .
this year. Have the Polissyans no pride?" But remember don'ldo

shoes" Zl s „^" mgherS lha"
'

TT V°" " ""°°9h '° 'he e "d and ,akeW h
«"

everylhing ,s simp a mailer ra?s no the od ,

The™ ba'™"><»« *"° " » V°u buckledown
ui idling nie pruuucuun

to someone who suspects you re a lake.
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Successful SUSK campaign (vl4 n75, January 1982) Roman Waschuk and Nestor Mykytyn

Students home free!
Carnations, kisses and

chocolates greeted the first

group of young Ukrainian
refugees from Poland upon their
arrival at Toronto International
Airport on 14 January — New
Year's Day according to the
Julian calendar. On hand to meet
1he fourteen immigrants were
representatives of the Canadian
Ukrainian Immigrant Aid Society
(CUIAS). PLAST and SUM (two
sponsoring organizations).
Toronto Ukrainians who are
providing accomodation, as well
as reporters from the TV and print
media.

Many ot the new arrivals
were part of a group of students
and young workers who decided
to remain in the West while on a
pilgrimage to Rome, seeking
political asylum enroute in

Austria in August, 1981 After
being processed at the main
refugee camp at Traiskirchen,
they were sent to the village of St.
Georgen, near Salzburg, where
they were eventually joined by
fifty-nine other Ukrainians who
had decided to flee Poland.

Although relieved to have
finally reached Canada after
months of waiting, it became
evident during an interview with a
reporter from the Toronto Star
thai all of the new immigrants
were very concerned about (he
fate of their families living under
martial law. They were reluctant
to discuss their situation for fear
of jeopardizing loved ones back
home

This group is only the first of

several which the CUIASexpects
to arrive in Canada over the next
few months. Some 150
Ukrainians from Poland are
currently in Western Europe
awaiting permission to emigrate
to Canada. A large-scale com-
munity effort was and is still

required to resettle them in

Canada.
Credit for being the first

organization to respond to the
plight of the refugees goes to
SUSK. which was quick to act on
information provided by CUIAS
president Bohdan Mykytiuk. At
the 22nd SUSK Congress held at
York University in the fall of 1981,
a resolution was passed calling
for the SUSK National Executive
to undertake "as an immediate
priority, to assist the Ukrainian
student refugees from Poland by

launching an emergency cam-
paign to: i) raise funds to assist
the Canadian Ukrainian Im-
migrant Aid Society in its

endeavours to bring these
refugees to Canada, and ii)

publicize the refugees' plight."
Accordingly, SUSK Human

Rights VP Nestory Mykytyn form-
ed a committee consisting of
members of the three Toronto
area clubs at the U of T, York and
Ryerson. At its first meeting in

early September, the committee
decided to conduct a nation-wide
fund-raising campaign for the
CUIAS involving thecollectionof
donations at churches and
student-organized social events,
and a mass mailing of an appeal

for assislance. To sensitize com-
munity opinion to the plight of

the refugees, the committee
produced 20,000 pamphlets en-
titled Ukrainian Refugees: How
you can help. 9.000 copies were
rnailed out to Ukrainian
households across Canada,
while the remainder was dis-
tributed by local USC's. The
staging area for the operation, St.

Vladimir Institute, filled first with
enthusiastic envelope-toting
volunteers, and later with the
debris of the mass mail-out —
mangled address sheets,
decapitated stamps and
scattered coffee cups.

Most Toronto-area churches
were targeted for collections

between 18-25 October. On the
first Sunday, pamphlets were
distributed wherever
organizational inexperience and
clerical reluctance didn't in-

tervene. The following Sunday,
donations were accepted. A
number of parish priests whole-
heartedly supported the SUSK
initiative and together with their
parishioners contributed for a
total of $3,872.00 during the first

week of the campaign. During the
weeks that followed, con-
tributions from the remaining
churches and private individuals
began coming in at an increasing
rate. Three smaller church com-
munities that responded to the
appeal for help were St. Anne's

A weary student gets a welcome kiss.

Ukrainian Orthodox Church
Scarborough, St. Basil's Ukr.
man Catholic Church and ti.

Ukrainian Baptist Church rt
-

York and Waterloo Ukru'r -=

Student Clubs organized bev
pub nights for the younc :.

migrants, and the U of'
came forward with a finarri

.

contribution to the campd'T
Even Valentyn Moroz don^U
the proceeds of one of his lec-

tures to the SUSK drive.
Thanks to a quick an:,

generous response on the part o'
the community, SUSK had, by 16
December, managed to raise
$23.288.17, all of which wat
directed to the CUIAS. Another
$5-10,000 of donations were
received in this period, and have
been to the success of SUSK
publicity campaign — bringing
the total sum to over $30,000'

A second, indirect result ol
SUSK's effort to raise the profile
of the refugee issue within the
hromada has been the increased
willingness of other community
organizations to come to the aid
of Ukrainians from Eastern Eu-
rope. By the end of 1981. 135 of
the 150 Ukrainian self-exiles had
found sponsors m Canada,
among them: Plast, SUM, Uk,.n-
nian Canadian Social Services,
the Ukrainian Self-Reliance
League, the Ukrainian Catholic
Women's League, and the Ukrai-
nian Free Cossacks. It is

noteworthy that the relatively
small Ukrainian community of
Kitchener, Ontario, is sponsoring
sixteen immigrants. The
remainder are being sponsored
directly by the CUIAS and its

branches throughout Canada.
With the success of this

campaign, SUSK has shown that
it is capable of reaching out to the
community and working with it to
achieve concret goals. Other
goal-oriented projects of this
nature will be given serious
consideration in the future. Bui
for now. much still remains to be
done for the refugees still living in

Austria. Money, organizational
support, and sponsors are need-
ed, and people are urged to come
forward with their assistance by
contacting the Canadian Ukrai-
nian Immigranl Aid society at
Suite 209. 2323 Bloor St West.
Toronto. Ontario M6W 4W1 Or
phone (416) 767-4595.

(vl4n73, October 1981)

Polish Ukrainians await sponsorship

Refugee status denied students
climate' %„ Toon-^ l

hfJT^^«™ ™" arriving at an acceiera.ed a.soasKec, ,na, m o—

har-

climate in Poland
siderable number of the coun-
try's Ukrainian minority, in-
cluding an estimated 54
Polish- Ukrainian students,
have been leaving for
destinations in western Europe
Austria, West Germany, France
and Italy are presently I

bouring many of these
dividuals who await immigra-
tion officials from Canada and
the United States to resolve the
critical refugee problem. Many
of the forty Polish-Ukrainian
students who left a bus tour, in
Vienna in August and an' ad-
ditional fourteen students
known to have fled to Munich
are looking overseas for
assistance and sponsorship.

Current figures reveal that
the total number of refugees
may be much higher than first

anticipated. Estimates made by
the Canadian Ukrainian Im-
migrant Aid Society in Toronto
indicate that the number may be
as high as 300, however infor-
mation is often sporadic and
complicated due to the fact that
many refugees indicate only
that they are Polish for fear of
complications with immigration
officials.

One of the underlying
problems from a Canadian
perspective, is that the immigra-
tion department does not
recognize these people as
legitimate "refugees" as in ac-
cordance with the United
Nations Convention definition.

The department instead views
them as "self-exiled" persons.
Refugees who arrive in Canada
receive a considerable amount
of government settlement
assistance, including paid
language classes, whereas self-
exiles are not entitled to any
such benefits. Also, self-exiles
seeking settlement in Canada
are generally required to have
suitable sponsors, this being a
requisite for acceptance.

These definitional
obstacles have sparked a public
appeal by the Canadian Ukrai-
nian Immigrant Aid Society for
the sponsorship of the Polish-
Ukrainians. The society slates
that urgent action is needed"
iwith 12,000 East European
refugees already in Austria and

more arriving at an accelerated
pace, the movement of the
relatively small number of
Ukrainians could fare poorly.
They also say that it is essential
to expedite the removal to the
United States or Canada of
those refugees presently in
Austria so as to facilitate move-
ment of those that may still
come.

Sponsoring respon-
sibilities include: (a) making
adequate arrangements in the
community; (b) having suf-
ficient financial resources and
expertise to provide lodging,
care, maintenance and other
necessary assistance; (c) to be
legally responsible for one year
for the refugees.

The Immigrant Aid Society

also asked that indiviauais,
organizations, university
groups as well as the Ukrainian
students' movement in Canada
support the plight of the Polish-
Ukrainian students now in
western Europe.

For further information
contact;

Canadian Ukrainian Im-
migrant

Aid Society
Suite 209, 2323 Bloor St.

West
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M6S 4W1
(416) 767-4595
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How soon we forget
(vl2 n64, July-Aug. 1980) Sonia Maryn

Community ignores Ukrainian immigrants
Ukrainians in Toronto have, in the past, con-

tributed generously towards worthwhile projects which

Sth» r
nee

2
S 0,

,',l

le c°mmunity. Yet, last month,^, Canadian Ukrainian Immigrant Aid Society(CUIAS) solicited Ukrainian businesses for merchan-
dise to be used as prizes in its upcoming fundraisinq
ottery, it received only some meager cash donations aew small prizes and, adding insult to injury, an electric
toothbrush tor its considerable time and effort

Lack of material support for Immigrant Aid is not anew phenomenon. Since its inception in 1974 CUIAS
has been waging a constant uphill battle to remain a
functioning, viable organization. Comprised of about
hnty volunteer members, CUIAS has remained stead-
last in its commitment both to assist Ukrainian
immigrants and refugees in entering Canada and to
facilitate their settlement within the country. Now more
than ever, the dire financial straits the society' finds
itself in threaten its very existence.

According to Bohdan Mykytiuk
, CUIAS president

the society currently has assets of only $400 -$60o'
Direct aid to refugees and immigrants annually costs
from $6,000 -$9.000 depending on the case load The
widening gulf between required and available funds is
hreatening to submerge Immigrant Aid. Yet appeals
tor donations made continually through newspapers
and, most recently, on MTVs Ukrainian Program in

on
lo'„S

ause ' a r'PP |e in the community. A
mere $300 was received after the MTV appeal Two
years ago, the society spent $600 advertising in local
community papers in an attempt to raise money for
wenty-one Ukrainians stranded in Vienna after having
fled Poland. Ukrainians in Toronto managed to drum
up $25 that time.

"There's a tremendous apathy," says Mykytiuk
The person who possibly came in as a refugee himself'

or went through the D P. camps, people who were in the
underground, or the dyvyzitnyky'- they just don't care
about the present day refugee, or appear not to care

"

Immigrant Aid makes it a point to care. A national
organization with offices in Montreal, Ottawa Win-
nipeg, and Edmonton, its main branch is located in
Toronto. Not only is Toronto a major Ukrainian centre
of Canada, but its Ukrainian population is comprised
mostly of post-second World War immigrants —
persons one might expect to be more readily sym-
pathetic to the plight of the latter-day immigrant Yet
Mykytiuk claims to have had more direct monetary
support from Ukrainians in Western Canada. A month
after advertising in Toronto papers had produced a
paltry $25 for the refugees stranded in Vienna the ad
was repeated in the Western Ukrainian papers Ukrai-
nian Voice, New Pathway, and Canadian Farmer This
time more than$4000 was received, enabling CUIAS to
bring ten of these refugees into Canada

Ironically, it is in Toronto that the majority of
Ukrainian refugees and immigrants surface and expect
to settle. But if they hope to find a receptive community,
they may be disappointed, according to Mykytiuk,
Toronto's Ukrainian population will more likely treat
them with a strange mixture of indifference to their
plight bordering on resentment to their presence.

"A typical response from some community
members is 'why don't we send them out to the farms, or
to the bush, the same thing that happened to me,"
says Mykytiuk. "This is the wrong attitude. If you did
have an influx of these peoole and you sent them God
knows where youimmediatelylose that first step in the
climb up the Canadian mosaic, both for them and their
children. This is what we're trying to avoid. We're
attempting to give them the best of everything, so that
their children can get into school, and university, and
eventually have better opportunities It our parents had
had that same sort of assistance, a lot of Ukrainians
would be at a different level now. Our group in Canada,
as an economic and political force would be much
stronger in that respect

"

The prevailing apathy toward today's immigrants
and refugees has serious ramifications for the future of
the Ukrainians in Canada. In a report presented to the
Ukrainian Canadian Committee (UCC) annual meeting
held in October 1979. CUIAS attempted to impress
upon the UCC national executive the crucial necessity
of lobbying the government to increase its quotas of
Ukrainian immigrants, as well to revise its present
policies toward Ukrainians in the granting of refugee
status — a necessity (or the sheer cultural survival of
Ukrainians within Canada. Although in the 1971
census Ukrainians numbered 1 59,830 (sixth in rank of
Ontario ethnic groups), a mere 280 Ukrainian im-
migrants were accepted into the Drovince during the

period 1972 — 78. At the same time. 6, 120 Poles, 65,020
Portuguese, and 88,940 blacks from the Caribbean
Islands entered Ontario.

"It becomes obvious from theabove,"concluded
the report."that within a few short years Ukrainians, not
only in Ontario but in Canada, will drop from 6th to 12th
place on the numbers scale. The above does not take

into consideration the ongoing problems of assimila-
tion nor the average decrease in birth rate."

Alarming facts, yet Mykytiuk claims that the
community is oblivious to the impending conse-
quences of low immigrant quotas for Ukrainians in

Canada.

Ukrainians it" ri^9
..

W
|,

,h ,he laurels °< ™0.000Ukrainians in Canada,' he says. "If we don't netimmigration in, as a minority group politicians wi I noregard us very seriously in five ten yean"because we won't have the political clout UnfessweSa minimum of 500 or 1.000 a year, somehowsomewhere, we car, forget about Ukraiman^sm Tyoudon't have a flow of immigrants out West for instance
to stimulate them, except for a small core hey^lgradually assimilate completely. If you look at govern

'

ment records the assimilation rate is over 3% for the

m,? ITE °.
u * rain 'a "s- Ukrainians refuse to be ievethat, but that s the way it is."

"eneve

II Ukrainians refuse to believe the facts the UCC isshowing itself to be derelict in its ,on to ran -
and-fi e members both in acknowledging and actingupon the facts. The pressing need lor more ukrain a™immigrants and bona lide refugees accepted intoCanada is clear, and might be expected to count as anumber one priority in UCC deliberations Yet
Mykytiuk reports that at the October meetinq the UCCexecutive completely ignored CUIAS' exhortations inmis regard.
"We spoke for about half an hour," Mykytiuk recallsThey didn t even record us in the minutes Thev iustrefuse to have anything to do with these problems "

all rnS Sl 66 ' 1"9 'V
ha ' ,he UCC could best serve1™«

™

d by giving Immigrant Aid the mandate to2°" al emigrant and refugee-related problemswith the federal government. At least until it

(presumably a new administration) proves itself
capable of dealing with the issue In the meantime he
stresses the UCC should assist the society by providing
funds which would enable CUIAS to continue its work

uVrainTan
m
™™n

bbyi
,

n9
' ?

ac"°"-and settlement of

Doint ,. ,

9 3
r
,S lnd re,u9e« m Canada Hepoints out that unless bureaucrats and government

oroa
l

n

a
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S

ed
C°^S '8mly

,

, Pressure 'i°m a s?,ong

?hfnne« - 2-
u" relenl ' n9 Ukrainian lobby groupchanges ,n discriminatory policies will never be

effected.

"Our work is hindered by a lack of funds. If we hadhe funds we could have the workers, we could prepare
the materials, go t0 Ottawa to lobby - keep those
politicians active."

Good faith and financial backing from the UCC is
part of the formula. The other side of the coin is stronq
moral support and immediate monetary assistance
trom individual members of the community Their
efforts cannot consistently continue indefinitely in thevacuum of moral and material support evidenced within
the Ukrainian community to.date.

To date the sole accomplishment of the UCC in this
issue has been the much touted "Refugee Sponsorship
Agreement" with the immigration authorities An
agreement that, in effect, has virtually no significance
in solving the dilemma of prospective Ukrainian
refugees who cannot pursue normal routes of appeal
within Soviet Ukraine or Eastern curope. Even more
distressing is that the agreement completely disregards
the special case of Ukrainian refugees who enter
Canada on visitor's visas or by less conventional
means, and attempt to apply for refugee status from
within the country. These cases are more numerous
and certainly more pressing than those covered by the
UCC sponsorship pact, yet nothing was achieved on
their behalf. The agreement goes on record as a blatant
indictment of the UCC's leadership.

But incompetence is what the UCC seems most
adept at. At a subsequent meeting between UCC
executive members and the Department of External
Affairs in Ottawa last January, Mykytiuk was appalled
to discover that UCC executives had arrived at the
meeting totally unprepared and, by all appearances,
even unaware of its purpose.

"They went there without one printed word,
nothing, they didn't know why they were there. All they
were going to do was pose for some pictures and
probably write some 'velyka interventsia or something.
We had a bit of a squabble that night and then we just
took over the meeting. We had to run it. ..but to come to
Ottawa without an agenda, introduction of names, any
idea of how a meeting is run — let alone speak
English..."

If Mykytiuk seems disdainful of the UCC national
executive, 'ie has ample justification. While other
ethnic groups have been lobbying for representation
on the consequential "Refugee Status Advisory Com-
mittee" and the "Immigration Appeal Board" (both of
which make crucial decisions concerning refugees),
the UCC has too often done little more than hamper the
work of CUIAS, even thwarting their efforts upon
occasion.

"There's so much to do," says Mykytiuk. "The
Department of External Affairs has asked us to compile
a total list of family reunification cases for presenta-
tion at the Madrid Helsinki Review in November. We
need posters, we have to send them out all over, we're
going to have to phone all those families by the end of

September. That's going to cost close to S1 .000 alone.
What are we going to do it with?

An electric toothbrush, it seems, is far from
enough.

d

(vlnl, July-Aug. 1969)
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(v6 n25, October 1973)
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Dear Ms. Komar:

This letter is to inform you that I have decided lo resign

from the Ukrainian Human race. I am so totally fed up with

these children we call Ukrainian men, that there seems no

alternative except lo abandon a lost cause.

Although Ihey say that no two people are alike and that

one should not generalize, 1 find that Ukrainian men carry a

common characteristic, specifically categorized as first class

snobbery. I do not believe that it is an unconscious

element, for these homo sapiens seem to treat women of

another race five limes belter than those of their own.

Maybe it is because they know that Ihey will never marry

"this oilier girl. That word "matusha" specifies that their

wives will have to be Ukrainians and because the female's

mother will not tolerate inter-racial marriage either, the

men believe that these stupid women are just sitting around

like flies ready lo pounce on a "mass of compost". Well,

I'm afraid they're going to be disappoinled in the long run.

At any rate I've let oul some of my hostilities, and all I

ask of you is to inform me as to how to deal with such

people.

Yours truly

Infuriated.

Dear Infuriated;

First of all 1 would like to tell you that you are not the

only one who has lo deal with the insane chauvinism

exhibited by Ukrainian men. and therefore I believe that

your letter will be of interest lo a number of persons in the

reading audience.

What you write about as "snobbery" is more often the

inability of Ukrainian men and women to deal witli each

other as people and the confusion on both parts in dealing

with eacli other by the trappings that men and women in

the Ukrainian community are identified with. The women
after all are the future mothers and the men, as typical of
the general society, treat them as only suited for that

purpose; of course, Ukrainian women do not think, cannot
possibly be exciting lo talk lo, let alone have a relationship

with. This problem is compounded by those Ukrainian

women who constantly think aboul catching a husband,

and paint themselves up like peacocks to entice men. They
are encouraged by their families who ultimately see

women's role in society as the mother and homemaker and

by the Ukrainian organizations who push them into

organizing teas and educating the youth. Men obviously in

our community, are the thinkers, the political animal, the

intellectual. The problem should be a concern for both

women and men, who are forced to lake on these roles.

The reason thai both men and women would prefer

having a relationship with someone outside the community
is because of the 'ghetto or small town nature of our

community where your business is everyone else's business

and anyone who moves out of their parents' home is

obviously entering an "immoral" relationship. (They very

well may, and I hope that they do.) The minute a Ukrainian

man and woman are seen together more than once, they are

immediately married off and this keeps the rumour-

mongers going steadily.

Bui surely the men and women in this community are

strong enough thai this kind of ridiculous morality and role

playing can be deall with, firstly in the home and secondly,

by publicly denouncing those that try and direct the private

lives of other people by their own morality.

Personally 1 would suggest that you find a group of

like-minded people, (there are men and women who are

trying lo liberate themselves from the community's roles

and morals.) and that together you plan political actions to

help those in our community who are afraid to slrike out

on their own. Al first 1 would think that women and men
separately form circles to discuss their common problems

and as each group gains confidence in itself, that further

co-operalion be planned.

1 suggest that you read the following books to help you
in your struggle: "Our Bodies, Our Selves", "The Second
Sex", "Sisterhood is Powerful", "The Birth Control
Manual" published by McGill University.

RIGHT ON INFURIATED, DO SOMETHING ABOUT
YOUR CONDITION!
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Student — on hotline to Moscow? (vl2 n57, Sept.-Oct. 1979)
- David Lupul

Homin Ukrainy escalating the 'Moroz War
This0 a mcnnntc Irs an oritlnrtil In _ „ :_ -. , rThis article is a response to an editorial in Homin Ukrainy (5

September. 1979), entitled -Where does Student want to go?"(Kudy Khoche ity "Student"?) which amounted to little more than a
frontal attach on the integrity ol both Student and SUSK

Homin Ukrainy's editorial attempted to use Dave Lupul's
article Valentyn Moroz: a Commentary-, published in the June-
July-August issue of Student (Vol. . No. 56), as a means ol
portraying both Student and SUSK as uncritical exponents ol pro-
boviet propaganda.

It is untortunate that the
editorial board of Homin
Ukrainy has chosen to launch a
campaign ol innuendo against
Student by suggesting that both
the newspaper and the
organisation which formerly
published Student — SUSK —
are under the influence of anti-
nationalist Marxist ideas deriv-
ed from the propaganda of the
Soviet government in Moscow.

Such an accusation —
which is clearly patently false if

one only examines the record of
both Student and SUSK in

publicizing and opposing the
suppression of the democratic,
national, and social rights of the
Ukrainian people — can hardly
achieve anything but damage
the reputation of the newspaper
Homin Ukrainv

However, I would prefer to

believe that the learned editors
of Homin Ukrainy mis-
represented the views ex-
pressed in my commentary on
Moroz's ideas due to a mis-
understanding of the main
themes of my article, rather
than as a result of a deliberate
attempt to slander Student
and/or those members of SUSK
who have supported any of the
criticisms which I presented m
the article. Nevertheless, it is

necessary to address the
several accusations put forward
by the Homin Ukrainy, if only to

clarify in its editor's and
readers' minds exactly what I

stated in my article and where
its assertions are groundless.

The first unfounded asser-
tion made in their editorial was
as follows. "On what grounds
the author has arrived al the
conclusion that nationalism is

not a vital issue is still a com-
plete mystery" (Na pidstavi

avtor dushov do vysnovku pro
neaktualntst natsionalizmu —
tse shche povna mystena)
Nowhere in my article did I

suggest that nationalism was an
unimportant force in world
politics today, if I had felt it was
irrelevant I would never have
bothered discussing the issue

of Moroz's nationalism in the

first place It has an important
effect On political events, es-

pecially when it is linked with

religious, economic and social

factors, as is the case in

Ukraine
Moreover. I wish to

emphasize that I consider

Ukrainian nationalism as
legitimate as any other
nationalism in the world today.

My main point of contention is

that the most vociferous ex-

ponents of integral nationalism

(by which I mean those political

groups which subordinate all

aspects of society to the

primacy of the nation as a unit of

historical analysis) have failed

to respond to the vast changes
in world politics during the past

thirty years and, therefore, the

cause of Ukrainian national

independence has lagged
behind the national liberation

movements of the multitude of

states which have gained their

independence from colonial

powers since the end of the

Second World War
How has this come about?

Because the exponents of in-

tegral nationalism have failed to

break out of their Cold War
mentalities ol the 1950s, they

have effectively removed
themselves from having any

influence within the

mainstream of world opinion,

and particularly among the
largest and most strategically

important bloc ol nations in the
world today — the non-aligned
states which have attempted to

chart a course independent of

both the American and Soviet
imperialisms.

As long as organisations
within the Ukrainian communi-
ty continue to remain
associated . in alliances with
such impotent powers as are
presently aligned in ABN — the
anti-Bolshevik Bloc of Nations
(which includes Taiwan. South
Korea, Chile, and until the fall of

the Somoza regime, Nicaragua)
— the so-called "Ukrainian
Liberation Front" will continue
to have no effective influence
on the world stage. Now even
the United States has disowned
many of the members of the
ABN for their repression of
human rights in their countries,
and these nations are more
diplomatically isolated than
ever before.

How can we hope to be
spoken of in the same breath as
the Palestinians, or the Irish, or
the Basques when the leaders
of Ukrainian national liberahon
organizations remain tied to

reactionary and repressive
regimes? The majority of world
nations have come around to
supporting the legitimate rights
of the Palestinian people as an
independent nation because
the PLO sought out Ihe support
of the nations of the Third World
who were victorious in their
own anti-colonial struggles.
Why then should there be no
Ukrainian Liberation Organiza-
tion at ihe meeting, of non-
aligned nations, attempting lo

organize the support ol the

Asian, African and Latin
American nations which hold
such a pivotal role in the contest
between the superpowers 9 In

this sense. I criticized Moroz for

supporting the same outdated
strategies as the established
Ukrainian nationalist
organizations

The second major asser-
tion levelled against me was
that I was an exponent of

"capitulation, opportunism, or

illusionistic-utopian pacifistic

methods" (Kapituliatsia. opor-
tunizm. chy iliuzhnO'Utopnna
oalsuftslychna meloda) On
what grounds do they make
such an assertion 9 In my article

I asserted that Moroz's "mil-

itaristic road to independence
is doomed to lailure for it is

based upon a hopelessly
primitive approach to the

problem. One does not win a

\evolution by guns alone [my
amphasis], but rather by the
appeal of one's program and
ideals to the populace one
wishes to win over " This is

hardly a strategy of capitula-

tion, opportunism, or utopian-
pacifism _

Homin ' Ukrainy's concen-
tration on the necessity of

armed struggle in order to

liberate Ukraine ("But to assert
that Ukraine can liberate itself

without its own forces, without
an armed force m the decisive
moment is shter ignorance
(A/e tverdytv. shcho Ukraina
mozhe vyzvofylysia.iez vlasnoi
syly. bez vuskovoi syly V

nshalnomu momenti — tse
nevihlastvo)) ignores the im-
portance of non-military
strategies by which to influence
Ihe outcome of the struggle for

independence in Ukraine They

have so far been ineffectual
appealing on a widespread
basis to Ukrainians to promote
a liberation movement m
Ukraine

This should not be sur-
prising, insofar as the
leadership of these
organizations seem to consider
themselves to be indispensable
elites who are to be the con-
veyors of all truth and un-
derstanding to the mass of
apathetic humanity who remain
in Ukraine. Moroz appears to be
a man cut from the same cloth.
Witness his remarks to the 20th
SUSK Congress in Montreal
"In such a community there are
not many discussions about
who is to rule and who is to
submit to whom. There is a
living feeling and understan-
ding about who is to be the
leader" (V takii hromadi nemaie
bahatokh dyskusii pro te, khto
mate keruvaty. khto mate
pidkonalysia. Tam ie zhyve
vidchutlia zhyve rozummnia
Khto buly liderom."

Does this statement not
reflect the same kind of
totalitarian conception which
we have condemned as prac-
tised by the Moscow regime in

Ukraine. Is this not a denial of
the individual democratic rights
of all Ukrainians to be able to
determine their own form of
government? Should, as Moroz
suggests, an authoritarian elite

dictating to the people their

obligation lo submit to the
interests of the self-appointed
leaders of the nation 9 Or should
we give the Ukrainian people
some credit as to their ability to

democratically choose their
leaders in free, democratic elec-
tions?

The third major change,
and the most serious." was as
follows "It is an old tactic the
Ukrainian national-liberation
front's opponents to label the
Ukrainian nationalists as
fascists. We know the source of

this tactic — either from
Moscow or from the an-
tmationalist Marxists". (Stara

baika dyversantiv proty
Ukramskoho natsionalho-
vyzvolnoho rykhu. Kleimuvaty
natsionalistiv lashystamy
Znaiemo, zvidky vona ide . . .

Abo z Moskvy abo vid protynat-
sionatnykh marksystiv) Homin
Ukrainy fundamentally mis-
represents my position by mis-

quoting me m their translation,
they attempt to suggest that I

called Moroz a fascist because
of his strongly-held nationalist
views What I actually said was
as follows: "A second case is

Moroz's vision of 'patriotic
radicalism' in the 1980 Until he
explains himself further on this
issue, it is inevitable that such
statements will continue to (my
emphasis) suggest com-
parisons with the rise of the
fascists in Europe in the 1930s."
Because the editorial board of
Homin Ukrainy leaves out the
entire part of the quotation
which is emphasised here,
whereby the clear intent ol my
statement was to encourage
Moroz to clarify his view of
"patriotic radicalism" in the
hope that he would publicly
distinguish himself from
association with the pro-
fascistic connotations of such a
phrase

Nowhere in the article do I

claim that those who support
Ukrainian nationalism are
fascists. I strongly resent
Homin Ukrainy's insinuation
that my ideas were Moscow-
inspired and I believe the time
has long since past when such
irresponsible accusations
should be tolerated in the
Ukrainian community Homin
Ukrainy's accusation that Stu-
dent, or myself, are Com-
munist agents Is just as absurd
as the Canadian Tribune, organ
of the Communist party of
Canada, recently suggesting
that Valentyn Moroz was a Nazi
collaborator in the Second
World War(when in fact, he was
still a young child).

In conclusion, the point of
my article was neither fo dis-
credit nationalism, nor the
Ukrainian community, nor
Valentyn Moroz, but to suggest
that the postulates of integral

nationalism which have been
advanced by Moroz and his
supporters confain dangerous
tendencies which are not in the
best interests of the Ukrainian
community in the long run.

To exemplify my point, I

will take the liberty of quoting
Charles Maurras, a prominent
French fascist of the earfy
twentieth century, wherein he
discusses the different concep-
tion of nation held by himself
and a political opponent (M.
Herve).

"Monsieur Herve is a
patriot; only he believes that
politically speaking, there are
greater interests than national
interests and that above the
fatherland exists the human
race

. We will swear, by God
fatherland and mankind But if

events say: fatherland or
mankind, what is one to do in

that case 9 Those who say ,.

'France first' are patriots, those
who say France, but.... are
humanitarians."

This dissociation of
fatherland from mankind is the
guiding principle of fascistic
nationalism, which is anli-
humanitanan and narcissistic
Maurras was the first to
transform, fully consciously,
the Kantian categorical im-
perative into the pseudo ab-

solute imperative of nation
above all else '

It is in this sense
that I interpret fascism, as a
denial of the ethical basis of the
dominant tradition of Western
Society the Judeo-Chnstian
ethic best exemplifies in our
society this tradition of puiting
the morality of humanity above
that of the particular interest of

any one individual orcommuni-
ty or nation. The philosophy ol

Christianity condemns this ex-
treme form of fascistic
nationalism, for it is fundamen-
tally amoral in character

When I addressed my con-
cluding remarks to Moroz in my
article, I hoped that he would
make clear on which side he
stands that of the Christian
tradition of universal ethical

principles which apply to all

men and nations, or that o( the

amoral world, in which all ends
are acceptable so long as they
contribute to the victory of

one's particular nation or cause
I choose to be a patriot but

above all, I am a humanitarian
Therefore. I say I am for an
'independent Ukraine but it

must be a free and democratic
one which respects
humanitarian volues Moroz has
yel lo define whether he is for a

'Ukraine first' or a 'Ukraine
but ' The substance of his

speeches are disturbing
enough that they should give

pause lo all concerned patriots

to think twice before they blind-

ly follow Moroz's emotional
appeals

(vl2n61, February 1980)
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THE DISSIDENT AND THE DIASPORA

PLYUSHCH, PASSING
Myrna Koslash is a Iree-lance journalist residing in Edmonton and is

the author ol the Canadian bestseller All of Baba's Children, a history of
Ukrainians in Canada. Her latest article is on pornography, written trom a
leminist perspective.and will soon appear in This Magazine. The lollowing
article was written in the fait of 1977 in the wake of Leonid Plyushch's North
American lour. It relates her impressions of Plyushch's appearance in
Edmonton and his relationship with the Ukrainian-Canadian youth ol
today

That was it, to mean well! He caught
a glimpse of that extraordinary
faculty in man, that strange,
altruistic, rare and obstinate decen-
cy which will make writers or
scientists maintain their truths at
the risk of death, Eppur si muove,
Galileo was to say; it moves all the
same.

T.H. White

In Edmonton, in September,
1977, there is a press conference
with Leonid Plyushch, Soviet Ukrai-
nian dissident, in the basement of

St- Joseph's Roman Catholic
church. There are a halt dozen ot us,

under Christ in Gethsemane and
two popes on the wall, and
Plyushch, in a baggy Soviet suit,

collarless shirt and with a leather
briefcase.

Not for nothing is this press
conference, and the public meeting
that evening, being held on the
ethnically neutral ground of an
"anglo" church. Here Plyushch can
seem to represent Ukrainianness in

general, dissidence in general. For
among the Ukrainian-Canadians in

Edmonlon there are those who
would say he does not represent
them. Heaven forbid. Those on the
old left, for instance, the Party
faithful, will say Plyushch is an anti-

Soviet madman and his ideas
therefore deranged. It is correct to
ignore his arrival among us. Those
on the right, the ultra-nationalistic,

anti-communist emigres, will say he

ment, personal contacts with the
Crimeans. the Jewish movement,
the Moscow human-rights groups,
and we have samvydav." (He dips
again into the briefcase and holds
up two typed pages ot onion-skin
paper.) "A person who receives
such a document types up five more
copies and passes them along,
hidden in their clothing, their
shoes " Why Is there such repres-
sion? "The system is founded on
lies. On terror and political

monopoly." (Here he pulls out a
copy of the Soviet constitution.)
"The new constitution that is being
planned will be worse than Stalin's. I

wouldn't be surprised i( there are
clauses in it 'taking care' of the
dissidents. The contradictions
between the demands of the
economy and its management,
between the masses and the elite,

are growing and al their centre are
the technologists. A state which is

built on disinformation cannot
work: scientists and engineers need
information. The danger is that the
technocratic fascists — those who
are interested only in efficiency —
will merge with the fascist
nationalists, the Great Russian
chauvinists." What do you think of
premier Peter Lougheed's recent
trade mission to the Soviet Union
and his refusal to speak out on the
question of imprisoned dissidents?
"This was opportunism of the
Munich type. Convenience, not
principle, dictated the premier's
.decision." .

"... he wrote a letter to Komsomolska Pravda protesting the
trials of Russian dissidents and was tired from his job

»

5 KGB agent sent abroad
'

confound the campaigns of Ukrai-
nian liberationists. Besides, he's a
Marxist. He must be boycotted. It is

then the task of all the other strands
of Ukrainian radicalism to welcome
Plyushch.

The press conference, then.
What kinds of crlticlsn get people
Into trouble In the USSR? "An
amateur youth choir in Kiev was
forcibly disbanded because they
made up th^ir own programmes
because they sang old folk songs as
well es political songs, because, in
short, they were 'bourgeois
nationalists." Crimean Tartars,
amassed at a Lenin monument and
politely demanding the right to
return to their homeland, were
dispersed. Baptists are illegal."
(Here Plyushch dips into his brief-
case and withdraws a fuzzy
photograph of a Baptist murdered
by the police.) "A labour strike is a
criminal offence." How do you
know all these things? "We have the
underground democratic move-

"ALL OF HUMANITY IS AT
THE ABYSS"

Following the press conference
there is a meeting lor the English-
speaking public and it is packed
with members of the Ukrainian
community, at least those who are
not boycotting Plyushch, and with
NDPers, anarchists and socialists,

with concerned liberals and even a
handful of blacks. The young are
out in droves, especially the young
Ukrainians (They were not out ten
years ago, for theteach-ins. the sit-

ins. They were in the student
residence, playing bridge.) Across
the stage a banner: FREE ALL
SOVIET POLITICAL PRISONERS.
The literature tables are covered
with an astonishing number and
variety of books by dissidents,
published outside the Soviet Union,
of course. Young Trotskyists

,

anarchists, assorted radicals, stand
behind the books. The irony of the
juxtaposition: the youthful critics of
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the bourgeois democratic state are
precisely in a position within that

state to publicize the voices of those
rendered speechless within other
regimes. This too: that the progeny
of electronic media, their con-
sciousness framed by television

and the movies, are here the

caretakers of the printed word, the
page, the moveable type, not to

mention of the cramped
handwriting on onionskin, whole
volumes of research and polemics
rolled into tiny cylinders that fit into

the seam of a dress. "The vanished
man, miserable as a fly," wrote the

poet Yuri Galanskov, dead in a

concentration camp in 1972,
"moves still between the lines of a
book."

For all the radical politicians,

though, for all the febrile tremors of

nonconformism and protestation
radiating out trom Plyushch's visit,

there is nevertheless the faint odour
of the fifties here, of the Cold War
and McCarthyism and — lest we
forget — Social Credit. Now, as
then, numbers of people, are at-

taching themselves to a campaign
of anti-Sovietism. generated by the

international furor over civil rights,

or the lack of them, within the Soviet

Union which is climaxing precisely

during a period of severe dis-

locations — the catastrophe of the
unemployed, the tightening noose
ol foreign ownership of the
economy, the desperate projects in

the pursuit of energy, the will to

separate ol the Quebecois— within
Canada

Onstage an Anglican minister
draws the parallel between the
repression ol civil liberties and the
martyring of Christ. A man from
Amnesty International says that the
struggle for human rights is a

"journey made only by brave men
and women and it is made for all ot

us." The head of the Alberta Federa-
tion of Labour says we must not
take for granted Ihe freedoms we do
own in this country. Around such
sell-satisfied notions the righteous
indignation ot the Canadian public
may be mobilized; have we not been
through this movie before? Have we
not then turned as a pack on the
disputatious scapegoats among our
own countrymen who challenge our
self-satisfaction? Must we really lie

in the same bed with types like

Norman Pidhoretz, editor of Com-
mentary, who, in such perfectly
liberal projects as gay rights, anti-

war resistance and disarmament,
perceives the "failure of the anti-

Communist will" and in Carter's
human rights campaign the reversal
ol the "inexorable decline of
American power"? De/a vu

.As the meeting progresses,
however, it becomes increasingly
obvious that we have in Plyushch
and his campaign anti-Soviet agita-

tion of an original colour: not the
repudiation of the Bolshevik
Revolulion bul a call lor its comple-
tion in democratic socialism and the

self-determination of nations. And.
to judge trom the panelists'
remarks, we have the connections
to be made between this and our
own situations. They- speak of a
commitment to "set our house in

order," of the fact that Canadian
police officers have received in-

struction in the use of torture from
American advisors, of the bugging
of union headquarters during
strikes, of the fact that "authority in

this country has never flinched from
using force to sustain its authority,
as October, 1970. showed." A
Plyushch rally, it seems, is less a
witch-hunt than a point of
resistance to the violence and
injustice within the home and native
land.

One notes, for instance, the
numbers of young people (in their
twenties). Ukrainian-Canadians,
who have attached themselves to
Plyushch. My generation, not at-
tached to house payments, has
perhaps passed on a political
legacy after all, a critical con-
sciousness that knows how to
exploit the materials, wherever they
become available, ol provocation,
protest and civil disobedience. It is

not necessarily true then, thai the

kids of the seventies have been lost

to self-absorption and domeslicity.
Here they are in Edmonton, rallying

around a -Marxist, a Ukrainian
democrat, a freedom-fighter, a
wilness. "Everybody," says
Plyushch, "must take upon himself
those loads he can carry." The one
he carries is prodigious.

He comes to Edmonton as a
representative of the Soviet and
Ukrainian human-rights groups.
Their optimistic strategy in turning
Ihe documents, the "pieces of

paper." of the Helsinki accords, of

the United Nations Declaration of

the Rights of Man, into weapons for

their own struggle against the
Soviet levialhan is a rather touching
reminder that one may still hold
those representatives of the people,
the politicians, accountable to their

signatures. He describes the inter-

relatedness of tyranny. Communist
China aids Chile and Brezhnev aids
Iran; the dissident Bukovsky is

turned over to the West in

American-made hand-cuffs and
Plyushch himself was tortured wilh
Belgian and French-made drugs.
When Castro visited Kiev, he says,
university students were put into

Ukrainian costumes and professors
were told to speak Ukrainian: for

Castro's benefit, presto! flourishing
national cultures! Otherwise, one is

told in Ukraine to speak "human,"
i.e. Russian. A member ol the
audience asks: Do you believe in

Communism with a human lace 7 "t

call myself a pessimistic optimist
Being in the West makes my Marx-
ism even stronger." Several people
clap, congratulating him on the
mordancy of his perception. He lists

the problems of humankind: pollu-
tion, crime, loss of spirituality,

dehumanizing technology. "All of
humanity is at the abyss " For him
the primary struggle in these times
is between totalitarianism and
democracy. Once a democratic
socialism is established in the
totalitarian world, then, at last, at

long, laborious last, the titanic

struggle between socialism and
capitalism will be engaged.

THE 'MADMAN' IS A HERO
The next night, after a

Ukrainian-language meeting, there
is a party for Plyushch. The twenty-
year olds are there, in their em-
broidered shirts and Free Valentyn
Moroz buttons and the black flag of
anarchism buttons. They seem
pleased with tonight's meeling and
enjoy a lew laughs al the expense of
the older generation of Ukrainian-
Canadians who had asked: Do you
believe in God, Mr. Plyushch? Who
means more to you, Karl Marx or
Ivan Mazeppa (Ukrainian
nationalist hero)? I wander overloa
group singing songs about Ukrai-
nian partisans — part of a con-
tinuous revolutinary tradition in

Ukraine; these are songs of the
insurgent armies of national libera-
tion who fought brMh Germans and
Russians between and during the
World Wars — and notice Plyushch
singing wilh them, beating out the
rhythm on his knee. His left leg is

stiff and unbendable. I'm told, in

hushed tones, that this is the result
of ihe drug "therapy" in the prison
hospital. In fact it's the result of
luberculosis contracted in
childhood and I delect here in
Edmonton the beginnings of a cult.
He drinks a prodigious amount, and
tonight he is drunk. The young
people hover around him, taking
care of him He is precious, a hero
snatched from the jaws of madness.

In 1967. Leonid Ivanovych
Plyushch was a young cyberneti-
cian at Ihe Academy of Sciences of
the USSR, a married man, a career
man. by all accounts, an enviable
future ahead of him. Never mind
that in 1964 he had been visited by
KGB in response to several letters

he had written to the Central
Committee of the Communist Party
(among others) in which he had
pointed out certain discrepancies
between Leninist texts and contem-
porary Soviet reality. The KGB
counselled him to keep his silence

for a couple of years and Plyushch
put his sentence to, as it turned out.

subversive use: he diligently

studied the classics of Marxism-
Leninism. It was here he learned, for

instance, that Stalinist campaigns
to obliterate national cultures were
a perversion of the Revolution.
Publicly he remained a good
citizen and industrious mathemati-
cian. In 1968, however, he wrote a
letter to Komsomolska Pravda
protesting the trials of' Russian
dissients and was lired Irom his job.
In 1969, now working as a book-
stitcher, he joined the Moscow-
based Initiative Group (for Ihe
defense of human rights in the
USSR), signed his name to a letter

addressed to the United Nations
and was again fired from his job. In

1972 he was arrested by the KGB for

"anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda" and was imprisoned.
In 1973, diagnosed as a victim of

"sluggish schizophrenia from an
early age, "he became a patient'at the
Dnipropetrovsk Special Mental
Hospital. In 1976 Plyushch and his

family, after a prolonged campaign
for his release both within the Soviet
Union and in the West on the Left,

were expelled from the Soviet
Union. In September, 1977, he came
to Edmonton on a speaking lour.

Plyushch is a small man, frail

within the baggy suit, with a lined

face, rheumy eyes and blackened
teeth: where has he been? He
speaks in a rich, deep voice and
gently, tenderly even, as though the
air around him were fragile. A year
and a half earlier this body had been
shot with drugs, flailed with con-
vulsions, the eyes rolled upwards
and the tongue hanging out, his

whole being maddened with
chemicals that were, in spite of his

resolution, rendering him careless
and insouciant, involuntarily
deprived of his will to resist, to

"He is precious, a hero
snatched from the jaws ot
madness."
question, to challenge, even as his

wife was forced to watch.
In the mental hospital Plyushch

was treated with neuroleptics and
insulin. Neuroleptics are major
tranquillizers, drugs to treat a major
psychosis (thought-disorder)
which, when administered to a non-
psychotic, tends to increase that
person's feel of agitation. (One's
body but not one's mind is slowed
down, producing the despair of the
inertia of the flesh.) Insulin therapy
is a very old, outmoded and
dangerous form of treatment for

depression; the sudden lowering of

blood sugar produces anxiety,
confusion, restlessness, con-
vulsions, coma and memory loss.

As to whether all of this was
"appropriate" treatment for the
"madman" Plyushch, the members



THROUGH PRAIRIE
Myrna Kostash

'of the World Psychiatric Associa-
tion, convening In Honolulu in 1977,
hesitated to say. By a mere two
votes they passed a resolution
censuring Soviet psychiatry for its

political abuses. A timid vote con-
sidering Plyushch had addressed
them and dissident Soviet psy-
chiatrist Marina Voikhanskaya
testified that some doctors in prison
hospitals are KGB-trained and
others are KGB officers. "There Is

no diagnostic clarity," says a psy-
chiatrist in Edmonton, "regarding
schizophrenia. There is disagree-
ment not only between countries
but between clinics on the proper
diagnosis of the disorder." The case
still stands then; as a Moscow
psychiatrisl in Honolulu said, we in
the Weslnowhave ample opporluni-
ty to observe for ourselves the
nature of Leonid Plyushch's
madness.

If this is madness, this getting
jp from all fours off the cement floor
of a hospital prison to raise a hand
— "I am present" — against the false
speech of (he Wardens, then
Plyushch is superbly mad, like the
village of everywhere
who are fed and clothed by the rest
of us, that we may pursue our
ordinariness. And here the young
people are. at his side, making sure
he gets a meal, forcing down him
mugs of black coffee, then, hands
under hiselbows, leading him home
reminding him to sleep. "Take care,
brother Plyushch."

UKRAINIAN? CANADIAN?
UKRAINIAN-CANADIAN?

Brother. A man from halfway
around the world, citizen ol a soviet
socialist republic, an intellectual
marinated in Marxism-Leninism,
what has he to do with these
Ukrainian-Canadians, these
passing-through-prairie ones, the
children ol rock 'n' roll and pyrohy
dinners in the National Hall? Just
this, he will say: "We all come from
the same village."

I take the question to his
acolytes. They belong to a group
called "Hromada," which means
"community" and they get together
to talk about the Soviet dissidenl
movement, Ukrainian history and
multiculturalism. They call
themselves, "Ukrainians in the
diaspora," an image thai evokes
almost insupportable restlessness.
They could be any emigre group
anywhere except for this: they were
born in Canada. They are in their

twenlies. They define their legacy
as "Ukrainian socialist democracy,"
so that they may be distinguished
from all those Ukrainian-Canadians
whose legacy is "bourgeois
democracy" or anti-communist
nationalism or Eastern Orthodoxy
or "self-reliance." Or, for that

matter, whose legacy is North
American socialism and populism.
They talk about developing social

services in Edmonton .for

Ukrainians, food co-ops, drop-in

centres, rsading rooms, unwittingly

repeating the efforts of a generation
that preceded them in the west, the

nationalist consciousness-raisers

who worked in the small towns
building Ukrainian drama clubs and
Ukrainian reading societies, before

the forces of assimilation cancelled

them out. It is not with such people
they feel continuous, but with

Ukrainian partisans, hiding out in

the Carpathians, with peasant-

anarchists and Kozak outriders,

sweeping vengeful ly across the

steppes, with gentlemen in spec-

tacles and waistcoats, rising in the

Western Ukrainian parliament to

speak as the "people's socialist

deputy."
(When I explain to them that I

for one do not feel in permanent
exile from the homeland — that

home is here under my two feet —
and that my sources are not only in

the Ukrainian immigration but in the

New Left as well, in Ihe women's

liberation movement, in Canadian

liberation movements from Riel to

Quebec separalists, they look

vaguely sympathetic, as though it

were after all "correct" to unders-
tand my position. As they must
"understand" the Dene, for in-
stance, or the Somalis. And so,
when Plyushch addressed us all as
"my dear countrymen," they took
themselves to be such whereas I

wondered if Plyushch, in a drug
flashback, thought he was still in

Kiev.)

They are the children of the
third, post-World War Two Ukrai-
nian immigration and the two
patrimonies, the Ukrainian and the
Canadian, cross-fertilize in them in

intriguing ways. Their parents were
refugees who came to Canada
initially in an act of expediency —
(he Red Army, Ihey felt, would soon
be repulsed from within Ukraine
and (he refugees would return —
and were forced to stay on, suffer-
ing the chagrin of involuntary exile.

The children grew up In their intense-
ly political homes. Heated dis-
cussions around the dinner table,
membership in paramilitary youth
groups, Saturdays at Ukrainian
School, summers at scout-like
Ukrainian camps, attendance at
conferences, congresses, and
demonslrations. Speeches. Always
there were speeches. "In
everything," says one man, "there
was total orientation towards the
liberation of Ukraine. It began with
that, it ended with that." In one
home, the father was a member of
the League for Liberation of

Canadian society. "The notion of
Mother Ukraine back across the
ocean, yearning to be free, was
supposed to be sufficient to keep us
Ukrainian."

And so. it was, for many years,
"Without my early socialization in
the Ukrainian community, I'd

probably be in pre-Law now! or a
Jaycee." But inevitably they learned
English and entered into
relationship with Canadian society.
They read books — Marcuse.
Fromm. Bakunin. Goldman, Marx
and Lenin — having encountered
Ihe New Left in their older brothers
and sisters. They were polishing
their Ukrainian nationalist
enthusiasm with applied theory
from whoever was useful, "I had
heard and read aboul Ukrainian
political thoughtand I asked myself,
'Where did those Ukrainian Social
Democrats come from?' So even-
tually you run into that *ogre' Karl
Marx." Another stumbled across
Nestor Makhno, the peasant
anarchist leader whose movement
was crushed by the Bolsheviks in

1920, and his slogan, "Live Free or
Die Fighting!" is on the bedroom
wall, alongside posters of Red
Emma and Chief Joseph of the Nez
Perces. Others, who confess that,
even though they are only one
generation removed from the
"ancestral homeland," it is

"ludicrous, psychologically and
politically, to deny we are

other. Some may feel more Cana-
dian than others — in any case they
feel not-exactly-Ukrainian — while
others worry that by speaking
English as much as they do they will

be anglicized beyond the recall of
the liberation struggle. Some hada
period of adolescent rebellion when
they went out drinking with Ihe boys
and said to hell with the League (or
the Liberation of Ukraine but they
feel now they've re-entered the
community on their own terms.
Some are more tolerant than others
of the Ukrainian culture evolved by
four generations in the prairies. But
they all distinguish themselves from
my generation, we, the "clean-cut"

Ukrainian-Canadians, conformist
graduates of Sunday school, un-
critical digesters of garlic sausage
and the values of the Jaycees,
sentimentallzers of — it's all we've
got — baba and Ihe country wed-
ding. Like their parents before
them, they confront their
Canadianlzed neighbours and find
us lacking. "As someone who was
raised in a paramilitary at-
mosphere," says one. "I feel stifled

by all the interminable discussions
about how to reach out to the
unconscious members of the com-
munity. I just want to get on with it,"

FROM THE SAME VILLAGE
— A GLOBE APART

Enter Plyushch. He is impor-
tant, they say, because of "his
politics, a Marxist critique of
totalitarian state capitalism, Forthis

"brother": the relation. "It seems
most natural to me, because of my
linguistic, historical, familial and
spiritual connections with Ukraine,
for me to get involved in the
campaign to free Plyushch." One is,

in'the end, a patriot, a compatriot!
not by analogy but by inevitability:
"I have limited time. I had to choose
among priorities, I chose Ukraine
because, although slateless,

I am a
Ukrainian."

II keeps coming back to that to
the amazing palpability of Ukraine,
the phantasmagoria that is Canada
What is it about this place that is so
unreal? "We are the youth of the
seventies," it was explained to me,
"By the time of our political coming-
of-age we looked all about us and
saw nothing but ambivalence and
passivity. Ukraine was where the
action was," Ah, yes, the sixties,
been and gone, by the time they'd
heard of Plyushch.

So when they meet him they
recognize the continuity they have
with him, through their parents alter
all and not through the mortgaged
Canadians The parents had been
there all along while we have come
from and gone, unrecognizable,
into quiescence. In Plyushch they
identify the political ally: the con-
cern about the degeneration of the
revolution, (he gaps in Marxism, (he
wrestling with ethics and morality,
the humanizing of inter-personal
relations. Freedom as self-
consciousness and vision as the
protest against necessity. The iden-
tification of the human being
proprietor of self: in spite of the
drugs and the convulsions, ihe torm
underwear exposing his genitals
and the female guards walching
him at, the toilet, in spite of the

Ukraine and had come from
village which manned a whole
division of anti-Soviet partisans. In
another home, the father armed the
fifteen year old son with rocks in his
pockets to throw at Kosygin when
he visited Canada in 1971. In yet
another, the mother wept whenever
she had to speak Englfsh and her
son now fears for his own con-
sciousness whenever he fails io
express himself in Ukrainian.

They went to church bazaars
and concerts in the parish hall, sang
the Ukrainian national anthem and
saluted the blue-and-yellow Ukrai-
nian fiag-in-exile. danced in Ukrai-
nian costumes and, at home,
marched around the living room to
the sounds coming off the
phonograph: Mario Lanza and
Ukrainian insurgents' songs. They
grew up on stories about relatives

imprisoned in Siberia, hanged by
Ihe Germans, shot by the Russians,
starved to death in Stalin's enforced
famine in Ukraine, killed in action
while serving in the Ukrainian
Insurgent Army. At Ihe very least,
they learned the equation of the
Ukrainian church and (he Ukrainian
language with nationalist con-
sciousness. At the extreme, they
understood they must dedicate
their lives, however problematic
that might be to fulfill in Canada, to
the liberation of Ukraine from the
Soviet Union. The atmosphere was
profoundly anti-Communist and
wary of the anglicizing forces of

"Brother. A man from halfway around the world ... what has he to do with these Ukrainian-
Canadians ...? Just this he will say: "We are all from the same village."

"

Canadians," took to reading texts
on the history ol agrarian socialism
in western Canada and discovered
"alternative viewpoints" to their
parents' conservatism (not to say
reaction) in Wobblies and
Ukrainian-Canadian socialists.
They got summer jobs and became
involved in labour disputes: "I

couldn't understand at first why my
bosses drove big cars, lived in big
houses and yet 'couldn't afford' (o
pay us more than the minimum
wage." They lived in co-ops in

Chinatown, and every morning
while waiting for (he bus, had the
opportunity to observe poverty in

Canada. They became critical of the
anti-democratic elements in the
organizations of their parents —
"that World War Two mentality
conditioned by hiding in the forest
and artificially transferred to
Canada" — and began to chale at
the exclusivity of the possessive
"ours," meaning "Ukrainian."

By 1977, in their twenties, at the
university, they seem to have put it

all (ogether. "Super-critical Marx-
ists/anarchist s/social is ts, in-
heritors of a revolutionary violence,

of a passion for national liberation,

of the outsider's alternative vision,

proud bearers of a cultural legacy
they can evoke lo enrich their

concerns and commitments, they
stand between their parents, the

refugees, and me, the Canadian, as
a third way of being Ukrainian-
Canadian. Neither one nor the

reason he is unpopular both among
"official" Communists everywhere
((he News from Ukraine, published
in Kiev, claims thai "Soviet society
does not produce 'dissidents,' they
are the product of bourgeois
propaganda") and among the anli-

Communist refugees, who view him
as guilty of collusion with the
Soviets because of his Marxism. He
is important, they say, because he
enriches the intellectual life of

Ukrainians outside Ukraine and
legitimizes, wilh his inlelligence

and reasonableness, the"Uk'rainian
question" which had been dis-

credited by the excesses of the Cold
War. He is "steeped in humanity," a

lover of life, an example of the
triumph of he human spirit over (he

forces of darkness.
Because of the global village,

they say, it is impossible to deny Ihe
interconnectedness of events —
"today's nuclear blast in China is

tomorrow's (alloul over Canada" —
and foolish to "resist the threat of

totalitarianism anywhere to our own
exislence here." Besides, (he global
village also makes possible the
immediate mobilization on behalf of

a threatened "comrade": a hundred
years ago, by the time the news
reached the sympathizers, Ihe com-
rade was already executed. One
doesn't stop struggling until

democracy reigns everywhere, they
say, evoking the vision of the
permanent revolution. Finally, of
course, there is the blood-tie, the
original meaning of the word

KGB's message to his wife that if

she slopped agitating lor his release
they would stop Ihe drugs, in spite

of Ihe temptation to recant — "the
task of the poet is to wrile poetry,
not to sit in prison" — and the fears

bordering on hysteria, the fear of

torture, the fear of loss of contact
with his family, the fear of simply
never being free again Plyushch
resisted the moral death of capitula-
tion and received Ihe larger life of

integrity as the comrade, the hus-
band, ihe father, and the friend. The
recognition of Ihemselves as the
fellow Ukrainians. They have, after

all, come from the same village.

They are on the prairie now,
near Ihe farmsof fellow immigrants
who came out some seventy years
ago. They are on Ihe prairie now,
wilh visions of insurgency among
(he sunflowers, (he dillweed, the
cornstalks, dancing In their heads.
It as on just such acres that those
other Ukrainians across the sea
have risen and fallen in their rebel

rows, pitchforks and rifles wielded
against not only foreign invaders
but also against those wilhm who
would feed the hunger of the people
for justice with the tainted meat of a

bogus revolution- And so, to keep
the faith with them, it is no wonder
Ihe twenty year olds take their

chances not with my generation of

Ihe politicians of gesture and ex-
istential dilemmas but with Leonid
Plyushch, the man, convulsed and
confused, friends dead before him.
visions defiled, wilh whom the
police could make no deals.
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SMASH BOURGEOIS
IDEOLOGY!

(KGB files from various issues)

u
° u ' a9en's couldn't help noticing that the Unification

Ohurch headed by the Korean businessman, (His Holiness) Sun
Yet Moon, is a member of the World Anti-Communist Leaque
50 is the Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of Nations (ABN) a front
organization of the Banderite Wing of the Ukrainian community
However, he couldn't determine if it were true that the "Moonies"
and 'Sumies" were going to exchange camp counsellors tor asummer, or if large quantities of incense and flowers were beino
delivered to the Ukrainian Youth Association temple on Christie
otreet in Toronto.

• Student readers should not listen to the radio these days in
case they hear the most vile weapon the rotten capitalist media hascome up with to date: a so-called musician from Toronto named
B.B. Gabor who is simply full of anti-Soviet smut and propagandaOne of his songs, Moscow Drug Club"- "where the Reds play theblues - is a vicious attack on Soviet reality that purports to
describe a secret nightclub in our glorious Kapital city. In addition to
calling our beloved five year plan "a joke," the song falsely claims
that degenerate elements and social parasites loaf about in this^^„-' '

s
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a thinly-disguised attack on our progressive

nationalities policy and our enlightened treatment of religious
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d ,histraitor Gabor has family in Hungaryobviously, he needs a refresher course on what happened in 1956

•The conflict between Gregorian and Julian calendars becomes
especially acute at Christmas time(s). Consequently. acompromis»has
been suggested by the Delegation ot Ukrainian Nativitists tor Christmas
Extension (OUNCE) in which the Christmas season tor Ukrainianswould Be observed as a holy momh lasting from Dec. 19 (St Nicholas
pay) to Jan 22 (Ukrainian Independence Day), Many are already
following this solution and numbers are expected to increase
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in Canada Did you see that Ukrainian Christmas special on CBCDuring PRIME TIME! Colour ad in Maclean's and all. The KYK NationalExecutive almost collectively bursting their blood vesselsas their heads
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*' If" 'en9,h lPre,e 'ablV «'st ball) and shownregionally - but broadcast coast-to-coast betore a possible audienceoltwenty million plus'?? Perhaps we should just stick to politics, re "g,onand chronic alcoholism, y

• It's not known if Soviet leader Brezhnev was in attendance at the
Boney-M concert, but it he had shown up in one of the many luxury cars
he owns, it would have added a touch of class — the ruling class
Brezhnev, communism's most prominent citizen, owns a Rolls-Royce, a
Cadillac, a Mercedes, a Citroen-Maserati. a Chevrolet (still a proletarian
at heart), a Lincoln Continental, and a Matra-Rancho cross country car
This information came out recently when his Highness was invited to
test drive Aston Martin's $50.000 V8 Vantage on Russian roads. Aston-
Martm officials said they think Brezhnev will be impressed by their car's
acceleration rate from 100 mph lo its top speed of 170. Leonid's mother
reportedly is worried what will happen to her son if the Reds ever come
back.

• Ukes and Nukes. Harrisburg, Pa., site of the recent Three Mile Island
nuclear disaster, is in the midst of a heavily-Ukrainian populated coal-
mining belt. It was. in fact, the 1902 site ot the First Convention of the
Society ot United Ruthenian (i.e. Ukrainian) Church Communities in the
U S. and Canada. As such it stands cherished in our history Let's hope it

stays on the map.

Toronto - Touted as The social event of the season ( nexi tnMalanka)
, U of T's "Mariposa Belle" boat cruise dry-docked

for the better part of the evening this past May. Over one
hundred and fifty of Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal's elite
gathered to rub elbows and shoulders with U of T's old and new
execuuve powerbrokers. Highlights of the evening included
dancing under the stars in from of the Harbour Castle Hilton' aorm.dabk buffet dinner; wild dance contest participants
snimmtying for Vodka and other assorted (orsordid) vilcs and a
P°st-cruisC sotree a. the While House, home of Past-President

Unyckyj. All in all, a night never to be forgotten - at Icist no
one got seasick
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contravene the deal. It the predominant commitment toFTA is implemented as a the market place and to the
result of the Conservatives development of private
winning a majority, he added, enterprise,
the U. S. would have a place in Throughout the speech,
Canada's constitutional Romanow underlined the deep
future. The mindset of affecton he had to Canada,
Canadian legislators, whether with references to his'
provincial or federal, would Ukrainian heritage, the
change; they would always hardships endured by his
have to ask themselves farmer/railroader father in
whether or not a new law or th« late 1920's, the ever-
program would affect the U. S. growing richness of the
adversely. This, he argued, Canadian multicultural
would impinge on the mosaic and what it meant for

Canada at the Crossroads MikeDiffniuk

Canada at the Crossroads" Since April 1987, when
*

was the theme of the Council the COC hosted the "Maple
of Canadians fourth annual Leaf Summit" to distract
conference held the week-end attention from the Quebec
Of October 14-16 at the "Shamrock Summit" - between
Chateau Laurier in Ottawa. Prime Minister Brian

The three day event Mulroney and U. S. President
brought together over 150 Ronald Reagan, the major
delegates and many leading agenda item has been to
political and academic figures mobilize its 8500 members
from across the country to and other organizations to
discuss strategic election defeat the "Mulroney-Reagah
planning in defeating the Trade Deal." The COC Roy Romanow speaking at theanticipated majority believes that not only will "Canada at the Crossroads"
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American shipping. Not manufacturer, that closed upf
surprisingly, the founders of shop in Ontario and within 72
the COC, publisher Mel Hurtig hours had reestablished itself
of Edmonton, Ontario social on the Mexican side of the U.
affairs activist Maude Barlow, S.-Mexico border. With
former Ottawa mayor Marion capital mobility so fluid, he
Dewar and political activist posited the question as to why
John Trent, all boast ties to most multinationals would
the Liberal or New Democratic stay in Canada when wage
parties.

Use of Ukrainian Language Discussed

The Choice is Yours
You have a whole lot of choices available to

you now. The credit union can help you
make the right ones for your financial future.

As a member-owner, you can help

determine the credit union's future too.

Choose the financial institution suited to

your needs. Come in and talk to us.

BUDUCHNIST
(TORONTO) CREDIT

UNION LTD

140 Bathurst Street, Toronto, 363-1326
2253 Bloor Street West, Toronto, 763-6883
4196 Dixie Road, Mississauga, 238-1273
221 Milner Avenue, Scarborough, 299-7291

(UPA)Under the umbrella of Language of the Ukrainian language. Announcements
glastnost, the defence of the Academy of Sciences. V. M. road signs, administrative
Ukrainian language has once Rusanivsky as admitting that forms, and village meetings
again materialized in the such large cities as Kharkiv, all use the Russian language
Ukrainian SSR. As the Soviet Donetsk, Voroshilovgrad and Many letter published in the
Ukrainian party and state Odessa had virtually no journal mentioned the
prepare a celebration of the Ukrainian schools. He states, exclusive use of Russian as aUkrainian language. Dmytro "It is no secret that in our reason for the decline inPavlychko a prominent republic, higher educational attendance at Ukrainianmember of the Writers Union, establishments have almost language schools and
continued his attack upon the completely adopted Russian nurseries. However almost allarm-Ukrainian language as Ihe , anguage of of the letters advocaledelement within the instruction." This lack in government intervention
educational system and Ukrainian language education, making Ukrainian the official

fZ^TZ
m

,

Ukrame
: f -«rding to Rusanivsky, language of the republic,

finds fault not only in the resul[s in the snoruge of ,n one imeresl
.

»

government policies but m Ukrainian culture specialists. Vechirnv Kiev „,;,!. hy

well chin, f

0 35 UkrainUn television and 'van Dziuba brought an influx

Zi' , «?r >
remammg radio directors, and of reader response on thefrom the Stalinist era career Ukrainian speaking technica , , jssue , a sixadvancement. and the n t e 1 1 g e n t s a , and article, Dziuba responded to

fashionab.lity of sending conseQueIulj, in ukrainian 120 ,elters , s0£e severa ,
children to Russian schools as t;. m A - • .

. . . , -
-

,
literature, media programs pages in length. Although

the reasons behind the dismal , - , . . . .

6,.„.., and tecnnicaI hterature. A many letters written n
state of Ukrainian language ra „ a „, . n

, „
6 recent government order Russian were opposed to the

.
_, / ~ °',

,
states that all maps, museums furthering of Ukrainian in the

language needs the fire of love catalogues , scientific and republic, other Russianand spiritual strength! research material , and letters su ted suchPadYanska Ukra '" a
.

'
a inventories shall use efforts. One such lettercomun.st party daily. exc i usive i y Russian language, reminds the population that

reported on September 18. An ar[icle in Li , era ,„ rna nev /r meant
1988 one example of the poor. 35) claims the internationalism to mean
state of Ukrainian education. Ukrainian language exists at a russification. Ukrainian

Z o» f

Uk
„

ramianS
,

make
f

"P w»« status than any foreign language letters criticized
86.9% of the population of the language in Ukrainian both the educational and
Kirovograd oblast. only four schoo i s . Mplod also governmental systems as well
out of thirty schools ,n that published a group of letters as the Ukrainians who do not
oblast are Ukrainian. There protesting the neglection of speak the language. Dziuba
exist few Ukrainian language ,he Ukrainian language to a concluded his article with a
nurseries and of these many secondary position in the call not to ignore the second-
are Ukrainian by name only. Ukrainian SSR. Meanwhile the rat e status of the Ukrainian
About a month later, the same literary journal Yitchyzna ]anguage in its own republic
newspaper quoted the (no. 7/1988) says there has and advocated wider use of
director of the Institute of been no progress in terms of Ukrainian guaranteed by law
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OVER

YEARS OK
SER\ ICE

R. CHOLKAN & CO. LIMITED • REALTOR

OVER

30
YEARS OF
SERVICE

,
R.CHOLKAN & CO. LIMITED, REALTOR

REAL ESTATE — APPRAISALS

EXECUTIVE OFFICE —
537 Bloor Sued Weil,, Onurio, M5S IY5. {4]6| 533-4404

METRO BRANCHES:
Cmlral — 527 Bloor Si W

. Tofomo. Onl . M5S IYS (416) 53:-4404
Wesl — 2336 Bloor Si W . Toronlo. Onl . M6S IP3 (416) 76.3-5555

Elobicole - 5302 DuntJas Si W . Elobnokt. Onl . IB2 14161 236 2666
Oul of- Branch — Mam Si . Pon Sjdnc). Onl . POB IL0 (705l 385-2983

)
CHOLKAN

INSURANCE BROKERS LTD

5302 Duoilas Si W . Eiobicone. On)
, M9D IB2

Tel 239-7733
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house, into the kitchen, straight piglet still dripping blood, turn agonizingly painful) back onto the

through the fridge door and around to return when there's this sight of my foot pointing

punctured a can of Fosters. Pity unearthly howling and squealing
jn a direction it never had before

about the Fosters. sound behind me. I didn't even turn and the bone sticking out through

Back to the shooting trip. We around to look. It was pretty flesh (now starting to get dirty)

cranked up the Bastard, chucked our obvious that mum or dad were none
didn4 he,p much &i

stuff in and took off for a place about 0 pleased that I'd put a ventilation
ha, f b(mle of vodka gave

30 miles out. As usual, a bone hole in their baby's brain, and they
m<_ ^ (, ^ ba=k| , reckon

rauling trip. The roads are unsealed were out for blood. I just dropped scumbag Horsearse musl've driven

rough tracks that have never seen a that porker and went hell for leather
ovcr every! m<1 ho , e he

grader, so they're chock full of rocks for the nearest tree. rmd , rMnember „ | „gest

and ruts and Utile dolours to bypass Unfortunately, either the tree ^> painM ride evcr ^ M„
the latest fallen tree. It usually takes wasn't close enough, or I was loo me , came wi|h some pm new

G'day cobbersl! Welcome to a They're great for throwing into the
about three hours to get there. slow, or the mother (it turned out to

name! md^.
new column which is intended to toilet bowl, 'cos when someone This time around the shooting be sow) was too quick. She caught

j, waJ an0[her 50 km pasl ,he

grace the pages of STUDENT on a comes in late at night they usually was 6"=" " we '

d ba8g=d 3 boars, a me with another 10 meters to go. farmhouse , lhe hospita i where

regular basis and provide you with a can't see it (no electricity). An when sow md * c°uPle ° f P.iglets. The ramming my leg with her head and Jome ratbag doctor decided to

litUc insight into the wilder side of the frog gets (understandably) upset, P'Elcls whal "^ make me WSkS
'

breaklI,B *e IcS md pulling
temporari i y set thc Us wilhou ,

life down under. I'm Angry it starts spitting water up at the worthwhile - there's absolutely Ihe ankle 0UI of us socket-
anesthetic. Of course, the nurse had

Anderson - they call me Ando the offending arse and trying to leap out. nothing like the taste of a nice Adrenaline really is a wonderful a M my off^ md give me

Wild Man back home in Oz. No, it's We've had some great times pulling vounE, lean piglet roasted over a fire - I was. busted leg, bone
>n injeclio„ ;„ Ine bum against

not another of the Editors' hundreds that stunt on people. Best one was wilh S"m leaves thrown on "> 8've it
sllckinS out

'
but 511,1 crawling as

diphlhcria . Halfway through this I

of pseudonyms that keep appearing Beaker's girlfriend from Sydney. mat eucalyptic tang. And if you can ' for that tree. You no ,iced llla, peMMU Neil perving

through the screenson various articles in this paper. I'm Did she ever scream'. cal* a ™1= (P'mty around, but all "*% ^n' 1 feel "» -

as real as Ihe Tasmanian Devil (and Anyway the purpose of our trip P"^ wel1 deadly) for an appetizer, laleI when lhe danSer s °VCT - enormous bloody grin on his face,

that Is real, though in real life they was shooting. Horsearse was having ^ *>e better. All you do is chop the M™" had overshot me by some What , Horsearse | S o I had no

don't spin around like on Bugs some problems with a few too many dangerous end off and throw him ,M ™d 5 squealing, was 10 but ,„ throw the urine sample

Bunny). I don't carry a knife as I wi ld pigs on his property. So. like straight onto the coals. Once he's <»™tng around to come back for^ „^ ,, got ^ w but

walk down Bloor street - that's good mates we offered to come up d°ne. ° 51 striP off skm md fmaU
' '

d already Pulled my the ™«« "»ne too impressed

movie fantasy. But I can look after md drink hL beer and blow Ihe pigs scales, the guts simply fall away, and bayonet to fight her off (not that it mough .

myself in the outback without too away Wild pigs of course are not *e meat slides straight off the ribs.
w °" ld have d ° ne much good). Tbank goodness the trip to

manv worries On occasion I dn « .. . i„i ' ' r a MarvelnusI Happily, my mates on the Bastard Brisbane was on a plane. There Imany worries, un occasion 1 do get the cute little piggies you find on Marvelous. r

caught out and embarrass myself. country farms and rural shows. Anyway, we saw another Utile
were well on Ihe ball. Once the sow was properly looked after. Now I'm

Take three years ago in north These are big vicious bastards gourmet porker running around down had cleared me
'

3 nfles and mc carrying a couple of lovely scars as

central Queensland. A mate of complete with razor sharp tusks and in a gully about 50 or 60 meters shotgun opened up, leaving a mementos and until a year ago. Neil

mine, Neil "Horsearse" Horvath, , „as,y temperament. The big ones away from the track. I adjusted my blood
)'

mess behmd
'
Ge"' " was »°" still ask me if I'd leamt how

invited me and some other mates up we call razorbacks. Once they gel sights, took aim and popped it

there to his property, way out in the you down they go for the throat and straight through lhe brain,

bush. The place doesn't even have a chew you to bits. Now we always shoot form the

bloody name - it's about 200 km And you can't just shoot them - back of Neil's Bastard. That way

straight from Townsville. you need special steel jacketed the razorbacks can never get at us,

We got to Neil's place late at ammunition. Soft nose and small while we fire away at our leisure,

night. It's a typical farmhouse built calibre shells will just bounce off This time though, the piglet was in

of timber and galvo (galvanized their skulls and make them angrier, a gully and even the Bastard

iron). No aircon, an outdoor dunny Unless you're good enough to shoot couldn't get down there. Since I

(toilet) and plenty of insects buzzing them through the eye. So we use shot it, I had to go and get iL For

around. As we drove in, we couldn't WWII .303 rifles with telescopic safety, I left my rifle behind - rifles

work out what all these squelching sights and steel jacketed ammo. The are notorious for going off when

sounds were. In the morning it silly Horsearse tried it out once on you're climbing around with them,

became obvious - there was a plague his old "Bastard" - an old WWII Plus I was gunna have my hands full

of green tree frogs going around and heavy 4WD Blitzwagon. He put a anyway.

these 5 to 6 inch frogs were all over shot into it at 50 feet. The bullet So down I went, picked up the

the road - now squashed flat. These went through one heavy steel door.

frogs do have their uses though, out the other, through the wall of the

bloody fantastic to hear that shotgun outrun a pig yet. That was until

ripping the buggery out of that he had his own little adventure with

vicious animal, a 15 foot saltwater crocodile.

They quickly dragged me none Playing dentist. But that's for

too gently (now that it was another time.

MYROSLAW TRUTIAK
President

MST BRONZE LIMITED
ART FOUNDRY

(416) 738-5243

10! Freshway Dr.

Unit 52

Concord, Ont.

L4K 1R9

SIPCO
Sales&Leasing
limited

* Complete Automotive & Truck Leasing Services
' Corporate & Individual Plans - Tailored For Exacting Needs
' Short or Long Terms - 6 to 60 Months
' Foreign & Domestic - We Lease All Makes and Models
* Very Competitive Rates

ANDYSTASIW
Phone: 232-0557

83 Six Point Road
Toronto, Ontario

M8Z 2X3

QUttN ST W

no Queen Street West, Phone: 368-4235
/JV W"™ Now Licensed by LLBO

FULL LINE OF SERVICES

FOR STUDENTS

• OSAP I CANADA STUDENT LOANS

• AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES

• STUDENT LINES OF CREDIT

• FREE CHEQUING

• CAR LOANS

• SCHOLARSHIPS, AND MUCH MORE!

UKRAINIAN (TORONTO) CREDIT UNION LIMITED

295 COLLEGE ST

TORONTO

922-1402

225 THE EAST MALL

ETOSICOKE

233-1251

2397 BLOOR ST W
TORONTO
762-6961

3635 CAWTHRA RD

MISSISSAUGA

272-0468

247 ADELAIDE ST S

LONDON
649-1671
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Letter From Ukrainian
Hippie
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(UPA)Petro Vladiminov, 21-

old resident of Kiev, has

written to the Soviet youth

magazine Y u" oM describing

his disillusionment with
Soviet society. He describes

how, by the age of 14-16,

"there was the rejection of

those values that were thrust

upon me: conduct yourself as

everyone else; don't argue

with the adults, they are

always right even if they talk

nonsense or behave
themselves improperly; be

ready to enter life (work

towards a career) and so on."

In his view, all the Communist blindly mimicking stupid
indoctrination he was Western fashion."

subjected to in school "was The hostility of Soviet society

pure fiction." and authorities towards
When he began not to conform unofficial youth groups, like

to the accepted standards of the one that Petro Vladinimov
Soviet regimentiation, he was belonged to, changed his view
scandalised and tormented by f the outside world from one
teachers and those in f "love" to one of
authority. "Finding myself "animosity." Today, he hopes,

totally neglected and ti mes are changing as
misunderstood, 1 separated previously their existence
from my classmates and was a i wa y S "hushed up."
started looking for people Qnly rarely did an article

with similar-minded hippies, appear about them in pre-
or "hairy-ones," as they are Glasnost days usually under
described in the USSR.

the tUle *parasites , Petr0
Eventually. this led to

vladiminov has now decided
"collisions with the m,htia,

to ^ ^ oppominity of ^
which, it turned out, had some

nt es tQ lQ
of personal,

c
„

unexplainable hostil ity 7

THIS IS CARRYING

MULT I CULTURAL I SM

A LITTLE TOO FAR

kind

The editors of Yunost follow
towards us, the longhairs."

the ,eUer by staling that
These violent experiences memb e rs hip in these
with the mihtia were not

unofficial youth groups in the
isolated affairs. The more msR number {n lhe miUions
people he met in different

and therefore there is a need
cities, "the more I heard, and

tQ discuss The methodg
saw with my own eyes, as to

used . ^ past againsl petrQ
what was happening

vladimonov did nQt solye the
everywhere, and. to what, in

problerri( but> instead/made it

the full meamng of the word,
WQrse They ask them Selves,

terrorism we were being „u this phenomena dangerous
subjected." Hippies, "without

tQ 5 and if is what does
provocation, were often

the danger cons ist of? And if

insulted, beaten and given u ig necessary t0 battle with
haircuts against their will." ^ with what melhods?

"

In addition, they were

labelled as "parasites, drug

addicts, anti-Soviets, sectists,

crazies— do I have to go on?

The most innocent accusations

in our direction were in

stupid taste— that we were

Warning: Health and Welfare Canada advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked - avoid inhaling.
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